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Herein is a study of the interplay between the exploration of issues surrounding speechless 

communication for people with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) and the discovery of 

an evolutionary method of inquiry. The development of a collaborative method was 

adopted in order to identify and describe issues related to speechless communication h m  

the perspective of five individuals with bulbammet U S .  Interviews were approached 

using Narrative principles of "listening" and %tnessing". Transcripts were textured with 

non-verbal information and field data were organized according to a dynamic framework 

that expanded on, and W e d  emerging ideas by way of topical units and written memos. 

InterreLated concepts were grouped into seven areas that described issues of "quality", 

"interactions", "Community", "Identity", "Communication Media1', "Coping" and 

"Meaning". The multiple facets of speechless communication, and the applied meaning of 

a topic-sensitive method for this specialized area of research and practice, emerged as the 

greatest discoveries. 



PREFACE 

"You don 't have to make up names. 

we are REAL PEOPLE." 

(Henry Rozsa, December ZO', 2000) 

All five participants in this study 

asked to have their MI names 

incorporated into the final manuscript. 

t 
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It is thanks to my academic supervisor, Dr. Nancy Marlett that I was able to 

broaden my perspective and accept the responsibility of researching a topic that demanded 

to be researched. Our dialogue over the past two and a half years has taught me that 

collaborative research is a personal and creative endeavour that requires rigor and invites 

vulnerability. I have learned what it means to engage in a topic and surrender to a process. I 

have been both challenged and supported in my discoveries, and I have changed as a result 

of it. Thank you, Nancy, for pushing me to move beyond my limits. 

I am sincerely gratehl to Henry Rozsa, Brenda Cupelli, Brent Dewar, Millie 

Bookout, and Ruth Cole, who accepted my invitation to participate in this study. Your 

contributions were candid, generous, and often inspiring. Thanks to you, my understanding 

of ALS has increased, and my appreciation for the richness and subtleties of speechless 

communication has deepened beyond measure. I aIm extend my thanks to Erma Rozsa, 

whose regular input during interviews facilitated and expanded on the process of discovery. 

The staff of the ALS Society of Alberta & NWT played a key role in helping this 

project become a reality. Special thanks to Mary Hatcher, Jane Rivest, Anne Chapman 

Heinemeyer and Helen Desjardins; your interest in the topic, your belief in its relevance, 

your commitment to contact potential participants, and your assistance over the phone a11 

provided invaluable impetus and support. 

There are many people who, knowingly or not, contriiuted time, effort and 

expertise to the development of this study. Many thanks to Dr. David Goode of the College 

of Staten Island (CUNY) for his inspiring work and his electronic correspondence, both of 

which played an important role in helping me clarify my own thinking. Thanks aIso to 

members of the U. of C. commmIrmty who took the the to read my project proposaI and 

offer their insights. la particular I would like to express appreciation to Dr. Hans Smits of 

the Graduate Department of Educational Research; Dr. Lauran Sandals, Director of the 



Learning Commons; and Dr. David Par& formerly of the Division of Applied Psychology. 

I would also like to thank Dr. Aldred Neufeldt and Dr. Mary Valentich for their interest and 

involvement as members of my examination committee. 

Special thanks to James Strachan for unexpectedly confirming my initial ideas 

about the use of narrative in conversation with non-speakers, and for suggesting a link to 

the ALS context; to Jeremy Janson of the Sunnybrook Hospital in Toronto, Ontario for 

several lively and insightfid online discussions; to Susan Gabori of Montreal, Quebec for 

including ALS in her written documentary on tiving and dying, and for sending me 

excerpts of the manuscript; to Dana McKie for helping me uncover some of my own 

assumptions and biases prior to entering the field; to Karin Mannhardt, for offering 

valuable input about communication and caregiving; to Gina Blankenstein for so smoothly 

transforming my hand drawn map into a computerized format; and to the King's Fold 

Community of Cochrane, Alberta, for providing an environment in which I was able to 

retreat fiom the outside world and focus inward during the initial phase of writing the final 

manuscript. 

I extend heartfelt gratitude to my circle of &ends - especially, Hilda Markis, Jackie 

Fiorino, Didi Martineau, Pat Cherewick, Cathy Harvey, Ruth Kereliuk, Adele Flaig, Denise 

Getz, Gwen Wait, and Karen Ternes - who supported me in different ways, from near and 

far, through the highs and lows of this learning experience. I am also very grateful to my 

mother, Caroline Horgan, for her words of encouragement and for offering me respite h r n  

the regular househotd routine at various times throughout the project's duration. 

Finally, and most importantly, I am indebted to my family for accepting to join in 

the adventure. Thank you, Philip, for the quiet and constant ways in which you have 

supported me in reaching my goal - and for "wring the process " with me. Thank you, 

Catherine, Simon, and Miriam, for Wing my world with love, vitality and wisdom, and for 

aIways reminding me to balance work with pIay. 



In memory of my grandmother, 

Kathleen Middleton (Baker) Boddington, 

who unkaowingly led the way. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

L 

@) Indicates that the transcnied data were communicated by pointing to letters on a 
board using a laser light. 

(w) Indicates that the transcnied data were communicated in writing. 

(b) Indicates the use of body language to convey a message. 

(se) Indicates that the transcri'bed data were communicated using Speakeaq. 

. . . Indicates that portions of the diaIogue were edited for the purposes of 
conciseness. 

I...] Indicates that portions of the written text, superfluous filler words, repetitions, 
or negligeable interjections were edited for the purposes of conciseness. 

( ) Contain added information about body language or non-verbal references ( i.e., to 
objects in the environment w the person being addressed) that occurred in 
conjunction with other forms of communication. 

[ ] Contain the voiced version of laser-spelled words. 

*The absence of any code simply indicates that the message was spoken. 

**All transcripts are referenced using participants' initials, the date of the 
interview and the page h m  which they were quoted. The abbreviation "eml" 
refers to e-mail correspondence. 
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"It is true I do not speak as well as I can think ' 

But that is m e  of most people, as nearly as I can 

tell, " 

Adah Price 

Barbara Kingsolver, The Poisonwood Bible. 

xii 



Cha~ter 1: Introduction 

Preamble 

The following pages tell a story. It is a story that took root in early experiences, 

unfolded in unexpected ways, and generated discoveries and questions that have changed 

and enriched my understanding of the human experience. Over a two-year period, I 

explored the world of speechless communication from the perspective of people with 

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). The decision to focus on this specialized topic and 

this particular population was not pre-determined; rather, it surfaced out of a gradual 

process of integration. That is, clarification of the topic's personal relevance, as well as 

the purpose of my inquiry, comprised important elements of my initial engagement in the 

research. The methods by which I carried out my inquiry effectively stemmed from the 

discernment of this background context. 

In other words, the events and experiences that brought me to this particular point, 

at this particular time, are not separate fiom the work - they are integraI to it (Denzin & 

LincoIn, 1998; Scott & Usher, 1996). The aim of this introductory chapter is to convey 

how certain aspects of my personal experience interrelate directly with my choice of 

professional and research interests. The "setting of the stage" is then completed with 

three subsequent chapters that descriie how my understanding of the topic was translated 

into practical techniques of investigation. These first four chapters should therefore be 

 ad as an "ensemble" that leads into the'narrative description of my interactions with 

participants. 

The Stow Behind this Research 

There was once an elderly woman who suffered a stroke and lost her 
ability to speak to read, to write and to count. Her mobility was only 
mildly afected however and she was still able to move her bod) and walk 
unassisted. Up until that point in her life. she had been a very active 
person with a reputation for talking "non-stop " and "at breakneck 
speed". Her passion for lge remained untarnished afer her stroke, and 
she willingly embarked on the long and arduous journey of regaining her 
ability to communicate. Some in her family described her rehabilitation 
process as 'soing back to kindergarten at the age of eighty'', but the 
woman herselfdid not appear to be daunted by the task befre  her. In fact. 



her quiet determination and her indomitable sense of humor permeated 
her eforts to succeed in speaking again, and characteriyed the 
idiosyncrasies of her slowly re-emerging language. She would. for 
instance. consistently replace irretntnevuble words with certain other worh 
so that t h e  close ro her evemially came to understand her unorthodox 
w e  of vocabulary as a meaningjil "code". In this way, males andfemales 
were respectively designated as "aunh " and "unclesp: while the 
continuum of size >om "little" to "big" corresponded to chronological 
age. Thus, a question such as "How is your big uncle today?" really 
meant. "how is your older sister today?". One day, after many hours 
spent re-acquiring her lust skilh, [he woman remembered how to count. 
Her excitement was contagious. On her way home, she shared her joy with 
firends and neighbors by stopping each person she met in the street and 
counting out loud to them. so that all those who crossed her path in the 
small village that day celebrated her accomplishment. The news of this 
happening even reached her relatives who lived abroad ... 

This woman was my maternal grandmother. Her courage, tenacity and creativity 

in overcoming the communication barriers she faced as a remlt of her stroke affected me 

deeply as a teenager (i.e., one of her grandchildren who lived abroad). In retrospect, I 

have come to appreciate the impact her life had on mine, and I know now that it is her 

story that stated me on the road toward exploring and understanding communication in 

all its compIexity. 

Since this early introduction to "communication disorders" (Owens, 1984), as 

they are sometimes called, I have learned more about the many disabling conditions that 

can affect communication and a person's' ability to participate in the mainstream 

"hearing, speaking" culture. I have come to understand the richness of my own Linguistic 

background, having grown up in a bilingual setting acquiring fluency in both French and 

EngIisk and later in Iife adding American Sign Language to my repertoire as part of my 

professional training. I realize that my faciIity in communicating allows me to negotiate 

my way around some of the cuIturaI and linguistic barriers that exist in the world. 

Language, voice and bodily expression are esentidly the tangiile vehicIes through 

which I have come to know, understand and interact with the worId around me. 

As a result of this growing awareness, as well as professional opportunities, my 

interest in the area of speechless commrmication has steadiIy grown, and continues to do 
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so. My initial curiosity led to the exploration of issues related to deafness, signed 

communication and the whole manual-oral debate that has waged within the Deaf 

community for some time (Lane, 1984). The training and experience I accumuIated in 

this area enlightened me M e r  regarding the assumptions upon which hearing culture is 

based, as well as the inextricable link that exists between language, culture and 

community (Higgins, 1985; Gme, 1991; Cohen, 1994; Sacks, 1991). 

My work eventually evoived to include contact with physically and cognitively 

disabled individuals, some of whom were deaf, others of whom were hearing, but most of 

whom used some form of manuaI communication - either standardized or homemade. It 

was then that I first became fascinated with the whole idea of speechless communication 

for hearing individuals, and how the combination of hearing and speechlessness might 

impact their experience of community. I wondered if these impairments would 

respectively eliminate, or at least diminish, their ability to access Deaf andlor hearing 

cultures in any meaningful or fulfilling sense wiggins, 1985; Sacks, 1989; Nolan, 1987; 

Crossley, 1997). This was admittedy one of the underlying assumptions I entertained in 

approaching the topic; that is, the idea that either speech or deafhess were pre-requisites 

for belonging to a defined c u i m g u i s t i c  community (lane, 1984; Higgins, 1985; 

Sacks, 1989; Crossley, 1997). My focus thus shifted again: this time to the pursuit of 

inquiry into the world of those who hear but do not speak - or those who sign but are not 

deaf. 

In my travels I read various sources (academic, biographical and anecdotal) that 

addressed issues pertaining to the clinical implications of speech disabilities and 

alternative communication devices/systems (i.e., Comtog, 1999-2000; Crossley, 1997; 

Crossley & MacDonald, 198 1 ; Brown, 1954; Grove & Walker, 1990; Kumin & 

Rysticken, 1985; Hooper et al., 1987; Petriono, 1988; DePaul & Yoder, 1986; Fristoe & 

Lloyd, 1978; Nolan, 1987; Sacks, 1989; Lapos, 1998). What became increasingly clear to 

me was the fact that as a society we assume that most people can speak, or at least 

comprehend the spoken word - and if they don't, they "should". To function otherwise is 

to risk being compared to lower forms of h a 1  Iife (Mayberry, 1976). Rosemary 



Crossley (1 997) reinforces this idea in her book about 'Yacilitating communication for 

people without voices" when she points to the unfortunate distinction that is made 

between those who speak and those who do not. In her words: 'To be speechless is to risk 

being placed totally outside the boundaries that delineate the human race" (p. 33). 

In my efforts to become better acquainted with reality as experienced by those 

who hear but cannot access spoken language, I studied and wrote about a topic that 

stemmed fiom my earlier exposue to sign language: "the social construction of manual 

communication as used by hearing individuals': This exercise was pivotal in sharpening 

my focus for future research. I gained a deeper understanding of how the language used 

to address or describe disabled individds can create versions of reality and impact on 

the visibility of their given perspective (Neufeidt, 1999; Schwandt, 1994). Further, the 

mode of language transmission used by the individual in question can directly affect the 

degree to which his/her given perspective is noted and/or promoted (Higgins, 1980; 

Corntog, 1999-2000). The conclusion to my paper read as follows: 

Reality, as lived by hearing [...I individuals who use their hands to 
communicate is not o h  describedjom their perspective. [...I Rarely do 
we stop long enough to put our own biases and agendas aside so that 
these people can teach us whar their world is really like. [...I Scientific, 
clinical or even cultural parameters can impinge on the discovery and 
expression ofpersonal meaning. (...I [It ih] onfy in opening ourselves to 
[the] reality (of our hearing, signing neighborsl, and in making their 
stories known [that we] can understand the memting of their personal 
experiences and hopefir& chalIenge the notion that [speech] is what 
makes us human. " @organ, 1998, pp. 16-1 7). 

My emerging intenst was thus c o h e d  in two ways. First, I remained 

passionately intrigued by the topic of speechless communication. Second, 1 was 

determined to find a method of inquiry that wouId truly facilitate the growth of 

knowledge and insight into this particuIar aspect of human experience from the 

perspective of those who live it fitst hand (Rappaport, 1995; Marlett, 1997). 

Still, I was Ieft wondering about how the above aspirations could be translated 

into practice. For one thing, I knew how difficult it could be to commit time and energy 

to intentional listening (verbal or non-verbal!) in a human services system that tends to 



reward efficiency and concrete results at the expense of less tangible outcomes (Marlett, 

1984). The importance of developing distinct and sensitive approaches to intervention for 

hearing/speechless individuals can be underestimated, or even overlooked in a fast paced, 

h&g/speaking system (Grove & Walker, 1990; Crossley, 1997). With this in mind, I 

undertook a brief study of narrative therapeutic techniques with the intent of exploring 

how the needs and perspectives of non-speakers could be accessed and acknowledged 

within the clinical setting with more effectiveness and consistency. 

At this point in my thinking I was privileged to meet and interview a hearing 

person who used a combination of vocal cues, gestures and augmentative technology to 

convey his thoughts. The result was a narrative account of our dialogue that was then 

theoreticaIly analyzed by means of concepts such as "listening', "deconstructing", and 

"witnessing" (Freedman & Combs, 1996; Rappaport, 1995; Zimmennan & Dickerson, 

1994). The exercise not only exposed me to yet another person's viewpoint of 

communication without speech, but it also challenged me to examine the interaction 

between theory and practice in more depth. The result was fUrther confixmation of earlier 

insights. First, I was sensitized to the fact that a person's *'reaIity" is constructed within 

the cultural and linguistic parameters of hisher environment (Freedman & Combes, 

1996; Bateson, 1972; Schwandt, 1994). ''Reality" as lived by individuals who hear and do 

not speak must therefore be significantly different than the "reality" of those who speak, 

or those who are culturally Deaf. Second, I understood fiom an experiential point of view 

that non-speaking individuals possess knowledge and expertise about their circumstances 

that eludes those of us who live in the mainstream speaking culture. Accessing this point 

of view can only enrich and enlarge our understanding of human "reality". With this in 

mind, I bewne convinced of the need to create a context within which non-speaking 

individuals could tell their stories, be heard, and have their stories recognized as an 

important piece of the community natrative (Rappaport, 1995). The chalIenge now was 

for me to determine with whom I might be able to pursue such research. 



About ALS and the Discovery of a "Fit" 

It was soon after this that I discovered Dennis Kaye's (1994) book entitled 

"Laugh, I Thought I'd Die - My L.$e with AS'',  Here was the story of one man's 

experience with a debilitating and terminal illness that, among other things, claimed his 

ability to speak. Having only ever heard of ALS through the early 1990s media coverage 

of Sue Rodriguez's now famous story,' I read Kaye's moving, humomus and sobaing 

account with curiosity. I had much to learn about this Iargeiy unacknowledged iIlness, 

and as I read more, I soon began to teaIize that ALS was directly linked to speechlessness 

and thus to my current area of interest and inquiry. 

I proceeded to gather information and to slowly expIore the many facets of this 

illness. I have incorporated a brief synopsis of the relevant literature here for two specific 

reasons: 1) to provide sufficient detail about ALS for the reader to understand its link to 

speechlessness; and 2) to highlight the biases that were apparent in the existing research 

in order to point out the corresponding need for exptoratory research that can provide 

more collaborative and descriptive data (Miller & Crabtree, 1991; Marlett, 1997). 

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis ( U S )  is an illness that has its own story. It was in 

1939 that the famous New York Yankee baseball player, Lou Gehrig, contracted the 

disease. He was forced to retire early and died two years later. ALS has been alternately 

known as "Lou Gehrig's Diseasey' ever since (Bain, 1993). The condition itself has no 

known cause, and can affect men and women between the ages of approximately 25 to 75 

years (Kaye, 1994; Bain, 1993; ALS Society, 1990). PLLS targets the motor neurons of 

the central nervous system, causing them to degenerate at variable rates and in different 

order depending on the individusl and the "main" of the disease contracted (Bain, 1993; 

' Rodriguez was a British Columbia woman who had ALS and fought for the legal right to access 
physician-assisted suicide, Her case evmtuaIIy reached the Sqreme Court of Canada, and her request was 
denied. In the end, Rodriguez died at home fiom a Id Qst ofnarcotic assisted by an 
physician and a Eend, who was a h  so elected qmcnfative (Kaye, 1993; Bchrmn, 1999). 
Then are several "strainsn of the disease; chief among them, the following ttuee. "Limb onset" ALS, also 

known as "lower motor neuron disease'', initWy aiEcts the d e g  muscles. "Uppa motor neuron 
dixease'' initially results in muscIe wealmess, spastieicy and exaggerated reflexes. FmalIy, 'bulbar onset" 
AIS is characterized by early changes in voice due to the gradual paralysis of mouth, throat and larynx 
muscIes (Bain, 1993; Mitsumoto & Norris, 1994). 



Mitmmoto & Noms, 1994). The end result is that people with ALS experience the 

progressive paralysis of all voIuntary muscles - a circumstance that eventually makes it 

impossible to breathe. Life expectancy is usually between three to five years of diagnosis 

(Hoffman & Decker, 1993; Kristjanson et d., 1987). Though speech is usually affected to 

some degree regardless of the type of ALS contracted, bulbar onset ALS imposes greater 

and more sudden losses and challenges relative to communication &om the outset (Bain, 

1993; Kaye, 1994)'. Emotional pain is identified as a factor in adjusting to the serious 

and permanent implications of ALS (Kim, 1991; Leach & Delfiner, 1989). The condition 

itself is not known to cause direct physical pain (Mitsumoto & Noms, 1994; Bain, 1993) 

although muscular/skeletd discomfort is often seen as a secondary effect of paralysis 

(Kristjanson, 1987). In d l  cases, eye movement and the functioning of sphincter muscles 

remain intact (Lange, et d. 1994; Kaye, 1994; Kristjanson et al,, 1987). 

My reading alerted me to the fact that, unlike other conditions that can entail an 

absence of speech (i.e., such as cerebral palsy, stroke, deafness or brain injury), loss of 

voice with ALS brings with it a unique combination of factors not seen elsewhere. ALS 

develops in mid to later life; it is not a life-long condition or one that is incurred as a 

result of accident or sudden injury. Movement and fpeech are commonly lost together, 

there is no link to hearing, and the potential for rehabititation is minimal. The effects of 

ALS on cognition are still a matter of some debate (Strong et al., 19961, but most stories 

fiom patients themselves convey the strains of having to manage the combination of an 

intact mind and an impaired body. From this colrection of comparisons, I visudized the 

loss of speech for people with ALS as a qualitatively different circumstance than hat of 

people who have never spoken, Iose abilities that can be regained, do not speak as a resuit 

of hearing loss, or have additionai cognitive impairments. 

The existing discourse on ALS alternately refa to the disease as "devastating" 

(Cobb & Hamera, 1986), "relentless" (Lange et al., 1994), "inexorable" (ACTS, 1995), 

"obscure" floffinan & Decker, 1993). Leach & Kelemen (1986) even describe it as "the 

3 Not surprisingly, among thc cross section of prospativc research participants for the cumat study, those 
who chose to participate were all people who had connacttd buIbar onset ALS. 



classic nightmare in which you want to run and your legs won't move, to speak and you 

can make no sound" (p. 57). A person who has ALS gradually Ioses the ability to 

communicate, and is sometimes descnied as being ''locked in" (Young & McNicoll, 

1998) at a time when life is ending and, it is said, stories need to be shared in order for 

the person to "die well" (Saunders, 1988; Behrnan, 1999). 

From an outsider's point of view, the above descriptors would appear to have 

some 'Yace validity". After ail, who among us (speakinj$ambulatory people) could 

contemplate the complete loss of voluntary movement and speech as anything other than 

a ''nightmare'? But this indeed is the outsider's point of view; and to my dismay, I soon 

discovered that most of the published investigations into the nature, cause, and treatment 

of ALS had been undertaken largely from clinical or empirical perspectives. In other 

words, the voice of the individual with ALS was rarely ever heard in any direct or 

unedited sense. 

Other than the increasing number of published personal biographies (Kaye, 1994; 

Bell, 1999; Rabin, 1985; McFeat, 1998), the only example I found of literature that 

represented the uncensored viewpoint of people with ALS was an unpublished 

manuscript written by Susan Gabori (1998) entitled "A Good Enough Life". A journalist 

by profession, Gabori documents personal reflections about dying fiom the perspective of 

people with AIDS, cancer and ALS. In so doing, she resists analysing the material and 

simply presents the interviews in the form of monologues in order to "give each reader 

space to reflect on what these people have revealed" (p. iv). Gabori describes the 

difficulty she had in receiving approval, and even attention, h m  potential publishers 

because of her decision to preserve the unedited accounts of her interviewee. The three 

stories Gabori documents about people with advanced ALS focus primarily on issues of 

life, death and meaning. Loss of speech and issues surrounding communication are not 

mentioned. 

The more traditional research studies that attempted to convey the persona1 

experience of those diagnosed with the disease did so through the unacknowledged "lens" 

of the investigator's theoreticaVclinica1 framework. Communication ~mblems" were 



peripheraIly mentioned in order to justifjr caregiver input in providing patient "profiles" 

( S e b ~ g  & Moglia, 1987). Participants' personal reflections were often paraphrased 

under prescnied categories such as ''ideas of causation", "recognition of symptoms", 

"social" and "spiritual" aspects of the "illness experience'*, "practical, physical and 

psychosocial problems", '%therapies" and the "evaluation7' thereof (Cobb & Hamera, 

1986; Sebring & Moglia, 1987). General statements were made by clinicd "experts" 

about "the sources of suffering" associated with the condition (Leach & Keleman, 1986), 

the things that a person "should" do when coping with the disease (Lange et al., 1994)' 

and even the search for common personality characteristics that tend to be associated 

with an individual's psychosocial adaptation to ALS (Livneh & Antonak, 1993.' In my 

growing understanding of both the topic at hand and the importance of finding a 

methodological "fit", I realized that my use of language in the current project would have 

to be honest and conscious. In order for my research to successfuily represent the 

perspectives of participants, I would be bound nor only to verify the validity of its 

purpose, method and hdings with them. I would also be committing to the open 

acknowfedgement of my own subjective "Iens" as a significant factor in how the topic 

would be approached and the findings reported (Scott & Usher, 1996; Denzin & Lincoln, 

1998). 

Not surprisingly, I found the most p o w d  and insightful accounts in the 

personal narratives of people like Dennis Kaye (1994) and others (Bell, 1999; Rabin, 

1985).' The recurring themes of these various writings touched on issues such as 

relationships, challenges to communication, emotional reactions to diagnosis, the 

experience of living with a terminal illness, and spiritual reflections on life and death. 

' My intent in this analysis is not to discount the insights such writers may have to offer, but rarha to point 
out that such empirical writings have a tendency to objectify the vny people whom the scientiiic 
community seeks to help. This approach to undastanding disease has the paradoxicd effect of excluding 
the perspective of those who have the disease h m  the research process. 
' There were also some astounding stories about impaind communication written by people with 
conditions other than ALS. The most powehI of these for me was Jean-Dominique Bauby's (1997) 
account of his Life following a massive m k e  that left him cognitively intact, but completely paralyzed - 
other than the ability to blink his left eye. Bauby's writing provided a beautifid example of how narrative 
and metaphor couId be used to effectively convey the more subtle aspecrs of ilIness and speechlmess that 
etude more prescriied formats of reporting. 



Though these authors most definitely pointed to the need for more extensive research into 

the causes of ALS and the discovery of a possible cure, their focus was largely on coping 

with the disease in the "here and now". Their stories underlined the idea that living life to 

the fuIIest is integral to dying we1 (Eiehman, 1999). The difficulties and fhstrations of 

communicating without a voice andlor movement also permeated these texts. 

I learned that, fiom the perspective of those with the illness, understanding and 

appropriate care are inconsistent at bat.  According to authors like b y e  (1994), Bell 

(1999) and Rabin (1985), this is due to a lack of public awareness, as well as the 

discomfort some people experience when faced with reminders of death or challenges 

associated with disability (including altered communication). The end result is that ALS 

remains "in the dark ages" (Bell, 1999), and those living with the disease frequently feel 

overlooked or ignored. 

At this point, I was "hooked". The serious nature of ALS, the lack of attention it 

had been given, and the complex implications this condition entailed with respect to 

communication made it clear to me that more research was needed to dispel myths and 

promote a better understanding of the issues affecting people with ALS  PALS).^ The 

subject at hand related directly to some o f  my longstanding interests, and I wanted to 

learn more about it. My next challenge would be to define my particular area of study 

with more precision, and to identify some of the assumptions with which I would enter 

the field. 

As the previous overview wodd suggest, one has only to read the briefest 

description of ALS to realize that the issues and challenges faced by those afflicted are 

many and complex. Any intervention requires carem assessment, planning, informed 

decision-making and physical/ernotional adjustment - none of which can occur 

effectively without good communication (Mitsumoto & Norris, 1994; ALS Society, 

1990). Prior to my contact with participants, I maintained that communication was my 

area of interest. However, my focus was temporarily displaced by the complexity of 

The acronym PALS is used @articularly onhe) by patients and caregivers ake  w refer to "people with 
ALS". This acronym will appear periodically throughout the cmmt manuscIipt 
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issues such as: death and dying, the social and emotional consequences of ALS, the 

impact of technological advances on the management of the illness, and the role of 

caregivers andlor family members. I include a brief overview of these early diversions 

below because of the insight they offered relative to the clarification of my own 

assumptions and their role in helping me establish boundaries around the research topic. 

Thoudsts on Death and Dving 

From the outset, I assumed that speech and language were tied to a person's sense 

of community, and that ALS would necessarily increase isolation at a time of life when 

support from the outside was of utmost importance. I reflected at length about the 

tenninaI aspect of the illness, which brings people face to face with questions/issues 

related to life, meaning, death and the dying process (Leach & Delfiner, 1989). I read 

about the palliative care movement that was spearheaded by Elizabeth Kiibler-Ross 

(I  969) in the Iate 1950s and has gained momentum ever since. I learned 

that ALS patients have been assessed as appropriate candidates for care that focuses on 

improving the quality of life rather than the prolongation of life. However, the same 

literature specifies that %e palliative care required by ALS patients is different from 

other terminally iI1 patients" due to issues of pain, nutrition, communication and hope 

that differ somewhat h m  those of cancer patients, for example (Kristjanson, 1987, p. 

33). In Dame Cicely Saunder's (1988) collection of stories from Britain's St- 

Christopher's Hospice, the perspectives of a few individuals living with ALS are 

documented and celebrated. Underlying the palliative can philosophy as well as the spirit 

in which these personal stories are told is the authentic belief that life can be lived well 

even with the knowledge that one is dying (Saunders, 1988; Behrnan, 1999). Though it 

was dear that communication was integral to this process of h a l  storytelling I began to 

see that my interest did not lie in understanding the deathldying process per se. Rather, I 

was drawn to the process of living, and communicating with ALS -of which death and 

dying was a part. 



Thoubts on the Management of Illness 

Some of my thinking also revolved around the progressive nature of ALS, as well 

as its various "presentations". As I understood it, these aspects of the illness resulted in 

gradual loss of physical ability at variable rates, and in different order of muscle groups. 

It dso signified increased involvement on the part of rehabilitation professionals, as well 

as the use of assistive devices (Kaye, 1994; McFeat, 1998). Interventions might include 

the introduction of tools such as lifting mechanisms and dtemativdaugmentative 

communication technology (Kaye, 1994; Sebring & Moglia, 1987). In some cases there 

might be a need for more involved medical interventions such as the surgical insertion of 

feeding tubes and/or the use of artificial ventilation to assist with later stage breathing 

(Mitsumoto & Noms, 1994; Bromberg et al., 1996; Young et al., 1994). I assumed that 

the appropriate introduction of such interventions/procedures would necessarily require 

good communication between the person with ALS and their service provider. Again, I 

focused anew on the aim of my research: to explore the many forms and aspects of 

communication as they arise in the ALS context. I expected that caregivinglintervention 

issues would consist of one aspect among the potential array of communication issues. 

Narrowing mv Focus: 

After being side tracked by the different angles h m  which ALS could be 

approached (and typically is approached in the existing literature), I slowly came to a 

clearer uuderstanding of my purpose. Communication was my area of interest; not 

deatlddying, caregiving or the physicaVpsychologicd management of the illness. These 

subjects would undoubtedly crop up in my discussions with hture participants, but my 

purpose would be to understand such issues within the boundaries of my chosen topic: 

speechless communication. I slowly gained more comfort in owning the biases that had 

led me to this topic (e-g., reality h rn  the perspective of non-speakers is misunderstood; 

communication permeates most aspects of human existence - including 

illness/death/dying) and that would influence my approach to its examination. I prepared 

to enter the field with the assumption that communication for PALS must eventually be 

accomplished without speech or bodily movement. 1 assumed that such radical changes 



in one's interactive style would cause the mundane aspect. of daily life to take on new 

dimensions. The following passage provides a glimpse of the potential extremes I 

expected to encounter in my contact with PALS: 

Ifyou had a hair in your eye all day, and no one saw it, how would you 
communicate your discomfort? Crying? Making noises? These are the 
only things [my mother] has leji to get our attention. Sure it could be 
justrating for us, but I think it would be a living hell to be the person 
trying to communicate without a voice and without being able to move. 
(Cupelli, 2000, pp. 10-1 I) 

Communication appeared to be an integral aspect of coping with all other aspects 

of life with this illness. Moreover, I had discovered a definite "gap" in perspective from 

both the clinical and empirical communities. I believed that understanding the nature and 

implications of communication issues as they related to ALS - andfiom the perspective 

of the person with ALS - would offer crucial knowledge for the improvement of present 

and future care. More importantly perhaps, such research would allow perspectives on the 

very subject of 'toice" to be heard fiom those who are typically considered to be without 

voice. I had thus determined "with whom " (i.e., PALS) to dialogue further on the topic of 

speechless communication. I was now left with the challenge of discerning an effective 

"how " for the investigation of a, heretofore, unexplored area 



Cha~ter 2: A Method to Match the T o ~ i c  

In moving from the clarification of my research topic to the exploration of 

possible methods for its investigation, I became increasingly aware of two things. 

First, there was no precedent for this kind of work. Qualitative research on ALS to date 

had not included any exploration of communication issues; neither had it been undertaken 

to properly represent the perspective of PALS. There was a definite need to study such a 

phenomenon in its "natural setting" and to use multiple methods by which to make sense 

of how communication works for those who are faced with a very unique set of 

circumstances. That is, the degeneration of speech and movement alongside the prognosis 

of death. 

Second, there were some complex ethical issues tied to my topic of investigation 

and to the implementation of an appropriate method. The discovery of a method was thus 

based on a strong internal sense of what 1 assessed as "right" or ''wrong" within this 

particular and challenging context. Issues such as the number of people to be inte~ewed, 

the setting in which such interviews would occur, the manner in which interviews would 

be canied out, and the process by which my discoveries would be documented were all 

considered against the backdrop of guiding ethical principles. Values of equality and 

mutuality were at the base of my relational interactions in both personal and professional 

domains. Such an "ethic of care" (Gilligan, 1982) gained meaning as I approached the 

fieId with the intent of engaging with integrity. I hoped to straightforwardly 

convey my simultaneous curiosity and uncertainty about the topic; to respect the inherent 

value of participants' insights and experiences; and to act, reflect and report discoveries 

in as transparent a way as possible. I recognized my responsibility as a researcher to 

ensure the soundness of my approach while protecting the dignity of participants (CPA 

Code of Ethics, I99 1). 

And so, I gradually recognized the enormity of the challenge I had accepted. Not 

only did I have to explore the unexplored (i.e., communication issues and ALS); I also 

had to unearth the actuaI methods that would facilitate the exploration of the topic, which 



in itself precluded any dependence on conventional communication transactions between 

researcher and participants. Contrary to my years of training in deductive research 

techniques, my present challenge would be to let go of set procedures aimed at 

"controlling" the topic and "predicting" outcomes. Instead, I had to develop an approach 

that would respect the uncontrollable nature of the topic itsel% and allow findings to 

materialize h m  my interactions with it. Just as my topic had emerged from a conscious 

process of discernment, so must the discovery of a method that would do justice to the 

topic. 

With this in mind, I undertook to study and W e r  understand the complexities 

and various approaches to interpretive inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). I explored 

possibilities ranging fiom single case studies to the use of different research settings (i-e., 

the internet versus "in vivo" interactions). I considered the multiple layers of my chosen 

topic and pIayed with the ways in which I might approach its study. And I wondered 

about possibIe documentation procedures that would preserve the integrity of non-verbal 

data. A brief overview of this particuIar phase in my research apprenticeship may help 

illustrate the process of discerning a "match" between topic and method (Marlett, 1997). 

Some Useful Tangents: 

Initially, I entertained the idea of carrying out a case study in which I would act as 

participant-observer over an extended time period, documenting field observations as 

well as interviews with a single participant and hidher significant others. Through 

reading and discussion with a number ofcolleagues, however, I eventually concluded that 

such an approach couId easily prove invasive for the participant at a time when s/he is 

coping with intensive issues, rapid changes in lifestyle as  well as the inevitable invasion 

of herhis personal space due to wegiving needs. To have one more person enter the fray 

as an ongoing participant-observer could be overwhelming (Mary Hatcher, personal 

communication, June 17/99),~ Further, given the many and varied ways in which people 

who develop ALS compensate for communication deficits, the case study method would 

' Mary Hatcher is the Executive Director ofthe ALS Society of Alberta & NWT with whom I consulted on 
a regular basis during the dmlopment of this mearch project 



have been limited in its scope, with communication strategies oaly rgrresatiag one 

aspect of the case rather than the focus of the study. At this point, one thing became dear, 

I needed to follow more than one person 

Next, I entertained the idea of using the internet as both a tesearch setting and a 

cummunication medium with research participants. The fact that "e!ectronic 

interviewing" has been endorsed as a legitimate and sometimes advantageous form of 

data collection for both qualitative and quantitative approaches to research (Persichitte et 

al., 1997) seemed to reinforce the validity of such an approach. It seemed reasonabIe to 

assume that some of the acclaimed "computer advantages" of t i i s  technique (i.e., reduced 

time and monetary expenditure, increased convenience, elimination of geographical 

limitations, increased diversity and size of sample and instantly printable transcripts) 

would apply (perhaps wen more so) to interviewing PALS, whose facility with face-to- 

face communication may be constrained due to the physical demands of the illness. From 

some of my reading and internet surfing, I was aware of the fact that computer 

technology has provided individuals who do not speak with increased opportunities to 

communicate with others (ComTog, 1999t2000; A L S  network, 1999). Many people with 

ALS, who typicaIIy retain some head and neck mobility foIIowing the loss of speech and 

other bodily movements, can benefit htn such technology by using a bead pointer to 

type messages on a keyboard. As a result, oaline communication has become a "lifeline" 

of sorts for many PALS who have access to a computer, 

This latter point however cWenged the feasibility of using the computer medium 

as my main research tool, What about all those PALS who do not have access to 

computers or those who, for "technophobicn reasons, choose to stay away hrn anything 

to do with cyba-space (Jeremy Janson, personal communication, July 1/99)?' An 

internet-based study would exclude all such paqectives, producing strongly biased data 

that would inadvertently miss the gamut of communication strategies that do not involve 

computer technology. More importantly, however, my reservations stemmed h m  the 

Jeremy Jansw is a pmkssional who work m direct care with PALS at the Smybrook Hospital iu 
Toronto, Ontario and with whom I coasuIted ontint duing titc development of this project 



idea of never meeting my participants face-to-face. Though internet chat rooms can 

facilitate personalized exchanges to a certain degree, such electronically based contact 

lacks much of the intuitive or non-verbal information that can be gained fiom in-person 

interaction. These additional cues would be even more crucial when trying to understand 

how communication works for those who have reduced speech and/or movement, It was 

at this point in time that another important detail became clear: my investigation had to 

involve in-person contact with participants. 

Toward Claritv.. .and the Research Ouestion: 

I thus amved at yet another critical point in my thinking with regards to ALS, 

communication and the current project. I had established the importance of making in- 

person contact with more than one person. Furthermore, I had established the need to 

adopt a method that was aimed at examining ''the meanings, variations, and perceptual 

experiences" of the topic, from the perspective of the target population (Miller & 

Crabtree, 1992, p.6). In other words, my purpose was to explore the complex nature of a 

phenomenon (i-e., speechless communication) and descnlbe my discoveries in a way that 

would make my own biases tramparent while sensitizing others to the viewpoint of 

people with ALS. My work would represent an attempt to '%begin at the beginning" 

(Goode, 1994, p. 95) with a much needed exploratory/descriptive study? 

My intent was also to remain intentionally open to new and unexpected ways in which 

the data might illuminate my research ququestion, by inviting participants to engage in the 

research process as active and equal participants to whatever degree their circumstances 

allowed. I had begun to acquire a new understanding of research as an evolutionary 

process that can take on unforeseen directions even within the boundaries of a pre- 

existing question (Marlett, I 997; Kvale, 1996). 

Goode's (1994) emphasis on the need to "begin at the beginning" referred spe&caIly to the use of case 
mdies in carrying out the ethomethodological study of communication among alingual deaf-blind 
children. But his recornmeadation is relevant hat .  Though the cumnt project invoIws more than one 
individual (for reasons previously eIabocated upon) as we11 as c o n v d a n a l  intemiews, its intended focus 
is on exploration and akcription and thereforr repmcu~p a way to ''begin at the bqimhg'' for ALS 
nsearch. 



As such., the information I had gathered to date with regards to the discernment of 

a topic and a method produced the following question with which I was to enter the field: 

Mzat are the issues surrounding communication f i r  people with Amyotrophic Lateral 

Sclerosis? M y  next task was to find an appropriate procedure by which to 

explorddecipher the facets of this question. 

The Development of a Procedure 

ParticiDant~: 

My first concern was to find research participants. Since recruitment of 

participants online was no longer an attractive option I set out to make local contacts. 

During the six-month period of developing a proposal for this project, I had maintained 

an ongoing dialogue with staff h m  the ALS Society of Alberta & NWT. Their input and 

enthusiasm reinforced the need for research and provided instrumental support; among 

other things, they offered to act as the intermediary agent in contacting potentid 

participants. Initially, we debated issues such as: the number of participants required, the 

stage of illness at which contact should be made, the duration/fi.equency of participation, 

and the involvement of caregivers andtor significant others. I soon realized that the need 

to predict these parameters represented a positivist mindset. Given my descriptive and 

collaborative approach, it was imperative that I discem such information as the research 

process itself revealed it - primarily through my dialogue with participants. 

The ALS Society of AIberta & NWT thus agreed to review their cIieat 

membership list and identify those individuals who were 1) known to have some 

fondlevel of communicative impairment, and 2) not considered to be in the h a 1  stages 

of their illness.'0 Of the 12 people who were identified, 6 were selected and given a letter 

of introduction in which I desmied the study, invited their involvement, and explained 

our respective roles as participant and researcher (see Appendix B). Interested 

participants were encouraged to contact me by phone, e-mail or via the intermediary of 

the ALS Society M. 



Four out of these six people chose to participate in the study on an ongoing basis; 

and one individual agreed to meet with me on a one-time basis. Again, my positivist 

background interfered at this point, and I briefly questioned the validity of interviewing 

one of the participants only once while the others would engage in an open-ended number 

of interviews. After following through on this single visit however (and subsequently 

reflecting on its methodological implications), I came to the conclusion that I could not 

justify excluding someone who did not "fit" my methodology. This was a first concrete 

example of adjusting the methodology to fit the needs of participants and including the 

implications of such adjustments in my findings. The following excerpt from a late 

journal entry addresses this aspect of the research: 

What I'm realizing is that it take a long time and plenty of self-reflection 
to let go of the traditionaVpositiwkt way of thinking. IIfind myself 
continually faced with dilemmas that stem largely fiom my unconscious 
need to control the study - to have answers, to predict and to be able to 
explain everything with consistencycy So far, the f m  visits I've made have 
demonstrated that there are definitely commonalities ... but little 
consistency and certainly no control! I Fave] to follow the rhythm of 
parthipans in carrying out the research - I  am not asking participants to 
fit the research in a certain way. This is contrary to traditiorual methodr. 
(Research Journal, Mq 11/00, p. 7) 

On this basis, participants were included as they presented themselves (a process that 

spanned the months of Feb-JuIy 2000) and the constraints of fixed time commitments and 

predictable agendas were conscientiously abandoned. They were a varied group made up 

of two men and three women of different ages - ranging &om mid-life to later 

retirement". All five individuals were facing challenges with regards to communication - 

having been diagnosed with bulbar onset ALS anywhere &om several years before, to 

merely a few months before. The first participant to contact me directly was Henry 

Rozsa. His interest was a first tangible sign fiom an individual with ALS that my ideas 

- -- 

'O This was based on the knowledge that energy levels during end stage ALS are extremely low and would 
most likely eliminate the feasibility of panicipation in a project that required significant input from 
F P a I l t ! 3 .  

Ages in years were not documented as such information did not emerge as relevant vis-$vis the study's 
purpo=- 



were relevant to the target population. I reflected on the impact of this important moment 

in the beginnings of a research journal: 

I received my first e-moiljbrn an interested piartrrtrcli)ant two days ago. 1My 
immediate response was one of sheer excitement. All the preparation and 
proposal writing hadfinally resulted in a real person on the other end of 
the line, saying, "the study is a good idea" {Research Journal. Feb 23/00. 
P- 1). 

The process had begun! It was February 2000, and I would be actively gathering 

information from the field until mid-September 2000. This time W e  resulted from a 

collaborative agreement with participants to plan the research as it unfolded based on 

their variable health needs as well as my developing ski11 at data integration. 

How to Collect and Raresent the Data 

For a considerable time prior to my first contact, I worked at finding methods by 

which to collect, and subsequently document relevant data This was a daunting task that 

did not become immediateIy obvious due to questions about: 1) how to interview for the 

purpose of exploration/description, 2) how to maintain boundaries around the research 

topic, 3) how to ensure a collaborativefy driven process, and 4) how to record non-verbal 

data 1 wiI1 now describe how each of these issues was addressed in my efforts to develop 

an appropriate rnethodoIogicd procedure. 

I )  How to intern-ew for the purpose of exploratioddescription: 

The qualitative research interview is literally an "inter view " - that is, an inter 

change of views between two people on an issue of mutual interest (Kvale, 1996). Kvale 

writes about "conversation as research" in the sense that conversation is the basis of 

human interaction and providcs a context in which we can learn about each other. In his 

words, the research interview is "a conversation that has a structure and a purpose. It goes 

beyond the spontaneous exchange of views as in everyday conversations, and becomes a 

carefil questioning and Listening approach with the purpose of obtaining thoroughly 

tested knowledge." @. 6) 

Though Kvale (1996) describes the multiple forms of conversations (i.e., 

everyday, professional, literary), fie does not identifi the assumption upon which 



a 1 

conversational research is generally based - and upon which, as was pointed out earlier, 

much human interaction is based. This assumption is that conversation is primarily 

spoken. The particular research context I had chosen to engage in, however, demanded 

that I undertake the process of inquiry using traditionally verbal methods and that I adapt 

them to the research and practice of non-verbal communication. The outcome of these 

conversations would offer a beginning to knowledge about communication issues as they 

related to ALS. 

My research strategies stemmed in part from a narrative framework that relies 

heavily on concepts such as "listening" and ''witnessing" -words that have been used to 

describe the process of exchanging meaning attached to a shared story (Freedman & 

Cornbes, 1996). Witnessing is also linked to the idea of enlarging the audience to whom a 

story is made known. If people are to feel included as empowered members of the larger 

community, there must be a forum in which they can express themselves on their own 

terms, be heard and acknowledged, and have their perspectives incorporated into a 

corporate and diverse narrative. In other words, there must be a context for the sharing of 

stories that might not otherwise be heard (Rappaport, 1995). 

The presence of an audience, or the creation of a context, can sometime be 

difficult to come by - especially for those whose stories are conveyed without speech and 

thus require non-verbal attunement on the part of bblisteners" and "witnesses". Though 

narrative techniques are largely language based, this should not be misconstrued as 

meaning that stones only exist in spoken form (Freedman & Combs, 1996). Language 

encompasses vocal sounds, inflections, writing, gestures as well as silence. The research 

conversation can therefore target any and al l  of these media with the intent of creating a 

non-verbal context in which stories that may have previously gone unnoticed can be 

recounted and understood. 

In the case of the current study, the aim was to engage in non-verbal 

conversations with PALS, to document the process and content of these conversations, to 

reflect with participants on the issues discussed andlor arising out of these conversations, 

and to descnie these reflections in written form. The research conversation would thus 



create an environment in which the stories of PALS could be explored, acknowledged, 

and hopefully incorporated into the community's understanding of what are meaningful 

and valid approaches to communication (Rappaport, 1995). 

2) How to establish/maintain the boundmCVIes ofthe research topic: 

During the preparatory stages of this project I struggled to "identify" my 

methodology in concrete terms; in the process I wondered how I would I manage to stay 

focused on the research topic. It would be easy to get side tracked into talking about other 

issues such as death and dying, or caregiving for instance. I anticipated this as an 

inevitable and challenging aspect of the research and, in time, I understood that it would 

not necessarily be problematic. 

Though exploratory in nature, my method was abed at a specific aspect of ALS 

and not the whole lived experience of ALS (i.e., phenomenology). I was not attempting to 

report biographical data, nor was I examining overalI interactions between participants 

and the surrounding cultural environment (i-e., ethnography). Further, given the very 

newness of the topic, it would seem premature to focus on interpreting the underlying 

meaning of participants' experience (i.e., hermeneutics) or develop a theory about 

speechless communication in the ALS context (i.e, grounded theory). Simply put, my 

method might borrow techniques h m  some of these approaches (see anaIysis section), 

but it would not ascnie to any one of the more traditionai quaIitative methods. As such, 

my goal was to not only expIore the topic of communication and ALS, but also to explore 

the method by which such a topic could itself be ef fdvely  explored. And these were my 

boundaries (Marlett, 1997)! 

To facilitate the sound practice of these research principles, I entered the fieId 

imagining my topic as a space dehed by a circular boundary. In my conversations with 

participants I could move anywhere within that circular area. Should participants raise 

issues that appeared to fall outside of the circIe, my job would be to explore any link (s) 

that might exist between this seemingly external issue and the topic of communication 

that resided inside the circle. In other words, stories about communication would remain 

of central interest but would not preclude the sharing of information about other issues 



that might be of importance to participants. The latter would be explored in terms of how 

they related back to topic of study. The same [ink wouid be made with regard to 

emerging methodological issues. 

3) How to ensure a co llaboratively driven process: 

I realized that the proposed exploratory method had an inherent structure in its 

reliance on collaboration as its modus operandurn. Together with the boundaries of my 

topic, this would provide me with some security. Or, so I thought! I took some comfort 

in the idea that partnership research is founded on the premise that learning and discovery 

occur as a result of a collaborative and evolving exchange between the researcher and 

participants (Marlett, 1997). The ideals of reciprocity, growth and change underguirded 

much of my personal and professiona1 out!ook. I felt that to do research &om this 

standpoint would be both useful and fidfilling. 

As the researcher, I would in a sense define the research context by virtue of my 

role in introducing the topic and pursuing its exploration with participants (Kvale, 1996). 

At the same time, participants would be overtIy recognized as the experts with regards to 

the topic of communication and ALS. Together, we would collaborate in determining the 

best method by which to explore the topic and report our joint discoveries. As such, the 

research conversation would be conceptualized as an interpersonal situation in wbich 

"relevant data are constituted by the interaction itself' (Kvale, 1996, p. 35). 

Such an interactive process is not'static, pre-determined or even reproduceable 

outside of the given research setting. In other words, should the same topic be explored in 

the same fashion by two different people, the outcome would necessarily be diffetent due 

to their unique perspectives, interactions and reactions (Sandlowski, 1993). The findings 

of the current study would therefore be the unique result of interactions between myself, 

the participants and our respective subjective lenses with respect to the topic. 

Underlying this approach was the assumption that participants and I were 

hctioning in an intersubjective world where "physical, social, and psychological aspects 

are communicated and shared with reasonable accuracy" (Goode, 1994, p. 17). 

Perceptions of such a shared world are necessarily mediated by our respective bodily 
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interactions with it (Bateson, 1972; Goode, 1994). I assumed that the ability or inability 

to speak andlor move would clearly affect how one would experience and interact with 

the world. This also suggested that those involved in the study (including myself) would 

experience the research process in distinctly unique ways as a result of our individual 

bodily circumstances. By engaging in a reflective research practice, I hoped to create a 

context for communication between myself and participants that would uncover aspects 

of the world from their perspective and thus broaden my own world view - as well as the 

very notion of communication. Through the temporary joining of our respective worlds, 

participants and I would thus engage in the intersubjective dance of discovering how 

reaIities are created between people. 

I: anticipated meeting with participants for an initial "in-person" interview that 

wouId allow us to become acquainted and begin the exploration of communication issues. 

As previously noted the duration, fi.equency and overall timeline for subsequent in-person 

interviews would be left open to negotiation based primarily on the health needs of 

participants. The participation of significant others and/or caregivers in the interview 

process was an unknown factor that I expected would vary depending on participants' 

individual circumstances. Rather than predict or control this aspect of the research, my 

collaborative/exploratory h e w o r k  demanded that I trust participants to involve others 

according to their own preference. Further, I assumed that any participation of others in 

the research transaction might also provide additional and valuable insight into how 

communication works for PALS. 

The documentation and analysis of process and content issues related to 

communication would be discussed with participants as they emerged so that our research 

conversations wouid become an action-reflection model fiom which to gain 

understanding of the topic as well as the method needed to explore it fiuther. But, in 

order to revisit the data with participants, I needed to h d  methods of documentation that 

would allow for this. 



4) How to record non-verbal data: 

Electronic communication was incorporated into the method for two reasons. 

First, not to do so would have been inconsistent. The usefirlness of computer technology 

for PALS, or other non-speaking individuals, is a recognized aspect of the contemporary 

world in which they live (ComTog, 1999). In keeping with the qualitative research 

premise of working alongside the existing cultural context (Usher, 1996), computer-based 

communication was seen as an inherent aspect of the current study. In fact, one of my 

assumptions before undertaking the fieldwork was that participants may find it easier to 

convey detailed information in this fashion. Individuals with computer access wouId thus 

be invited to send me e-mails about any additional thoughts or experiences between in- 

person interviews. I would then respond to each electronic message in order to maintain a 

balanced and ongoing dialogue with participants. In addition, I would send participants a 

follow-up summary of each visit in order to convey my impressions and solicit their 

feedback regarding emerging topics. 

A research journal was employed as a tool for documentation and reflection 

starting just before entry into the field until the conclusion of data collection/analysis. My 

introduction to qualitative methods, as well as the emergence of my own reflective 

practice in clinical counselling, had sensitized me to the need for intentional praxis on the 

part of researchers and clinicians dike (Usher, 1996; Freedman & Combs, 1996; 

Zimmerman & Dickerson, 1994). Praxis is the cycle of inquiry, action and reflection that 

allows for an ever-deepening exploration of issues that emerge h m  research and/or 

practice. Praxis takes place within the context of a personalized commitment to engage in 

a process, to learn h m  it, and to change as a result of it (Smith, 1997). Indeed, the use of 

a journal can enhance this process and is often used as an additional source of 

documentation in qualitative research for purposes of triangulation. That is, the 

researcher compares data from it and other sources in order to verifL consistency and 

accuracy, or highlight complimentary angles to the same issue (Sandlowski, 1995; 

Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). 



Though a retrospective survey of my journal entries will reveal a less than 

consistent use of this particular recording method. the use of a research journal was 

implemented tiom the start of the project as a tool for monitoring the research process 

and my relationship to it. .As such. I documented reactions. retlections. queries and/or 

perceived connections benveen research events and/or daid. The availability of this 

"debriefing" mechanism following visits provided an important outlet in the face of work 

that could at times prove emotionaily demanding. 

The method that 1 would adopt for the documentation of field data remained 

unclear for some time. It was obvious that e-mailed material could simply be printed and 

preserved. But, how tvould I document my in-person conversations with participants'? 

.At one point. I contemplated recording data in video form so that the actual "process" of 

nun-verbal interaction might be accurately documented along with the content of 

participants disdosureu (personal communication. Goode. 1999). This. however. was 

abandoned due to the belief that research into something such as ALS - an illness that 

already entails such ditticult physical changes/losses as well as an accompanying 

invasion of the person's private space - should employ methods that minimize the 

respective emphasis and exacerbation of these changes." Funhermore. my purpose was 

not to observe ti-om thc sidelines and identify the unconscious aspects of non-verbal 

communication transactions. My objective was to participate in communication with 

participants in order to learn about both its process and content within the f i e w o r k  ofa 

joint and conscious exploration. 

t had thus resolved not to use videotapes: but what of audio-tapes'? I wondered if 

and how a sound based recording system could possibly work in documenting unspoken 

cornrnunica~ion? I entered the field without having an answer to this question. My pian 

was to use the traditional qualitative method of recording data by use of fieid notes. both 

during and afier the interview took place ( D e ~ n  & Lincoln. 1998). These notes would 

'' This may have been a retlection of my own discomfort at asking people to be videotaped: but the 
negative responses I received with respect to this idea tiom certain professionids in the tield. as well as the 
f i t  participant I contacted- were sutliciently clear for me to dismiss the idea of videotaping. 
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document pragmatic detaiIs such as the date, time and location of the visit, the 

namesfroles of those present, followed by a chronoIogica1 account of details such as 

interactions, topics discussed and communication media used. 

I did just this during my initial interviews with the first two research participants. 

These early visits would offer invaluable insight into the appropriateness of my research 

methods. These first field experiences would also alert me to the complex nature of my 

topic as well as the applied meaning of an evolutionary method. 



Chapter 3: First Contacts and Earlv Lessons 

As mentioned earlier, Henry Rozsa was the first person to contact me with an 

interest in the study. Accompanied by Jane Rivest of the ALS Society, I visited Henry 

and his wife, Erma five days later. 

When Jane and I arrived, Erma ushered us into the kitchen/dining room 
area where Henry was seated in his wheelchair by the table. s@ping a 
drink through a straw. I briefly shook his hand and then stood for several 
minutes while he finished his drink During this brief interlude. Ifelt a bit 
awkward, like a stranger i n d i n g  into Henly 's private world. (HR, Feb 
25/00, p. I )  

The privileges ascribed to me as a researcher became apparent in that moment and I 

would continue to wrestle with the conflicting notion that I was at once a "voyeur" and a 

"guest" in my visits with participants. Despite the presence of this background "hum", 

my first meeting with the Rozsas proceeded very naturaI1y so that by the end of the two 

and a half hour visit I felt comfortabie in their space and intrigued by the information I 

had collected in such a short time. I learned that Henry used a combination of writing, 

vocal cues and gestures to communicate, and that he relied heavily on a healthy sense of 

humor as well as Erma's ability to interpret on his behalf I was to discover in later 

reflections that this first encounter forced me to identifjr and examine some of my own 

assumptions about communicaiton and ALS. 

Less than a week later, the ALS Society staffsent me Brenda Cupelli's e-mail 

address. I followed up, and we met in earIy March, with Jane accompauying me again for 

the initial visit. My field notes fiom that day read: 

Here was another open door. Brenda- was inviting me into her 
world and I hoped that I would respond with sensitivity and 
integngnty. As I entered the room, Brenda looked up at me 
fiom her wheelchair - apetite woman, with very expressive 
eyes and a smile that beckoned me in. [...I Inf ion~ of her 
was a music stand wtWIth a single laminated sheet ofpaper on it. 
On this sheet ofpaper were all the letten of the alphabet, 
numbers porn 0-9. as well as the words ')yes", "no" and 
''new word': Brenda war wearing empty eyeglass fiames on 
which war attached a laser light. She immediately started to point 
to fetters with the light and Jme began voicing the letters she 



was pointing to. It became evident to me, that Jane and Brenda 
had had practice communicating together and that I would have 
to sit back for a while and learn the system. As Brenda pointed 
to letters, Jane repeated them out loud. As the letters gradually 
began to form a word, Jane would voice the word and Brenda 
would point to "yes" ifshe was correct. Ifthe word was incorrect, 
Brenda wouldpoint to "no" and then start over. 
(BC, March 10/00, pp. 1-2) 

As with Henry, my comfort level increased over the course of this first visit so 

that I eventually assumed the role of voicing on Brenda's behalf, and we began to explore 

the research topic. Humor and candor permeated Brenda's story. A subsequent entry in 

my research journal captures the impact of this visit, both from a personal and a 

methodoIogicaI point of view. 

[...I Somehow, my visit with Brenda combined with the impact of myfirst 
visit with Henry opened my eyes to the meaning of this research. [.,.I It 
feels like the content is larger than what the project can contain. [...I I am 
struggling with it ... and perhaps this struggle is part of my findings. 

[...I I have been unable to wnwnte about it up until today. mThis has been due 
in part to my thinly spread energies, but also to the fear of writing about 
their experience without being able to represent it accurately. I have an 
aversion to becoming an intmder. a judge who analyzes and comments on 
other people 's reality. 1 mwt remain aware of my own lens - she 
interpretation that I inevitably bring to [that which] I witness in my 
research. (Research JournalI April 17/00, pp. 3-41 

The Decision to Audio-Ta~e: 

Part of the diEculty at this point was that I had not yet developed a consistent 

method of recording my conversations with participants. The action of note-taking (either 

mentally or physically) throughout my first interactions with Henry and Brenda imposed 

a certain distance between me and them, which in turn Ied to the uncomfortable sense of 

being an outside observer. My aim was to participate fully in a dialogue with each 

participant - the process and content of which would hopefirlIy illuminate my topic. Only 

by letting go of in vivo note-taking could I M y  engage in the dialecticaI process of 

acting - reflecting - and acting on, and in relation to, the data with participants. 
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These two initial visits had also alerted me to the fact that a sound recording 

might provide sufficient information to faditate an accurate transcription of the data 

immediately following each visit. Whereas I had initidly assumed that PALS would not 

voice or sign at all, Brenda and Henry both demonstrated otherwise. A recording of the 

spoken aspects of each interview, the vocal cues of participants, and even my own (or 

others') voiced responses to participants' gestured communication, would create enough 

of a framework h m  which to accurately recall and document the verbal and non-verbal 

aspects of the research conversation. In Brenda's case, a recording of my voice reading 

her spelled messages h m  the letter board would provide a verbatim account of her 

thoughts. 

Thus, after two initial visits I had discovered that, regardless of the 

communication mode invotved, I would have to audio-tape interviews in order to obtain a 

faithfbl account of the content and timing of both verbal and non-verbal interjections. 

This method of documentation wouId also increase my ability to participate without 

distraction. The purpose and imptications of recording visits was explored with 

participants prior to impIementing it and ail participants agreed to this without hesitation. 

The idea of videotaping interviews was only broached in my initial visit with Henry 

Rozsa whose strong feelings about the intrusiveness of such a method disqualified it from 

future negotiations with other participants. 

The Transcriots: 

Another very important aspect of the method that developed during the first three 

months of fieldwork was that of finding an effective way to represent the mixture of 

verbaI and non-verbal information from my interactions with participants on paper. 

I include here a brief synopsis of the transcription method I discovered and employed in 

order that the reader may understand subsequent excerpts h m  research transcripts with 

clarity. 

Following the decision to audio-tape, wnversatiom between myself and 

participants were transcriied verbatim and included a brief preamble as well as a short 

conclusion that respectively described details summding the beginning and ending of 
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visits that may have occurred prior to starting the tape recorder. The main challenge in 

documenting research conversations was to accurately identify and represent the various 

modes of non-verbal communication employed by participants. My interactions with 

Brenda Cupelli provided a first example of this and produced several versions of 

transcript prior to finalizing the method I would employ for the remainder of the project. 

It was during my third visit with Brenda that I enlisted her feedback in the 

development of an effective and accurate method of transcribing. The goal of transcribing 

would be to document my voiced interpretation of her laser-spelled words in such a way 

as to preserve her voice in the data. My first attempt at doing this resulted in the use of an 

invented code "B(S) "-meaning, Brenda (Susannah) -to specify that even if it was my 

voice on tape, they were Brenda's words being spoken. Brenda approved of this 

technique but still, I was not satisfied (BC, May 10100). The transcripts were dense and 

failed to provide a visually digestible representation of our conversations. Further, the 

code failed to convey Brenda's words as being separate fiom me. Given my intent to 

provide a research context that would allow non-speaking individuals to make their 

voices heard as their own, I needed to find a method of documentation that would reflect 

the distinctness of their own unique voices - whatever their communication mode. 

It was at this point that I discovered Marlett's (1 997) unique method of 

transcribing without punctuation. The rationale behind this particular method is that the 

natural rhythm of a spoken conversation is best represented without artificially imposed 

punctuation marks. Verbal dialogue is more accurately reproduced in written form when 

ail pauses are translated into a return to the margin. In this way, one can peruse the page 

and capture the pace of conversation based on the length of written statements and the 

frequency of line changes. Interestingly, such a method also succeeds in capturing the 

relative confidence of a person's statements. A series of several short lines would suggest 

more hesitancy in completing a thought than, for instance, a longer line that was uttered 

without any pauses. This, however, may not be the cause of shorter statements among 

non-speakers. Communication via a.Itemative/augmentative means can often entaiI 

frequent pauses, clarifications or repetitions that I feIt were important to report in the 
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field data as a reflection of the communicative process itself The non-punctuated aspect 

of Marlett's (1997) transcribing method provided an attractive solution to the challenge 

of accurately representing the rhythm of my conversations with participants. 

With this new format at my disposal, I proceeded to document Brenda's laser- 

spelled messages without any code for my voice. Rather, her statements simply alternated 

with my spoken interjections, and were documented letter by letter foIIowed by the 

resulting word in square brackets. The same method was eventually implemented with all 

other participants. In order to represent participants' varied communication media in the 

written data (i.e., body language, gestures, computerized software, writing, laser- 

pointing), an additional initialized code was inserted at the beginning of each transcribed 

statement. Punctuation was only included in the transcripts when it comprised part of a 

message from participants who used writing as a principle communication method. Some 

excerpts of transcripts in the final research report also contain bracketed punctuation 

where edits were made for purposes of conciseness. Again, participants were consulted 

and respectively affirmed the suitability of this transcription method for the purposes of 

representing both the process and content of their input. For a systematic summary of 

transcription codes, please see the List of Symbols on psi. 

The Use of Summaries as part of the Research Conversation: 

The process of collaborative consultation descriied above with regards to the 

development of an appropriate documentation method was integral to all other aspects of 

the research process as well. As mentioned previously, my aim was to access the input of 

participants as much as possible while remaining sensitive to their needs and limitations. 

The use of electronically communicated follow-ur, summaries after each visit was 

another way in which I intentionally shared my own reflections with participants and 

invited their feedback regarding these reflections. 'These summaries would then serve as a 

starting point for the further expIoration of pertinent topics during subsequent visits. As 

with every other aspect of the research, my recognition of participants' expertise 

regarding the topic, and my commitment to integrating their perspectives into the 



findings, demanded that this type of consultative dialogue be maintained throughout all 

stages of the fieldwork. 

The first summary I sent to Brenda Cupelli effectively captures the purpose of 

using electronic conespondence as a method of interacting with participants and 

verifying my interpretations relative to the data. 

I have made extensive notes on ourfirst meeting together and thought I 
would share some of the main topics that Ipulled out ofthe data. [...I 
I hope this summary is helpsf. l. will bnirg my notes along to the nexr 
meeting and I hope that we can me the content of this first visit as a 
springboard into firrther dialogue. Does the above fit with your experience 
of our discussion? Is anything missing ... or inaccurate? I am open to any 
feedback you might have, as I hope to pursue the research process in a 
way that is sensitive to your nee& and experience. Ourjoint experience 
ofcommunicating during the research is in fact what will make up a 
signifcant portion of my findings. (BC, Apn'l12/00, emf, p. I )  

Again, this particular approach to research is reflective of a Narrative theory base, 

which supports the practice of "witnessing" another's story through the medium of 

written correspondence (Epston & White, 1991; Parry & Doan, 1994; Freedman & 

Combes, 1996). Narrative involves listening and responding to stories in such a way that 

the process of exchange enables the storyteller to be empowered (Rappaport, 1995). 

Listeners are sometimes referred to as "outsider witness pups"; their job is to learn to 

listen to a given story, identify the images that it evokes, and reflect this back to the 

storyteller (Marlett, personal communication, October 1998). This involves a conscious 

recognition of how the person's story touches our own story, as we11 as an awareness of 

how the integration of these two elements can lead to new understanding and the 

possibility for change (Parry & Doan, 1994). A key element of the witnessing process is 

to take these new discoveries back to the original storyteller and to share their impact 

with her/him. This allows the person concerned to hear herhis story retold, and to hear of 

how it affected someone else. Ideally, the person would then "re-center" hidher own 

story by incorporating this new information into the retelfing of their story. Thus, the 

listener's dections enlarge the 0rigna.l story without becoming its center. 



This indeed was my intent -to listen to, to reflect upon, and perhaps even to 

enlarge participants' stories about communication, without becoming the center of these 

stories. This was an exercise that demanded a conscious recognition of my own 

relationship to the topic, and consequently the backdrop of my reactions to it. The 

introductory pages to this thesis will have hopefully provided the reader with some 

insight into h i s  aspect of my work as researcher- Further, the reflective and creative 

approach to later data analysis will demonstrate the concrete application of this dynamic 

interaction between participants' stories about communication and my witnessing of 

these stories. 

In spite of my comfort with the conceptual rationale for this approach, the 

practical aspects of engaging in such exchange with participants proved somewhat 

challenging. I would discover that participants' receptivity to summary information did 

not necessady translate into Wer input fiom them. I would also 6nd that in the process 

of unpacking this, and other, issues with participants, a sense of comfort with my own 

discomfort became more noticeable - and necessary. 

When I first e-mailed Henry and Brenda with summary information, 1 did not hear 

back for a long time. This not only raised my level of anxiety, but it also raised questions 

regarding the appropriateness of my method. Perhaps their deiay in responding was 

attniutable to bw energy levels, or other side effects of the illness? Perhaps this 

approach was too demanding of their time at such a criticaI time of life? I would uncover 

important insights to these questions during my single visit with Brent Dewar, which 

happened to occur prior to any subsequent contact with Henry and Brenda. My 

reflections from this visit dowed for a deepening understanding of the method as a form 

of praxis. 

Discovering Praxis 

My visit with Brent Dewar was unique in the sense that it was at once an initial 

and final visit - a one-time occurrence. The following descries the moment of our 

meeting as documented in my fieId notes. 

A .  ringing the doorbell, I waited a fav minutes befoe Brent's wip] 



answered. She looked at me brfefry and then gazed at thefloor. Her 
words were sofi and mufled. E th  some hesitation, she led me to the 
room where Brent sat at his computer. He was sitting in a wheel chair 
facing the monitor and as I approached, he vocalized sofily. Igreeted him 
and asked ifthe one chair in the room was where I should sit. (BD. April 
2o/oo, p. I )  

Mer signing consent forms, I attempted to instaIl my tape recorder, which would not 

fimction properly and eventuaily had to be abandoned. I resolved to take field notes 

instead, at which point Brent Iaunched into his demonstration of the "Speakeasy" 

program. l3  

Upon reflection, it became apparent that the content of this single 

interview could have been re-visited and explored in more depth. Both Brent's 

acquiescence to the idea that I e-mail a summary of the visit to him, and his wife's 

invitation for me to "interview [her] via e-mail too " (BD, April 20/00) suggested 

that there was more to be shared and that a single visit was insufficient. From my 

point of view, there were many questions arising h m  the data. I had an 

"unfinished" feeling about this particular contact, The experience sensitized me to 

the importance of returning to and expanding upon data in order to reveal deeper 

meaning that may not have been apparent on the surface (Strauss & Corbin, 

1992). As mentioned earher however, I chose to include my single visit with 

Brent as an example of how a topic-sensitive method must adjust to the needs of 

participants (i.e., reduced energy) rather than operating on the basis of controlled 

pre-requisites (i-e., all participants must commit to an ongoing process). l4 

To return to my earlier questions about a methodological "fit" and the 

appropriateness of soliciting feedback fiom pdcipaats via visit sumrniries, even 

" Speakeasy is a computct-bascd program that was developed by Jeff Pines, whose father had i U S .  The 
program is now in its fifth version with a new name - E-ailquht (2001). It is d e s c n i  as a "PC-based 
communication aid for a speech-impaired pasoa It serves as an eIcctronic voice For those who can't speak 
on their own" @. 1). Progmm users enter ryped messages, which are then reproduced in auditory form via 
the computer's synthetic voice system. The program offers smud options such as voice gender, as well as 
variable pitches and paces of speech. It is avahbIe via the internet at not cost to anyone with ALS. 
" Though an online interview with Brent's wife did not materialize. Brent and I continued to comspond 
sporadically via c-mail. 



a single visit with Brent provided some valuable insight into the research issues 1 

was struggling with at the time. Our paraphrased dialogue read as folIows: 

S: [...I I really hope to represent not only my voice in thefinulproduct 
Bur the voices of the people I visit [...I 
What do you think would help ensure that both the participants ' and researcher's voices 
are heard? 

B: (se) I think it 's a valuable topic 
I believe ALS patients have lots of insights to ofler 

S: [...I In term of understanding the experiences of the people I visit 
One of my questions is whether the method is asking too much 
Maybe that's an assumption on my part 

B: (se) Ifiel even the [Speakeasyl demo is taking a lot out ofme- My energy level was a 
lot stronger wen a few weeh ago. As typing has become more dificult. 

S: so 
Even e-mailing can be too much? 

S: my sense is that the method I use to research will have to change throughout the study 
And that in itselfwill make up my findings 

3: (se) I think that is right 

(BD, April 20/00, p. 3) 

Not ody did Brent directly support the idea of incorporating participants' input 

into the research findings; he also a&med the need for a flexible, evoIutionary 

method that would place participants' health needs at the forehnt. This first 

example of directly exploring issues reIated to communication, energy levels and 

the research method led to similar conversations with other participants. 

Further dialogue with Brenda Cupelli revealed W e r  insights into this issue and 

made it apparent that she did not have a strong need to review the content of previous 

visits, or to suggest a particular direction for our conversations. When asked if she had a 

sense of where to begin, or a desire to address any particular topic, Brenda's typical 



response was "no, nothing, whatever" (BC, ApriI 25100, p. 8). She trusted me to take the 

lead even though I worried about having too great an influence on the direction of our 

conversations. "You 're very gentle ", she reassured me (April 25100, p. 16). Brenda later 

indicated that the written summaries following each visit were helpful (BC, May 10100, 

p. 23) and that the visits, though tiring, were enjoyable for her. 

B: @) t-I- [tired' 
*.. 
h-a-r- [hard] t-o [to] p-o- [poinq 
... 
f-o- ffor] s-o-I-n-g 

S: [...] ij'you find that these visits are too draining 
We can do it over the e-mail 
I'm okay with that 
Whatever worics better for you 
Or we can do both 

B: (p) points to yes and no alternately 

S: yes and no? 

B: @I) I-1-1-k- [like] v-I- flike the visiw 

S: yeah 
I think they 're filler 

(BC, May 10/00, p. 45) 

Here, Brenda unknowingly confirmed my eariier decision to gather information about 

communication and ALS h m  in-person dialogues rather tban electronic contact done. 

Even Brenda's pointing to 'yes" and "no" alternately was an example of information that 

could have been missed if I had not been present to interpret laser movements on the 

letter board. 

Henry Rozsa also offered conkmation of sorts that, despite its demands, the 

research method fit his particular interest in raising general awareness about ALS. His 

initid response to the study was that it was "a good idea"; and that he hoped to "help 



others" through his participation and input. It was during our second of three visits that 

Henry and I explored the fittingness of the research method more specifically: 

S: [.,.I I'm wondering whether [sending you summaries] [...I 
Really fits [...I 
Whether it S asking u lot 
Of the people involved [...I 
-.- 
H: (w) short e-mail is ak 

S: [...I So short e-mail is okay 
And by that 
Do you mean when I write? 
To keep it short 

H: (b) shakes head 

S: or when you write me back 

H: (b) nods 
points several times to surface of table with indexfinger 
points in air as though to type 

S: oh becatcse you 're typing with one finger 

H: (b) no& 
... (w) I &pe slow 
Laughs sofily 

(HR, May 24/00, p. 22-23) 

Through this dialectic process of  verification, I gradually learned that summaries 

were a useful and important aspect of the research conversation, but that participants' 

ability to respond with lengthy reflections was limited As a result, I maintained the 

practice of summarizing visits and simply adjusted my expectations regarding 

participants' feedback. 

Later during the same visit, Enna Rozsa helped interpret Henry's openness to the 

process of inquiry despite the difficult demands of communication and selfdisclosure. 

It's hardfor him, but he knows what you 're doing- Now, $you just 
came to visit, you wouldn 't talk about this  sf^# We wouldn 't wont 



you to talk about this kind of thing, But you coming to do a project. we 
k n o ~  that and that's okay. But it 's hardfor him. 
(HR, May 24/00. pp. 74-75) 

In other words, the research parameters of our ongoing dialogue made it permissible for 

me to inquire about Henry's experience as a non-speaker, and to veri& the effectiveness 

of certain communication methods. Erma's words offer concrete proof that the research 

conversation differs in its nature, purpose and boundaries, and that participants are 

equally aware of this qualitative distinction in the telling of their story. Such insight into 

the impact and logistics of research that examines issues as lived by non-speaking 

individuals who face difficult challenges and serious tosses, illuminates the role and 

procedure of collaborative research within a specialized and sensitive area 

As a researcher, I quickly learned that trust in participants' ability to engage the . 

process of inquiry - in whatever way they felt able - had to override my expectations of 

how this would take place. Participants' feedback about methodological "tit", and my 

corresponding adjustments to match their Ievei of comfort'ability regarding certain 

research tasks (i.e. electronic correspondence, duration of face-to-face conversations) 

became an integral part of the research, rather than details to regulate in order to carry out 

the research. 

Praxis, as defined within the current research context, was this cycle of inquiry, 

action and reflection that demanded a constant return to the field while implementing 

new and colIaborative discoveries into my woIving research practice (Smith, 1997; 

Usher, 1998). 

No Roadmau 

Despite my rationaIe for using summaries, and my understanding of the need to 

adjust expectations to participants' needs, the overwhelming feeling I was beginning to 

experience in doing the research was hat of not knowing my way - and of constantly 

questioning my ability to find it. One of my journal entries at this time conveyed my 

sense of uncertainty, as well as the importance of incorporating such experiential 

discomfort into the findings themselves: 



I need to remind rdyselfabout what I'm doing. how hard it is, and that the 
essence of this learning is not found in predictable formulae. The essence 
of this research IS discomfort [...I. (Research Journal, p. 4) 

It was around this early phase of exploration regarding methodological fit that I 

met Millie Bookout who was to become the fourth participant in my study. My journal 

entry following initial contact with her read: 

Millie S prefered mode of communication is via fax machine, so we faxed 
each other back andhrrh until we were able tofind a mutually agreeable 
time to meet. What sh-ttck me most during this interchange was the way in 
which I waited expectantly for each replyfiom Millie. And I kept 
wondering about how Millie would connect with others ifshe did not have 
access to technology. When the fa took longer, I wondered fthe 
message had reached her. It seemed at once an effective yet limited 
method of overcoming the bam'ers to communicntian without voice. 
(Research Journal. p. 4) 

Unlike the more typical use of fax machines for the sendinglreceiving of single written 

transactions, faxed communication with Millie took on the appearance of a speechless 

telephone conversation Written messages were relayed back and forth for an 

undetermined period of time untrl the exchange reached its natural conclusion. Ten days 

later I met with Jane Rivest at Millie's apartment and we were introduced. 

As [we] entered Millie t apartment, Jane called out "Hi Millie, 
Susannah S here! ". I was greeted by apetite woman who [appeared to 
be] in her late 60 3. She smiled silently and put her hand forward to shake 
mine. I responded to the gesture andsaid "Hi Millie, it t really nice to 
meet you". Jane sat with m/or a fav minutes explaining that she would be 
on her way now (having visited with Millie for the prwious hour). She 
added "Iknow you 'Zl be okay with S u m h ,  so I'll leave you two fo 
visit". I sat at the table facing Millie in her annchair and began by 
arranging my [thingsj 0.e. notebook tape recorder, etc.) and explaining 
their purpose. FIB. April 29/00, p. I )  

Millie wrote on a generic notepad in order to communicate her main ideas. As 

with Henry, this method was complemented by spontaneous vocal and gestural cues. 

During this first visit, Millie shared information about her family, her background, her 

late husband's experience of Alzheimer's, and her own experience of being diagnosed 



with ALS six years prior. The exploration of communication issues emerged from these 

stories. Millie described the slow and difficuIt disappearance of her voice, the ease of 

communicating with loved ones and regular caregivers, and the central role of her fax 

machine in everyday communication with her children. 

It was during my second visit with Millie that she expressed some hesitancy about 

the research process. She began with the written words "I don 't know where to start" 

(MB, May 19/00, p. 12), at which point we proceeded to discuss this feeling of 

uncertainty. The conversation produced a wealth of information and insight into the 

research topic (i.e., Millie's use of technology, the loss of ability, the role of previous 

illness experiences), as well as the research method (i-e., the use of summaries, the 

absence of a structured interview, links to input fiom other participants). Still, the 

overriding outcome of this particular encounter was an increased awareness of my own 

uncertainty with regards to both topic and method, and a gradual recognition that 

uncertainty can in itself serve as a usetid rudder if one allows it to surface, and chooses to 

interact with it. The entry in my research journal a few days after this visit read: 

I'm finally sitting down to transcribe my visit with Millie fiom last Friday. 
[...I I am aware of the fact that I've been avoiding this task at some level. 
My second visit with Millie war somewhat uncomfortable - awkward. Ifeft  
like an intruder. Thefitst thing she did was write "I don't know where to 
start" - andjiankly, neither did I. At times. this research feels so wide- 
open as to be overwhelming. (Research Journal. May 24/00. p. 9) 

Again, the specter of 'ktrusion" haunted my reflections and I had to re-read the 

transcripts, as well as previous documentation in order to remind myself of participants' 

willingness and desire to contribute. For example, at the conclusion of this same visit 

with Millie, I had inquired about issues such as the length of interviews and the 

usefihess of summaries. MiIIiz indicated "one how B good" (MB, May 1 9/00, p. 22), 

and that she was interested in receiving follow-up information even if she read it only 

cursorily due to limits on her time and energy. Such ongoing input fiom her was critical 

in helping me assess the effectiveness of my method and the accuracy of information 



being gathered. Indeed, it became integral to our dialogue over the duration of Millie's 

participation. 

S: I...] I really hope that what I write will befi-om the perspective ofthe people 1 visit 

M: (w) SO fir it has been 

FiB, July 29/00. p. 55) 

It was in reviewing my research journal entries spanning the first three months of 

fieldwork that I discovered a pattern. I realized that despite this feeling of floundering 

without a "roadmap", I did rely on direction from a compass of sorts. This compass was 

the circular metaphor that defined both my area of interest and my collaborative action- 

reflection method of inquiry. In other words, the metaphors of a circular "areay' and a 

circular "loop" provided some security in the respective conceptuaIization of my topic 

and research practice. Within the bounds of the defined area of interest, movement from 

uncertainty to collaborative exploration and verification as described in the above 

example was the very essence of my evolving roadmap. 

I have therefore come to appreciate the importance of acknowledging uncertainty 

and vulnerability as a significant and Iegitimate dimension of engaging in, and reporting 

on, the exploration of an unexplored topic and method. The following journal excerpt 

may serve as a further reflection of how the very absence of a static format for research in 

itself constituted a guiding map by allowing for the creation of an open-ended approach 

that honored participants' needs. 

[...I Ifeel as though these visits take on a life of their own andpart of my 
job is to respect the naturalflow of the interaction without imposing too 
much stnrcture on it. At the same time, I must maintain some sense of 
purpose and focus so that my participants know that I'm not just "mucking 
about". My sense was that a&r showing Brenda the [.,.I documentation 
process, and afer infonnaZly negotiating/mmmarizing topics of 
discussion, she [was reassured of my] purpose. The comersation 
definitely returned to issues mounding communication wen arniakt the 
other topics Brenda shared. (Research Journal. April 26/00, pp. 5-6) 



And again, at a later point in the fieldwork, I continued to reflect on the open-ended 

nature of the process, but with somewhat increased comfort and confidence. 

I have made several other visif~. f i u ~ d  many more connectionr in the data. 
and begunfeeling more confident about the research process overafl. My 
discomfort and uncertainty still sur$acefiom time to time, but I am now 
embracing these as an integral part of working in this area. [...I The 
process strungely takes on a momentum of its own. [...I Though some 
might interpret this as a highly rmrcientific way of approaching research, 
I hate come to learn that when q l o r i n g  sensitive human issues, it is 
perhaps the preferable way of doing things. [...I Such an open-ended and 
frmexrble approach allows room to "listen slowly" and learnfiom the 
unexpected turns that can occur when witnessing [...I the stories of others. 
(Research Jaumal. July 27/00, pp. 9, 12) 

In m a r y ,  I entered the field struggIing with the internal tug of war between 

creating and letting go of structure for the of exploratory research. Against the 

backdrop of more traditional methods, I slowly grasped the importance of abandoning 

preset directions and applying my tindings to the very development of an innovative 

method while uncovering issues related to c o ~ u n i c a t i o n  and ALS. Through my 

interactions with participants, I learned that structure is secondary to the reiationaI 

essence of such research, and that the former tends to emerge from the latter. I slowly 

realized that my discomfort represents an element of the findings, which I have come to 

ernbrace more M y .  In short, I discovered with a certain sense of excitement that credible 

exptoratory research depends not on the adoption of prescribed methods, but rather on the 

evolving interaction between topic and method, and the researcher's ability to integrate 

the complexities inherent in both. 



Chanter 4: The Circle of Analvsis 

As the fieldwork progressed and the data slowly accumulated, I was forced to 

establish a method by which to organize the information gathered, make sense of it, and 

use it as a basis for further exploration. As discussed earlier, my open-ended approach did 

rely on certain principles aimed at discovering, rather than imposing, appropriate 

techniques for the exploration of this topic. Exchanges with participants about the %tY* of 

the methodology serve as an example of this in the sense that the methods themselves 

were conceived as material for inquiry. The main principle behind my exploratory 

method was that of the action-reflection loop, and this construct wouid also permeate my 

approach to data analysis. 

As reported earlier in this thesis, my formal documentation procedure included 

notes on the circumstances of each visit, followed by a chronological account of 

conversationaYinterpersonal interactions - with the latter eventually being recorded in the 

form of verbatim transcripts. n e  next step was to extract relevant topics ftom the 

transcripts. This descriptive approach to analyzing research conversations (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1992; Marlett, 1997) led me to ask the following questions: I )  how does one 

define "topic", and 2) how does one establish relevance? 

Establishing a Unit of Analvsis: 

As a result of my earlier exposure to qualitative methods, I had heard many 

different terms for the designation of textual data units. The most common of these was 

the word "theme" that is often used in the context of hermeneutic phenomenological 

studies (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). I h e w  that my purpose was not to interpret or 

discover commonalities in the data. However, I also knew that some unit of organization 

wouId be required to descnie my hdings in a meaningful way. For some time, the word 

"theme" resurfaced in my thinking; but it never fully, or accurately, captured the purpose 

of my descriptive analysis. Even the use of a term that usually evokes a subjective and 

flexiile approach to data analysis felt too categoricd for the purposes of my expIoration. 

For even in my reporting of the data, I was hoping to convey possibilities rather than 

conclusions. 



Another word that repeatedly entered my thoughts and discussion around this 

time was the term 'Yopic". For some time I had difficulty recognizing how this particular 

word inferred a different approach to data analysis than the word "theme". They seemed 

very similar -until I began to work with the data and understood the need to explore 

Links that broadened, rather than narrowed, the scope of participants' input. In this sense, 

I was exploring the complex multidimensionality of concepts about communication and 

ALS. I was not seeking to contain the topic within a finite and defining set of categories. 

I retlected on this important learning as follows: 

This approach [i.e.. using the word "topic '7 leaves much more room open 
for creativity and wider ranging connections between ideas. By reducing 
the data to "themes", I could potentially exclude some link that may 
otherwise provide added richness within a fobrc of interrelated ropics. 
(Research Journal, May 15/00, p. 8) 

Within the context of this study, the term "topic" therefore signified any concept 

contained in the data that I could link to other data "topics" and/or to the main subject of 

my research. A "topic" was any idea related to communication within the ALS context 

that prompted reflexive writing with an eye toward its W e r  exploration. In this sense, I 

came to see the unit of data analysis as expansive and interconnected sub-units of the 

overarching research topic. 

It is here that my second question becomes relevant. Now that I had defined my 

unit of analysis, how could I establish, or justify, the relevance of the particular topics I 

chose to extract h m  the field data? And M e r *  once topics were identified, how was I 

to analyse their relevance in a way that was consistent with my descriptive/exploratory 

purpose? 
The choice of relevant topics simply resulted fiom my interaction with the data, 

against the backdrop of persona1 and professional experiences I brought to the field, As 

such, my varied background in the areas of deafhess, speechless communication, 

community rehabilitation and counselling would necessarily influence my work in 

discerning and selecting topics fiom the data. In short, the relevance of findings h m  this 

exploratory study would stem h m  my interactions with this particuiar group of 



participants and more fundamentaily, from my engagement with the topic of 

communication and ALS (Sandelowski, 1993; Schwandt, 1994). 

The Use of Memos 

The analysis of relevant topics comprised a very significant portion of this 

interplay between researcher, participants and the subject of study. fn keeping with my 

action-reflection approach, 1 adopted a method of analysis used in grounded theory - a 

technique known as "memoing" (Corbin & Straws, 1992; Marletf 1997). A memo is a 

reflective piece of writing that seeks to link a given idea fiom the data with other related 

concepts or questions. These links can then be explored as added dimensions of the 

original concept. The idea is to intentionally expand upon and deepen one's 

understanding of the data. 

As such, once field data began to accumulate and 'Topics" were identified, I 

slowly began the process of writing %memos". The purpose of these expos& was to 

explore how "topics" emerging fiom my in vivo research experiences might be 

conceptually W e d  to other sources of knowledge such as personaVprofessionai 

experiences and/or the existing literature. Again, these were subjective insights resulting 

from the interaction between the topic, the people I interviewed and the particular 

research lens that I brought to the field. 

As with every other phase of the research process, my efforts at memoing 

fofbwed a steep learning curve. Again, setected entries h m  my research journal capture 

the challenges of this phase most effectively. 

I keep avoiding the wnwnting of memos because I ' m  afiaid of what I might 
find when Iput my thoughts down on paper. I evpect it to be shallow, 
meaningless, flacking in credibility] and so f avoid the task in order to 
avoid the risk ofjnding it so. [...I There is no formula. Nobody is here to 
tell me how to do this, And most of all, I am mWflting about the lives of 
people who are faced with some of l$e 's most diflcult issues. (Research 
Jounal. May 1 i/OOp. 7) 

hdeed, the initiation of memo writing proved difficuIt due to the lack of an established 

h e w o r k  for writing, as we11 as the sensitive nature of my topic- Again, I was reminded 

of how my background in traditional empirical methods had conditioned me to believe 



that valid resuIts are found in objective reality rather than through our subjective 

interaction with the realities that we create. My writing was temporarily disabled by the 

erroneous belief that my subjective interpretations were invalid. It took a few more days 

of ruminations before I actually reached the breakthrough that would effectively provide 

enough impetus for the remainder of the analysis phase. 

Ispent two days working on my data last week and it was a very 
sign$cant phuse of the project. [...I M wrote u few memos, spending long 
hours pulling quotes fiom myjeldnotes and trying to integrate concepts 
fiom diFerent visits with literature etc.[ ...I [I have begun] to create 
memos wen $I don't have time to finish writing them at the time. In other 
words. I create a document, make some point-form notar about the 
concept and its related information, and then save it until I have more time 
to actually write the piece in fill. [...I [I have now created] 14 more 
memos in this manner. In doing so, I /lave] realized how important it is 
for me to get my ideas down - men in skeleton fonn - as the connections 
surface. (Research Journal, May 15/00, pp. 3-4) 

In similar fashion to other key transitions that occurred earlier in the research 

process, this particular moment represented an increase in conceptual clarity that would 

carry me through the next five months of memo writing. 1 proceeded to write regularly 

about perceived "topics" in the field data, and returned to participants with my 

discoveries in order to explore these topics further, confirm the validity of my 

descriptions, or simply inform participants of how their stories impacted on me. In other 

words, memo writing facilitated a creatiye interaction with the topic, a gradual expansion 

and deepening of my understanding, and an ongoing commitment to active witnessing by 

'Yaking back" to participants that which they had shared. Agitm, my expectations 

regarding participants' engagement in the process were adjusted according to a growing 

sensitivity to their individud needs, abilities and preferences. 

Ln this way I began to accumulate a collection of written thoughts on the subject 

of communication and ALS. Memos varied in Iength h m  a few paragraphs to several 

pages and evolved in their complexity as a result of my ongoing dialogue with 

participants. The exploratory process began to produce variable permutations of 

concepts: links were made in places where ideas had initially been perceived as separate 



and conversely, distinctions became evident in the exploration of seemingly unified 

concepts. Memos were written with an eye to preserving the voices of participants while 

incorporating my own reflections into the text. Titles for memos sought to capture the 

central idea of the reflective piece and, most often, took the form of words/phrases used 

by participants in conveying a related aspect of their story. Tities frequently changed as 

ideas shifted or gained more clarity through my exchanges with participants. 

The Process of Verification: 

A significant aspect of finding my way without a "roadmap" consisted of 

participants' confirmations that I had heard them correctly and linked their input to the 

content of other research data, experiences andlor literature in a way that represented 

their perspective fairly. It was Erma Rozsa who first demonstrated this principle to me 

when she responded to one of my early memos. I had recently attended a meeting 

involving various professionals who had gathered to discuss the future of ALS services in 

the Calgary region. The experience had sensitized me even more to the overwhelming 

challenges facing PALS and their caregivers, and had also Iefi me with an appreciation 

for the emotional impact of engaging in such work. As a result, I had written a memo 

entitled ''Think Tank Meeting", which after M e r  dialogue and discoveries was 

renamed "Countering Defeat". Erma responded with the following: 

E: (refernmng to memo) 
Think tank meeting 
Was good 
. .* 
this was youfeeling this way 
.*. 
S: I came away 

S: well just realizing 

E: enough already 

S: how overwhelming it is 



E: mm-hmm 
..* 

S: there was a lot of emotion there 
And people reallyfeeling like they wanted to do something but 
There was this sense offeeling overwhelmed at [...I 
How little support there is out there 
Especiallyfiom the government and health care for this particular population 
..* 
E: I don 't understand it 
Yesterday I was at Zellers 
And I bought something 
And she [the saleslady] said "would you like to give a dollar to Cerebral Palsy?" 
I said "excuse me" 

H: &) begins to cry 

E: and I told her[about Henry] 
And then I walked away 
... 
[give a dollar at evev  counter I buy anything 
The day before it was for the Children S 
Oh at the Dairy Queen 
A dollar for the Children S Hospital 
I gave 
All of a sudden it was just too much 

H: cries 

E: one more dollar for something that isn't going to help me 
.a. 

you know 
Do something! 
... 
that's I think where we 're at some of the time [...I 
Like youfiIt right here 

(MZ. May 24/00, pp. 29-31) 

Exma and Henry's respective verbal and non-verbal feedback provided confirmation 

regarding the relevance of this particular memo and provided a concrete example of how 

data can be validated through the concurrence of researcher and participant perspectives. 



A similar phenomenon occurred when Brenda Cupelli and I discussed our 

respective interpretations of passages h r n  Jean Dorninique Bauby's (1 997) book "The 

Diving Bell and the Butterfly" reiative to her own internal experience without a physical 

voice. Bauby, a French writer whose ability to communicate had been reduced to using 

his left eyelid as a result of a brainstem stroke, damled the internal Eeedom of his 

intact mind as "uttertly thmking". I had Linked this to Brenda's description of a similar 

internal state in a memo entitled "Private Dreamy State". 

S: [...I I can see myselfconnecting some of what you 've told me 
mth some of Bauby 's thoughts too 
What did you think about 
How I connected 
Your dreamy space 
That you were describing last time 
And how he describes the butterjlies in his mind? 
Was that similar? 

B: @) yes 
. .I  

@) m-u-c [much] m-o-r- [much moreJ d-e-s-c-r-i-p [descriptive] 

S: his description 
You mean 

S: [...I But right away 
When I read that 

B: (b) smiles and begins to laugh 

S: [...I I thought "that *s what Brenda was talking about " 
Being inside and [...I 
Being able to go wherever [you want to go] 
And sometimes not necessarily wanting to tell people 
About that [...I 

B: @) I- [ir] s [it kj  o-n-e [one] ad-v-a [advantage] 

(BC, July 19/00, pp. 48-52) 



In this way, I witnessed participants' stories. I explored topics through memo 

writing, and I took these memos back to participants in order to share my response to 

their stories, as well as solicit their response to my reflections. This creative process 

occurred alongside my work in the field, commencing in May of 2000 and carrying 

through until October 2000 (a month later than the concIusion of active data collection). 

The final result was a collection of thirty-seven memos that contained ideas of relevance 

to me as the researcher, as well as to the five research participants. 

Exuanding on the Data: 

It was at the midpoint of this data analysis process that I met the fifth research 

participant. Ruth CoIe was a middle-aged woman who had been diagnosed with bulbar 

onset ALS only three months prior to our initial contact. The ALS Society staff suggested 

that her input into the study might provide a different perspective because, unlike the four 

other research participants, Ruth was still able to speak - though not without difficulty. 

This fact once again challenged one of the main assumptions with which 1 had entered 

the field - that is, the idea that people with ALS are non-speakers. 

Ruth and I set the time and date of our first interview via e-mail. This initial 

electronic exchange also provided opportunity for Ruth and I to begin dialoguing about 

both the topic and the method of research. Of particular interest is the way in which I 

introduced the study to Ruth by weaving in some of the lessons gained fiom my previous 

contacts with other participants. 

I usually spend thefirst visit introducing the study and the approach I'm 
raking to the research - which is quite open-ended. I'il also have consent 
forms for you to sign. (RC, July 13/00, emf, p. I )  
*.. 

Would you fie1 comfortable with me audio-raping our meeh-ngs as I have 
found this to be the most reliable way to record the informationfi.om my 
visits with people. PC, July 12/00, eml. p. I )  

Ruth's prompt responses to these inquiries were dear and inviting: 

I have no objection to you taping our meeting. Ilom happy to be able to be 
of assistance to you in completing your project! (RC, July 12/00. p. I )  



I don 't know if[the ALS Society stafl told you or not but I do have what is 
called bulbar onset ALS. So, although people constantly tell me that they 
understand me fine, I sometimes feel that I don't speak very well. A .  
being receptionist on a very busy switchboard, my speech disability was 
the hardest thing for me to adjust to or "come to grips with". Bttt we can 
talk about that $you l ik .  (RC. July 13/00. p. I )  

I feIt at once moved and excited by Ruth's disclosures. As with every other 

participant, this moment of first contact represented a new opening onto the topic 

and method of inquiry. I wrote back once more to express my sense of 

anticipation: 

I appreciate what you 've told me about the changes in your voice. 
It soundrs like a very dificult thing ... and I hope we can talk about 
it to whatever extent you 're comfortable. I amfocusing specifically 
on issues around communication for people with ALS so your 
particular experience and insights in this regard will be very 
valuable. (RC. July 24/00, emf. p. I) 

The stage had been set and I prepared to meet Ruth for what felt like the concluding 

phase of data collection. 

Ruth greeted me at the door when I arrived. A petite woman with short 
grayish hair, she spok slowly and smiled wannly as she led me up toward 
the living/dining room area. For the first fav minutes of our visit, Ruth 
was trying to clear her throat of congestion - a task that has become very 
dzj?eult since the o m t  of bulbar ALS. As she ~ l a i n e d  "it just sort of sits 
there", and in between coughs she would add "a normal person would 
just sort of cough it up - but my body can't do it on its own anymore''. 
(RC, July 15/00, p. I )  

Ruth then recounted a humorous vignette fbm a time prior to her diagnosis that seemed 

to foreshadow aspects of her present difficulty with speech. It was the story of when she 

had contracted a bad cold and needed medication for congestion. 

One wening [...I when her daughter was [still living at home]. she 
knocked on her bedroom door and asked vshe had any Ohivin. Because 
[of her congested voice], her daughter had heard "do you have any oak 
ribbon?" - and ever since, Puth and her daughter] re@ to Otrivin as 
"oak ribbon': As Ruth put it, "it S a little joke we share together': (RC. 
July 15/00, p. I )  
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Ruth thus offered a perspective of ALS that I had not yet encountered in the field. 

Speech was still a part of her communication repertoire, but it was gradually becoming 

more of a challenge. She described herself as having a "speech impediment" or "speech 

disability " (RC, July 15/00) and provided a new level of insight into issues that had been 

touched on by other participants. As such, the memos I had written began to expand and 

deepen. Ruth's words echoed some of what I had previously discovered whiIe dso 

adding new and unexplored concepts to my growing understanding of communication 

and ALS. As with other participants, her response to the collaborative review of visit 

summaries was brief but valuable, and remained an integral part of our dialogue over the 

course of two visits. This shorter timeline for interviewing resulted from the increased 

rate of spoken conversations and therefore the faster coverage of issues relative to 

interviews with non-spea&ing participants. 

Ma~uing the Memos: 

As time went on, I began to decipher connections between memos. Their related 

ideas were not similar enough to be amalgamated into a common memo; but their very 

relatedness demanded that some sort of link be made between them. It was at this stage 

that I began mapping memos into groupings, which would eventually make up individual 

chapters in the ha1 thesis. Again, this process was uncharted and required a certain 

willingness on my part to explore all possibIe cometions between memos until a well 

grounded pattern emerged. This pattern was not intended to purport interpretive meaning 

to the conceptual content - rather, it represented a h e w o r k  by which to desmlbe the 

complex inter relationships between perceived topics. 

The creative mapping proms involved reading memos, mentally playing with 

differwt arrangements of the concepts, and Iater mapping them on paper. A point worth 

mentioning is that groupings were established prior to naming them rather than the other 

way around. The final outcome of this exercise can be found in Figure 1 (see p. 56). In 

order to facilitate the reader's understanding of this conceptual map, I would like to draw 

particular attention to the following. 



First, the links between memos (i.e., curved lines) emerged as movement rather 

than lines - with dotted lines representing conceptual Links that became clear during the 

latter stages of writing. Connections between topic areas carried greater movement (i.e., 

arrows) and varied in their distance and character." Second, each grouping of memos 

followed its own unique pattern (i.e., linear, circular, web-like, random) based on the 

variable ways in which I perceived the relationship between concepts. Certain topics 

were encircled (i.e., "Love Makes the Difference", "Where Two or Three are Gathered", 

"Voice and Identity") when their conceptual content represented the main idea linking 

grouped topics. Third, the groupings were later designated by terms (i.e., 'Topic & 

Method", "Quality", "Interactions", "Community", "Identity", "Communication Media", 

"Coping", and "Meaning") that captured the concept underlying their relatedness. And 

finally, this map is not static or conclusive. The last e n d e d  title ("Links, Gifts and 

Possibilities") was crystallized some time after the original mapping process and captures 

this latter point. 

As with other aspects of this exploratory project, the result of this mapping 

procedure was unique to my interaction with the topic. The validity of such subjective 

findings rests on the bansparent and coIlaborative basis of the current data as well as the 

degree to which these findings may resonate with the experiences of others in similar - or 

even different - circumstances (Dendn & Lincoln, 1998; Sandlowski, 1993). 

Participants themselves were consulted regarding the accuracy and fit of the way in 

which their input was incorporated into the final report. The thesisy use as a vehicle for 

witnessing participants' stories will be addressed in the latter section of this manuscript 

The next several chapters present the content of the conceptual map descnied 

above, which in itself represents the descriptive findings of my inquiry into the topic of 

communication and ALS. Chapter titles correspond to the terms with which memo 

Is Of particular note is the transition into the first grouping (entitled "QuaIity") where the use of arrows 
(rather than linh) was maintained between the first three topics in order to convey the stronger sense of 
transition between ideas that existed during the initial stages of mapping. That is, nothing was set and any 
connection was perceived as a switch between (rather than within) conceptual areas. The w e d  co~ection 
between "Interactionsn and ''Coomnmity" capaats yet another kind of movement whereby the transition 
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groupings were designated and, as the map suggests, the text will also address the 

concepts connecting each "grouping". The graphic representation of each 

communication area will be pictured at the beginning of the corresponding chapters. 

The Writing 

Before moving into my account of the descriptive data, it is important to explain 

that the exercise of writing the memos, and of later assembling them into an overail 

fiamework that would make up the final thesis, was in itself central to the process of 

engaging in this research. Indeed, the value of interpretive inquiry rests largely in the 

textual representation of the researcher's discoveries, and especially in the reflexive 

nature of such writings (Usher, 1996; Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). The process of writing is 

research, rather than a medium by which to report findings (Marlett, personal 

communication, January 9/01). 

My involvement with this project has certainly helped me operationalize these 

concepts. Writing here became a crucial part of the whole, rather than a phase of the 

research to be tackled following data collection. The questions, the fieldwork, the 

exploration, the discoveries, and the redaction of my interactions with the topic were 

connected in such a way that the very act of writing was an extension of the action- 

reflection exercise I had undertaken. In my writing, I discovered new ways of 

understanding. In my commitment to fit method to topic, I learned that interpretive 

inquiry demands a strong match between the character of the final text and that which it 

seeks to represent. In these pages, I have tried to capture the movement of discovery, 

which permeated my interactions with the topic in unexpected, and sometimes 

uncomfortable, ways. In reading the next severaI chapters of this manuscript, it is my 

hope that the reader will experience this interptay between my own world, and the world 

of communication as experienced by the five participants - and perhaps enter the dance 

themselves. 

betwe.cn these topic areas involved some fluctuation in discerning the relative pIacement of "Identity" 
issues within the emerging map of ideas. 





Chapter 5: The Oualitv of Communication 

Please Listen Eye Contact: 
Slowly Points of Light 

As I have previously explained, one of the first issues that arose in my discussions 

with participants regarding the "6t" between my method and their individual 

circumstances, was the effect of energy levels on participants' abilities to contribute 

feedback in any extensive way. This question formed the initial basis for an evolving 

method and initiated me into the world of praxis. Participants continued to share about 

this topic as the research unfolded. I will now use these reflections as a way into the 

description of other related concepts, all of which seem linked by their respective 

reinforcement of the same idea. That the qtcality of communication depends on certain 

key factors, and must take precedence o k  the quantiy or rate of information 

transmitted. Though participants identified several dimensions to this distinction, the 

concept that consistently emerged in the exploration of related ideas was the notion of 

love as communication. 

Limited Energv 

All participants alluded either directly or indirectly to the impact of their variable 

energy levels on research participation. Millie, for example, descnied the feeling of 

cumulative fatigue in her hands and arms, which directIy affected her ability to write 

(MB, May 19/00, p. 22). Henry explained that "shorf e-mails were okay " due to the 



tediousness of typing with one finger CHR, May 24/00, p. 22). And Brent referred more 

than once in our short association to the fact that he "only [had] so much energy lately " 

(BD, July 18/00, eml, p. I). 

Ruth Cole described how chronic fatigue was the flirst symptom that significantly 

affected her ability to function at work. Further, depending on the medium of 

communication, this lack of energy impacted on her speech to varying degrees. 

By the time I was diagnosed. I was starting to become very fatigued. By 
mid-afiernoon - around two or so - my two o 'clock slump [...I was a nvo 
o'clock crash. [...I istill find [that] ifrm talking a lot [...I, or fir a long 
time, I do get very tired until I get relaxed. 
... 
Ifind talking on the phone is really tiring and I think it S just in my head 
because I think when I ' m  talking on the phone, I could relax a whole lot 
more than I do. [...I m e n ]  I start to get tired, [...I that makes a big 
diference. 

(RC, July 15/00. pp. 6, 16) 

A Iittle later in the same conversation, Ruth bescn'bed the sort of "give and take" that 

exists between her caution around expending too much energy and her drive to use 

whatever energy resources remain within her grasp: 

[..-I I have to be carefil not to get overrired. [...I I mean. sometimes Igo 
around here hell-bent fir ekchbn. But I know when to stop. 
... 
Ifeel v e y  forrunate in that a lot ofpeople don 'r have the energy to do 
some of this [awareness raising/ stu$ [...I Istill can. 

(RC, July 15/00, pp. 26, 31) 

At the beginning of our second visit together, I brought the energy issue forward in order 

to reinforce the importance of Ruth's feedback, and to point out how such feedback h m  

participants was an integral part of my evolving practice in clinical research. Her candid 

response confirmed the significance of this particular topic not only with respect to the 

research context, but relative to communication in general: "You '11 be able to tell when 

I'm really tired because 1 have no voice then. It juir wanders of(1augh.s) " (RC, 

September 8/00, p. 56). 



It was during my second visit with Brenda Cupelli that she described having "low 

energv" and that thk frequently fluctuates h m  day to day (BC, April 25100, p. 8). In 

exploring the suitability of my method with her, Brenda c o h e d  that even though 

variations in physical stamina affected her ability to participate, the positive aspects of 

meeting face to face compensated for the demands on her energy. According to Brenda, 

the opportunity to engage in conversation for the sheer pleasure of sharing stories was a 

rare occurrence. Evelyn Bell (1 999) aIIudes to a similar "problem" in her personal 

account of living with ALS. She writes "the things I miss most are outings, long 

conversations and reading" (italics added)@.36)+ In my clinical work, I have heard 

similar complaints h m  non-speakers. Chatting for the sake of chatting is virtually 

inaccessible to many whose communication methods require time and patience on the 

part of the listener. From Brenda's point of view, the reason for this lack of 

conversational o p p o d t i e s  among non-speakers is simple: " We live in a fmt paced 

world - nobody has time " (BC, March 10100, p. 4). 

Taking Time 

Taking the time to listen, to communicate and to reaIIy iearn about Life fiom the 

perspective of non-speakers is an issue that resurfaced many times and in different ways 

throughout this research. Words such as  those used above by Brenda frequently cropped 

up in conversation with participants. It was Brenda, in particular, who descriied the 

6-ustration of communicating with a device that requires immense time and energy to 

simply spell a few words, and therefore limits her expressive language to quick, practicaI 

requests. 

Sometimes when I ask for the laser, [my caregivers] will say "not now, 
I'm in [he middle of wmhingyou ': I don't ask for it unless it 3 important 
to my care. [.,.I Sometimes I like to chat and ask about caregivers. [But 
they 're] busy taking care of me. I had lots of caregivers. That is common. 
And [them] conrrolling [the] laser [is common too]. It takes time to 
communicate, " (BC, March IO/OO. p. 4) 

Picking up on the very same topic in a later visit, Brenda and I had this exchange: 

S.-[..,I It sounds like part of it i3 jw? having someone around who can take the time 



To really [... ] 
Try to understand what's happening for you 

B: @)yes 
m-o-s-t [mostJ c-a-r- [caregivers] h-a-v- [have - haven 't] t-1- [time] 
t-h-i- [this] I- [is] s-e-r-I-u- [seriod p-r-o- ,@roblem] f-o-r for] a-I-s 

@C, May 10/00, p. 40) 

Erma Rozsa echoed this thought when reflecting on how rarely others grant H w  

the time necessary for him to communicate effectively on his own terms. She described a 

corresponding increase in her own awareness when interacting with some of her hard of 

hearing neighbors: 

Well. of course, we 're all in such a hurry [...I to do nothing! I think I 
mentioned this last time. We find that we do it ourselves, with people who 
can 't hear - and there 's bts of them [in this condo cornpler]. [...I You 
meet them in the hall, and you say something, and they don 't answer. So. 
you walk away instead of talking face on. [...I And I'm trying to correct 
myseIffiom doing that because they need to communicate. [... ] You know, 
we're so fast to rush in, rurh out. We don 't take the time. " (HR, 'dug 
24/00, pp. 11 7-1 18) 

Participants' varied input regarding the issue of time seemed linked to a common 

underlying concept. That is, the knowiedge that our fast paced culture effectively mutes 

the voices of those among us who need more time to convey thoughts through alternative 

means. Moreover, the absence of these voices h r n  the collective narrative only serves to 

impoverish our understanding of life and human interactions fiom a perspective that still 

remains largely unknown. 

My brief conversation with Brent Dewar introduced another dimension to the 

interaction between time and communication. During our interview I observed significant 

Lime lapses between his typed input and the computer's synthesized voice output. More 

than once I considered interjecting during these pauses; however, I aiso felt that to speak 

while Brent typed was equivalent to interrupting. Therefore, I remained silent and 

inquired about this dynamic during my follow-up summary, to which Brent offered this 

response: 



I think [interruptiomj do become accepted& the most part. I tend to take 
offence to people reading over my shoulder as their attempts to fill in the 
blanks distract me (and are usually wrong). wy wye] knows me well 
enough that her attempts to save me some keystrokes are usually less 
disruptive. @Dl May 2/00, eml, p. I )  

In other words, attempts to save time without the backing of a solid interpersonal 

C O M & O ~  can easily back fire! Indeed, all the participants echoed this thought by 

describing various ways in which the emotional bond between speaker and non-speaker 

can significantly affect the quality of communication. 

Love Makes the Difference 

The notion of love as a facilitator in non-verbal communication is powerfUly 

captured in the words of Ronnie Rabin (1 985) who d t e s  about her father's illness and 

her family's experience of coping with ALS. 

"...add lots of love - one part, two parts, six parts love. Incoming and 
ouigoing. There is little doubt in any of our minds rhar had Dad been 
forced to go into a nursing home he would never have survived this long. 
We're lucky: we've been able to handle the medical care. Mom S a doctor, 
the chifdren are the right ages. But more than medical cure. it's love. Afler 
washing up and suctioning, there is a kiss, a hand on the forehead, 
"anything else you need, sir?" The love goes both ways: when Mom fell 
and hurt her wrist, Dad typed out a note on his computer: Roni - buy rose 
for Mom - card say I'm sorry and all my love" (p. 22 1). 

The link between love and communication is inferred, yet clear. Brenda Cupelli 

reinforced this idea very early on. For her, communication with her daughters was 

diffaent than with other people. "Andrea loves me - that is the dkflerence " (BC, 

March 17/00, p. 3) she pointed out. Other participants expressed the same 

conviction in different ways. 

Millie Bookout W e d  this concept within the context of interactions with her 

grandchildren: 

M: (w) they know I'm Grandma and they don 't want to go home when it S time 
They like being here 

S: [...I m e n  ir comes right down to it what's important is that you 5.e their grandma and 
And they love you andyou love them and 



Being here is 
A good experience for them regardless 

M: (b) nods gently in agreement 

s: [.*.I 
When you *re communicating with someone that you love and who loves you 
It's almost as though the barriers to communication are not important because [...I 
rthey don 't qziite understand what you 're saying 
They get the spirit of it? [...I 

M: (w) that's it 

FIB, May 19/00, pp. 18-1 9) 

Here, Millie offered another example of the dynamic Brenda had described, and 

confirmed my understanding of it. Based on a similar notion of shared affection, Ruth 

Cole indicated that communication with her daughter was qualitatively different than 

with anyone else: "[ ...I Heather and Ijust have a bond [...I. I don 't have it with anybodv 

eke " (RC, September 8/00, p. 57). 

From an alternate standpoint, Enna Rosza suggested that the impact ALS has on 

impairing communication is significantly less than the effect love has on facilitating it. 

Here, Henry's non-verbal cues struck me as a representation of this loving dynamic in 

process. 

E: well lots of this with he and I comes that way 
... 
knowing each otherfir a long time 
You sort of become like one another 
(laughs) 

H: (b) laughs 
... 
E: he knows what I like (laughs) 
It works the other way too 

H: (5) continues to laugh 

E: so communicating here 
Might not be quite totally fair to say it S related to ALS 



It S related to the fact that we've 
... 
been mam'ed for a long time 

H: (b) nods 

(HR. Aug 24/00, pp. 103-104) 

I discovered a similar message in the words of Evelyn Bell (1999) who identifies the 

source of her strength as the love provided by her husband, Larry. "I am everything I am 

became you loved me", she writes. Among the contriiutors to her book is her son Jarret 

who specifically describes communicating with his mother- He implies that underlying 

their success in understanding one another despite incredible physical challenges is the 

profound bond of mutual affection they share. 

... looking into each orher's eyes..,abfe to somehow understand one 
another "non-verbally " with that uniting "blink" of the eye we so ofien 
give each other. (p. 77) 

These words highlight the important role of eye contact - an idea, and an act, that clearly 

highlights the qualitative aspects of communicating without speech. 

Eve Contact: Points of Light 

It was during my first visit with Brenda Cupeili that she identified eye contact as a 

crucial element in her communication with others. She was descniing how her youngest 

daughter, Andrea, had been quickest to pick up on her non-verbal signals as they both 

adjusted to changes in communication brought on by Bmda's illness. 

S: can you tell me what the difference is between Andrea and other people? 

B: @) e-y-e [eyel c-o-n-t-a-c- [conracd 

S: do you find people make little eye contact with you? 

B: @yes 
c-a-r-e-g-i-v- [caregivers] I-n-pa-r-t-I-c-u-I- [in partimlar] b-u-s-y m ]  d-o-I-n- 

[doing/ a-1-w-a-y- [alwaysl 6-u-s-y &] 

(BC, March 10/00. p. 3) 



Soon after this, I visited Brenda a second time and later reflected on the experience in my 

research journal: 

Eye contact became a very realpart of the communicationfor me on this 
day. I remembered Brenda 's explanation of how this made a difference 
and I became more aware of how I was using eye contact with her. On 
occasion, I caught myse(ff0cusing on the letter board without checking in 
with herficially. When this happened, I would return my gaze to her and 
hy to alternate between her eyes and the letter board more regularly. On 
other occasions, when Brenda would share something more intimate or 
something that impacted on me more signifcantly, I would turn and our 
gazes would lock ever so bkefry. These moments of connection were like 
points of light in the conversation ...p laces where I felt welcomed in and 
given a glimpse of what I was there to learn about -communication 
without wordr. (Research Journal, April 26/00, p. 5) 

Brenda returned to this issue several other times over the course of our four visits. 

She specified that the ability to 'Iface people " P C ,  April 25/00, p. 15) and make eye 

contact with others was one of the main advantanges of using a letterboard. Her idea of a 

sign system for PALS was also centered on the use of eye contact to command attention 

fiom others and then provide them with visual directives. "I Sn interested in sign 

language for people who can't use their hank - q e  signals, stare at objects", she 

spelled during our first visit (BC, March 10100, p. 3). 

In my work with other individuals who cannot speak, this type of communication 

has been demonstrated many times. For exampIe, I have, on occasion, been asked to pick 

up an object or close a door with nothing else to direct me than the other person's eye 

gaze. Brenda also used this technique on occasion during our interviews. One memorable 

example of this was when I entered Brenda's room at the beginning of a visit and began a 

conversation before Brenda had access to her letterboard. 

Tire house was quiet and I made my way toward the bedroom where 
Brenda was working on her computer. Igreeted herj?om behind andset 
my things down on the bed, noticing the new bedspread. I asked Brenda 
about it and realried immediately that 1 had intempted her in her 
composition of an e-md. So. I wuited in silence while she completed the 
t a d  Brenda eventually ciased down her computer and turned slightly 
toward me - indicating that it was time for us to begin. I approached her 
and [...I asked gshe wanted me to move her chair back She nodded 



slightly. Once Brenda was in place, Ifiolishly &d her a question and 
she stared intensely at the letter board in the comer of the room. I 
immediately moved it into position and proceeded to switch her glasses fir 
the emptyfiames and laset light. (BC, May ZU/00, p. 19) 

As Brenda repeatedly expiained to me by way o f  different examples, meaningful eye 

contact with others is a rare commodity in her world. The first excerpt below is an 

example of Brenda's attempts (and failure) to make meaningful eye contact with her 

roommate in order to communicate her discomfort while sitting in a hot living room after 

her caregiver had deposited a heavy blanket on Brenda's lap, and then left the room: 

B: ... 
s-e-h [she] W-Q- [was] g-o-n- [gonelfd- ffor] I-u-n- ,$or a long time] 
I-m-o-r- [more] t-h-a- [more than] 5 five] m-1- [minutes] 
i - l a - k -  [looked] a-t [at] b- [Bill?] t-r-I-e- [tried] t-o [to] m-a-k- [maw I- 
f...] e-y- 

S: eye contact? 

3: (p) yes 

S: okay 

B: @) t-o-t-u-k- [to take] 6-1- Planket o f l  
Yes 
h-e [he] w-a- [was] o-b-l-1-v- [oblivious] 

(BC, May 10/00, p. 3 7) 

Brenda dso described how difficult it is to make a visual connection with people in a 

public context: 

men I 'm  our [..,I they never make eye contact wifh me. Only caregiver. 
PC, Moy I O/OO. p. 3 1) 

In expIoring Brenda's perceptions of the reactions others exhiit towards her, I leamed 

that eye contact can facilitate understanding as well as provide an uncensored window 

into the thoughts andlor feelings people express (consciously, or not) regarding disability. 

For her, a person's eyes sometimes reveal darker reactions such as prejudice, intolerance, 

or fear. 



B: (pl i-v-e [I've] s-e-e- [ s e d  I- [seen ir] I-n [in] t-h-e-I- [their] e-y- [eyes] 

S: [...I How would you describe that look? 
Are there words for it? 

8.- @) Y a  
I-I-k- [like] t-h-e [the] pl-a-g- [the plague?] 
(laugh) 
..- 
I- [it-it '4 a-n- [one] o- [ofl d-I-s-g- [dkgust] a-n- [and] f-e-a- rear] 
*.. 

a-t [at] t-h-e [the] s-u-2-m-m-e- [same] 
m-o-m-e-n- [momenc] 
(b) looks at me nodding slightly 

(BC, July 19/00, pp. 74- 75) 

A chance meeting with Brenda at the annual ALS fundrasing went provided 

another example of how something as simple as eye contact can make a very significant 

difference in communicating without a voice. On this particuIar occasion, Brenda was 

without her letter board so that we conversed using only eye contact and non-verbal cues. 

When I later asked her what this experience had been like for her, she desm'bed the 

lfiit the connection with deep eye contact, It was pleasant. You were 
kneeling on my level. You were the onlyperson to do that at the race. 
Refieshing. (BC, July 19/00. p.69) 

Brenda's feedback pointed to the idea that eye contact is not singulariy 

responsiile for meaningfial speechless communication, but so is eye level. For able- 

bodied individuals, it is all too easy to overlook those who are in wheelchairs, thus 

excluding them form their visual field. It would seem reasonable to assume that the onus 

is on the able-bodied party to make the necessary adjustments (Finkelstein, 198 1). 

A few weeks after Brenda and I had explored the above sc-o, I had the 

privilege of learning more about eye contact and eye Ievel in an unexpected, and 

powerlid way. I later shared my insights about this experience with Brenda in order to 



consolidate the link between these two separate, yet related events. My written summary 

to Brenda read: 

I was struck by your description of the day at Betty's Run and how fm 
people kneel to make eye contact with you. The impact of such a simple 
gesture was again brought home to me when recently conversing with an 
individual who cannot speak and uses herfoot to communicate. At a 
certain point in the conversation, Ifiund myselfnaturally sinking to the 
floor and sitting at a fower level so that the sh$ between attending to foot 
and @face movements was virtually imperceptible. I f l  had remained 
standing, the richness of such communication would have been missed. 
(BC, Sept 15/00, emf, p. I )  

I gradually discovered that meaningfbl eye contact was an element that not only 

enhanced my communication with PALS, but upon which I relied fairiy heavily in order 

to gain a sense of comfort and confidence in my interactions with participants. hother 

memorable example of this occurred toward the end of the visit with Brent Dewar. He 

had completed his computer demonstration and moved away fiom his desk to face me. I 

immediately felt a stronger connection with him as a result of seeing his eyes and facial 

cues. Though my focus during this visit was to observe and understand Brent's preferred 

mode of communication, my collaborative research approach also demanded that I reflect 

on my own reactions in the process. In this sense, I became aware of how important eye 

contact can be for both the speaking and non-speaking parties. Henry Rozsa's response to 

my questions on this matter however, provided another reminder of how individual such 

communication techniques can be. When asked if eye contact made a significant 

difference in his ability to understand and be understood, Henry shook his head to 

communicate "no " very cleady (HR, Aug 24/00, p. 132). 

Indeed, such exploration is not aimed at establishing the intxinsic worth of either 

approach, but rather these discussions facilitate a deeper understanding of how subtle 

markers can iduence the quality of communication in diffment ways, for different 

people. The key here may reside in having the speaking party match the non-speaking 

person's preferences, rather than the other way around. The one element that continually 

re-&aced in my discussions about the various aspects of speechless communication, 



including the ability to decipher the non-speaker's own preferences, was that of time - 
but not time as a quantitative construct. Rather, to take time in communicating non- 

verbally can signify the need for attentiveness and the promotion of qualities that go 

beyond the mere measurement of minutes or hours. 

Please Listen SIowly 

Speech had never been a problem. I was forever running offat the mouth. 
I still do -just slower. [...I I say "well, you just have to listen slowly, And 
ifyou listen slowly, we 'I1 get along fine" 

(RC, July 15/00, pp. 8.13) 

SIow listening implies conscious effort, intentional engagement, focused attention and an 

underlying sense of care for the one being listened to. Not only is more time required, but 

there needs to be a commitment to facilitating positive rapport. Brenda Cupelli captured 

the essence of this idea with one word: "respect" (BC, March 10100, p. 4). Attending 

properly to speechless conversations requires a qualitatively different kind of listening. 

"It takes a lot ofpatience ", Brenda's husband once told me in a brief conversation. 

During my third visit with Brenda, I was privileged to learn in vivo about this 

very important aspect of speechless communication. She began to tell me a story that 

later became a focal point in the data analysis. My aim in reporting this story here 

however is to demonstrate how patient Brenda had to be in order for me to grasp the 

importance of "slow listening". 

B: [...]l-a-s-t [last] w-e- [week] 
I-y- flyn] d-r-e-s-s [dressed] m- [me] I- [in] a-s-w-e-a-t- [sweater] f-a- Ifor] o-u-r [our] 
we-k [walk?] yes 

B: @} I- fitJ w-cr-s-hs [hot - it was hoq I-n-h- per] h-r 
no 

S: sorry 

B: @) h-e-r Fer - here?] 



S: it was hot in here? 

S: and so you mean the sweater 
Didn 't 
Make sense 

B: (b) looks toward doorwayfiom which we can hear talking in the kitchen 

S: is there more to the story? 

s: okay 

S: lots more (laughs sofily) 
QknV 

(BC May 10/00, p. 34) 

In my haste to grasp Brenda's thoughts, I rushed in to interpret both her words and the 

point of the story itseIf My query about ''whether there was more to tell" betrays my own 

assumption about the story's length, as well as my impatience in reaching its conclusion. 

In truth, there was much more to this vignette in which Brenda cleverly illustrated the 

paradox of possessing a keen mind within a fding body. Her quiet reminder that the 

story had barely begun reflects the patience she must have developed in order to "coach" 

others on the art of listening with care. 

Ruth Cole portrayed the facilitation of sIower-paced conversations both as 

something she must promote, and something others detect. She described having to 

"repeat [thingsJ painfitfly slow" (RC, Sept 8/00, p. 62), but accepted this as "just part 

andparcel" of the disease (RC, Sept 8/00, p. 60). In her experience, it is the initial 

surprise others have in hearing the unusual sound of her voice that causes them to 



misunderstand; and it is the ability to adjust their listening "mode" that makes 

understanding possible. 

I think it's just when people first hear me talk it 3 a little bit ofa shock 
because it S not a normal voice. But once they realize that I ' m  trying, then 
they sort of switch modes and they 'rejine. (RC, Sept 8/00. pp. 62-63) 

Communication fiom the perspective of people who have ALS must obviously involve 

other people such as caregivers, family members, friends, and even strangers. How this 

occurs varies with each situation depending on the different factors at play. The 

participants and the nature of their relationship, the communication devices being used, 

the health needs of PALS, and the level of awareness on the part of others can ail play a 

part in either facilitating or inhibiting dialogue. Indeed, the participants in this study 

discussed the involvement of others in the process of speechIess communication fiom a 

variety of perspectives. 

Particiuation of Others 

It was in discussing the advantages and disadvantages of her letter board and laser 

head pointer that Brenda Cupelli iirst raised the idea of participation on the part of others 

as a key factor in communication. Though she clearly felt fkstrated by the limitations of 

this spelling system, she also pointed to its interpersonal advantages. In comparing the 

letter board to a computerized communication system such as "Speakeasy", Brenda 

explained: 

B: @) I-h-a* pave] I-I-t-t-l- [little] m-o-r- [morel f-r-I-e-d-o- 
-.. 
q-u-i-c- [quick] a-c-c-e- [access] 

S: Hmngpeople join in with you in that process 
Is really important orhenvise 
The listener would be sitting backpassively 
Listening 

B: (b) nods 



@) m-o-r [more] l-l-k-e-c-o-n-v-e-r- 
... 
S: there S more give and rake 
It's more like a dialogue then 

(Bc, April 25/00, p. 16) 

Dennis Kaye (1 994) makes the very same point in his analysis of available 

communication aids for people with ALS. He simply states that "communication boards 

have the advantage that both persons are actively involved in true two-way 

communication." @. 13 1). 

Through my own direct participation in communicating with Brenda, I was 

interested not only in how the process worked, but also in the specific aspects of the 

dialogical process that might enlighten speaking culture about the complexities of 

conversing without speech. With this in mind, I asked Brenda about the subtleties of 

having others participate in the voicing of her spelled messages. 

S: [...I I have a question about when you spell 
[. . .] when I 'm seeing you spell 
And I know what the word is going to be 
Is it easier i f1 say it 

S: okay 
Then it saves you the spelling 

S: I was wondering [...I 
Ifthat felt like an interruption 

... 
@) I-w-1-1-1 [I wfWf14 I-e-t [let] y-o- [ler you] k-n- [let me know] 

S: [...I that's definitely some of the stufIBm trying to undersrand [...I 
I think we [ s o m e t i m ~  assume 



Or do things without necessan'ly being that conscious of it 
yl do interrupt 
Please let me know 

(Be. April 25/00, pp. 8-9) 

Not only was this piece of our dialogue an attempt to analyze and understand the 

sensitive nature of voicing on behalf of another person, but it provides an example of how 

Brenda and I collaborated around the process of communicating together that was 

integral to the research process itself My rote as researcher provided the opportunity for 

participation as a conscious communicator and for Brenda to give feedback about my 

participation fiom her unique perspective. 

A similar process of action and reflection became evident in my discussion with 

the Rozsas regarding Henry's particular method of communication (i.e., writing) and how 

to interject appropriately in conversation with him. 

S: [...I When l see you write 
That to me is like you're talking 
.*. 

H: (b) cries 

E: (Zaughs very softly) 

S: so I don't want to talk while you're writing hecause itfeels like  IS^ intemrptingyou 

E: that's true 

S: is that how it is for you? (directing question to Henry) 

E: sure it is 
Because he'll write something and I'll say "oh you 're nying to say" 
He 's not trying to say that at all 

H: (b) cries 

E: you know 
"Let me finish " 
(laughs) that 3 true 



you 're r@ht on [...I 

Though Henry did not specifically comment on the issue in words, his emotional 

response suggests that this interpretation of writing as his "voice" holds some meaning 

for him. It was Erma who confirmed the validity of my observations and identified 

interruptions as an integral aspect of communication - even between Henry and herself. 

The idea that interruptions are an integral part of participation in non-verbal 

conversations came up with most participants. As seen earlier, Brent Dewar described 

intemptions as sometimes acceptable, and other times not -depending on the nature of 

the bond between those communicating. Although "Speakeasy" does not allow for face to 

face interaction as easily, participation of others in this case requires a sensitivity to the 

pace of electronic conversation, as well as a respect for the non-speaker's personal space 

(i.e., not leaning over herhis shoulder). 

Millie seemed to view interruptions a s  an acceptable indicator of the other 

person's familiarity Gth her personal context and needs. Though I did not witness this 

dynamic during my visits with her, she explained in writing how the quality of 

communication with others was positively influenced by their ability to complete her 

thoughts. 

Some h o w  what I mean befire writing. [...I My niece is one she always 
answers herself(1aughs). I answer "mrn-hmm " (voices, no& and smiles). 
[...I Sometimes she talks a lot (laughs softly). [...I I sometimes write my 
answer. [...I It 'sjine. The girl that comes every day can do the same. (MB, 
April 29/00, p. 6) 

It was the contrast between the ease and intrusiveness with which interruptions 

occur in Millie's and Brenda's respective situations fhat illushated for me how such 

issues can vary in significance among PALS. Toward the end of a visit with Brenda.. . 
Suddenly the door opened and [the caregiver] indicated that [hey were 
runningpast their regular Imch time, and when would we befinkhed? 
There was a moment of conficsion in the room and Jane suggested [...I 
anotherfifieen minutes. Brenda pointed to "yes" and the door abruptly 
closed. I then asked Brenda "do you ofien get interrupted that way? ". She 



pointed to ''yes" and "nodded". IXe expression on her face resembled 
exasperation. (BC. March 10/UO, p. 3) 

The contrast between this obviously hstrating intrusion and the image of her daughter's 

loving communication may provide a concrete illustration of the fluctuation 'porn one 

extreme to another" that Brenda descnied in both the effectiveness and appropriateness 

of communication in which others participate (BC, April 25/00, p. 9). 

The idea that unspoken conversations take on a different quality when others 

participate in the transaction was cfearly an issue of relevance for participants within the 

context of their individual circumstances and relationships. Understanding that one's 

"voice" can be a laser beam and letter board, a computer, or a pad of paper seems 

instrumental in understanding how conversations unfold non-verbally, and what exactly 

constitutes an interruption. It appears that intmptions are commonplace and can be seen 

as hitrating, innocuous or even welcome. This depends primarily on the nature and 

strength of the emotional bond between those involved, as well as the speaking person's 

willingness to adapt. 

Cha~ter S u m m q  

The issues presented in this chapter were gathered together because of their 

common link to the idea that the quality of communication for people with ALS can be 

influenced by various and complex factors. Frum the perspective of participants in this 

study, such factors may include: I) a person's fluctuating energy levels, 2) the amount of 

time others give to the transaction, 3) the nature and IeveI of the emotional bond between 

parties, 4) the degree of respect and attentiveness accorded to the non-speaker, and 5) the 

manner in which speaking individds participate in non-verbal conversations with 

PALS. This is certainly not an exhaustive list, but summarized the discoveries that 

resuited from my conversations with participants relative to an issue I identified as  the 

"quality" of communication. 

The latter of these five points effectively leads into the subject of the next chapter. 

That is, the idea that life with ALS involves many different interactions with others in the 

environment. People and communication are integraI to most aspects of the illness and 
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interact with each other in complex ways. Strangers, fiiends, family members, caregivers, 

and researchers are among the many who engage in verbal and non-verbal 

communication with the person who has ALS. I now turn to the issues participants and I 

identified and explored as relational aspects of communication with ALS and without 

voice. 



Cha~ter 6: Interactions 

Involvement 

Steady Stream 
of People 

-' "- isolation 

Three-Way 
(;omrnunisation / \ Out of 

the Loop 

Can't Keep 
in a Crowd 

As with every other aspect of this research, the topic of this chapter, as we11 as its 

various "sub-topics" materialized out of the same exploratory method of collaborating, 

documenting and memoing. In the case of this phcdar  chapter however, the link 

between topic and method seemed even closer. That is, collaborative research is 

relational in its very practice. Discoveries about "interactions" therefore originated fiom 

the meth~ological practices themselves, illuminating aspects of these practices, as well 

as new dimensions of the research topic. 

Tbe placement of this chapter n M l y  followed the discussion of how 

communication for PALS can vary in quality depending on if, and how, others participate 

in the process of interchange. Further, the participation of others can directIy impact the 

degree to which the non-speaking individual can partake in conversation. My work with 

participants provided many examples of how these dynamics are perceived andlor 

practiced. The conglomeration of five memos into this particular chapter thus emerged 

out of recognition that non-verbal commMication is significantly impacted by relational 

configurations - be it the number of people in the environment, the non-speaker's 

involvement in group situations, or the dynamic between caregiver and patient. 



Unlike the previous chapter in which qualitative aspects of communication 

generally related back to the underlying idea of "love", no single idea stood out as 

central to the combination of memos in this chapter. Rather, the ideas flowed into each 

other in circular form, without any clear beginning or end. With this in mind, I chose to 

begin the description of issues related to interactions with the idea that PALS must adjust 

to an increasingly "peopled" environment. This aspect of the illness appears to foster 

many of the other interpersonal circumstancm described by participants that impact their 

ability andtor desire to communicate. 

Steadv Stream of Peo~le 

Toward the end of my visit with Brent Dewar, his wife made a statement that 

struck me as significant. I was thanking them for their willingness to meet and she replied 

soffly: "you 're just one of many " (BD,  April 20100). Though simple in content, this 

phrase hints at issues such as caregiver turnover, lack of privacy, and perhaps even 

constant adaptations to communicating with newcomers. Brenda Cupelli also alluded to 

this aspect of the illness when discussing how communication with caregivers is typically 

impaired by the demands of their job, as well as the often temporary nature of their 

involvement with patients. "Hard to keep caregivers ", she pointed out (BC, May 10100, 

p. 41). 

Even the diagnostic experience seems fraught with the impersonal and fleeting 

involvement of numerous doctors who t&xlly focus on labeling the problem rather than 

considering its implications. Patients may not only require support in terms of lifddeath 

issues, but also in terms of everyday practicalities - including communication. h a  

Rosza summarized this at the conclusion of her story about Henry's diagnosis as follows: 

"[it was a] rigomaroll. Round and round and round. " (HR, May 24100, p. 64). The 

"steady stream of people*' thus appears h m  those early medical appointments, and 

persists into the later stages of the ilhess. 

Given the various and novel communication methods employed by people with 

ALS, this high turnover rate and the necessity to have caregivers learn and re-Ieam 

appropriate communication techniques, must inevitably have an impact on how well the 



person with ALS can be understood. Erma referred to this side effect of caregiver 

turnover when desmiing the process of facilitating communication between Henry and 

new attendants. 

Ifind with the caregivers who are coming now - [the regular caregiver] is 
pretty good, he 's been coming a long time - but the new ones, they '11 ask 
(whispering) "what does he want?" Igo "Well ask him! He'll tell you!" 
(laughs). (HR, Aug 24/00, pp. 91) 

Erma stresses the importance of having others communicate directly with Henry, 

but she also acknowledges the difficdty in doing so for the successive newcomers 

who must learn the subtleties of non-verbal cues as she initially had to do. 

I had to learn [...I. Tltaf was hardfir me, to realize you don 't say 
"well do you want pudding w pie or cake? " tYhoa! You don 't do 
that. [...]People who come lo visit [...I - the new guys - they have 
to learn [...I becaure not all their clients communicate this way. 
(HR, Aug 24/00, p. 101) 

In other words, individds who have not had experience with Henry must 

be informed of his ability to communicate directly with them, as well as the 

techniques that facilitate his participation in conversation, Such details could 

easily be overtooked if new people are constantly entering his environment. In 

turn, such oversight might cause the non-speaking individual to feel alone even 

when smunded by people. 

Isolation 

In my electronic conversations with an experienced caregiver, I was sensitized to 

the tension that exists between staff turnover and social isolation for people with ALS 

(and their significant others). In describing her experience with a particular patient, Karin 

Mannhardt pointed to the wide range of commrmicahon skiils among caregivers. 

Ofen, [the patienr] will spell one letter, or sometimes two, which, together 
with a facial expression or something else in the immediate environment, 
will tell me what he is saying. 1 have ofien been amazed at how well this 
works. The caregivers who have been with [him] for a while can do this 
too. I found that some caregivers pick up on this really quickZy and others 
do not [...I (KM, eml, Aug 16/00). 



The effectiveness of communication for this person seemed to depend in part on 

caregiver skill and consistency. When those providing care are regularly replaced 

however, individuals like this man must repeatedly educate others about their very unique 

communication techniques. In the midst of a highly "peopled" environment, the 

challenges of ALS can bring with them previously unknown levels of isolation. Again, 

the same caregiver writes: 

[Hisjfiends @re-ALSfiiends) don't seem to be visiting any more. 
I do not know why. Maybe people who knew him as a healthy 
person have a hard time seeing him so disabled? He has never 
expressed a feeling of isolation or abandonment, but I kind of ache 
on his behalf:" (KM, eml, Aug 16/00) 

As Rabin (1985) notes, "being alone in the midst of a crowd has got to be the worst kind 

of loneliness" (p. 1 16). 

Brent Dewar raised a similar issue during an earlier electronic exchange. In response 

to my questions, he elaborated on the concept of isolation by linking it specifically to 

communication techniques. 

As for the isolation PALSfeel, that S an assumption I ' m  making based on 
my understanding of the disease- I would think that for people that are 
used to doing things easily (like talking) that they would be hesitant to use 
a more dificult means of communication (like Speakeasy). (BD, eml, July 
I m o )  

In other words, isolation may not be a given. Rather, it may represent a secondary effect of 

having to develop new and compIex ways of communicating - a task that previously occurred 

with relatively little effort. This isolation may become even more pronounced when the 

challenges of communicating without voice must be repeatedly tackled with different people. 

In the absence of a stable social network, and in the face of increasing barriers to 

communication, relationships may therefore be strained -or even elusive. This in turn may affect 

the non-speaking individual's sense of involvement with the general momentum of life within a 

reIational context 



Out of the LOOD 

The feeling of being "left out" of the mainstream is an issue that was identified by several 

participants - mostly within the context of how communication is paced. As Brent Dewar 

concluded his demonstration of the Speakeasy program, he invited additional questions. 

S: I'm wondering 
Ifyou were to describe what the issues are around communication for people with ALS 
What would you describe? 

B: (se) It is veryfivsrranhg when I have been used to speaking to have to take a step back 
That is the hardest partfor me 
... 
(se) The timing is also hard to get used to 

S: Do you mean the riming ofpeople talking to you 
Theflow of the conversation? 

B: (b) gives thumbs up si'gnal 
(se) f in  always two steps behind unless Iprepare in advance 

(BD, April 20/00, pp. 2-3) 

Thus, the first issue that Brent identified with respect to communication without voice 

was the relative difficulty of simply "keeping up" with the spoken conversation of others. 

Millie Bookout identified the very same problem: "if[there a group even 2 & myself 

they ask me a question by the time I write, [they 're] on to something eke " (MB, July 

29/00, p. 44). Her frustration with regad to this particular issue appeared to be minimal, 

but the difficulty of remaining involved in spoken conversations was noticeable 

nonetheless. The additional challenge of having to write everything down, while 

operating on dimiaished sources of physical energy, made it easier to simply "give up 

and listen " (MB, July 29/00, p. 44). 

Henry was the only other research participant who used writing as his principal 

communication mode. His wife, Erma, also described how he EequentIy falls behind in 

conversation with others: 

E: we'll be visiting and somebody will say somerhing 
And then he'll hand me something has nothing to do at all 



It makes me laugh every time 

E: something altogether diferent 
And that's allright 
Then we just pick up the conversationfiom there and switch it 
You h o w  

(HR. May 24/00. p. 73) 

It seems clear from these brief excerpts that being excluded or left behind during spoken 

conversation is a common experience for PALS. However, it is not always deait with in 

the same way. Some like Brent learn to prepare in advance, others like Millie simply 

adapt to a more passive conversational stance, while still others still like Henry and Erma 

acknowledge it with laughter and adapt the conversation in order to include Henry's 

delayed written messages. 

Brenda Cupelli also resonated with the concept of feeIing "out of the loop" but at 

a slightly different Ievel than the pragmatic aspects of spoken conversation. Though she 

kequently referred to the fact that few people took the time to listen when she spelled, 

and that her vocal cues were fiquently misconstrued as "behaviors", her description of 

feeling left behind related more to the social and emotional aspects of her illness. "This 

way ofcommunicating is humbling ", she spelled; "Can 't participate in life " (BC, April 

25/00, pp. 1 1-1 2). The tediousness of the letter board effectively prevented her from 

spontaneously partaking of life in the rnaimtmm. "Peopleforget me because it *s hard to 

see me like this -so Imfer alone" PC, April 25/00, p. 13). 

On yet a different level, Ruth Cole described how ALS, and her progressive 

speech disability, cost her the reception job she had enjoyed for many years. Despite this 

loss of involvement in her community, Ruth reassum all those who are willing to listen 

that the changes in her level of physical ability have not dampened her desire for 

meaningful social contact. Her efforts to communicate with fiends, family and 

colleagues are fuelled by a strong desire to diffuse misconceptions and facilitate her 

continued inclusion within the context of a longtanding interpersonal network. 



Thus, it became apparent to me that PALS frequently experience a sense of being 

"out of the loop" - be it socidly, professionally or conversationally. This experience of 

exclusion seemed to vary depending on the stage of their illness, the presencdabsence of 

supportive caregivers, or simpiy the nature of their outlook. But underlying the stories 

participants told relative to this issue was the idea that non-speaking individuals get "left 

behind" due to difficulty the speaking culture has in adapting to their communication 

needs. As a result, PALS themselves are left with the task of alerting others to the pitfalls 

of applying the rules of spoken conversation to non-verbal interactions - not least of 

which is the erroneous belief that group discussions are accessible to speakers and non- 

speakers alike. Most participants in this study ref'd to the benefits of one-on-one 

interactions in facilitating a greater sense of participation and inclusion in 

communication. 

Can't Keep in a Crowd 

In an attempt to further explore the nuances of how speaking and non-speaking 

individuals meet in conversation, I asked Brent Dewar the following question: "What do 

you think people need to learn to lessen the 'gap '? ". Without hesitation, he responded: 

'people generally adjust well one-on-one. It's most diftcult when you're wing to fit in 

with others" (BD. April 20/00, p. 3). 

Millie Bookout identified the difficulties inherent in group interaction but 

specified that the degree of difficulty depends somewhat on the make-up of the group. 

The following excerpts (dram h m  two separate interviews) capture Millie's thoughts 

about this issue. 

M: (w) I can 't keep in a crowd 

s: I...] 
So when you're in a group ofpeople it's harder to 
Keep up 
Or for people to actually take the time to communicate with you? 

M: (b) nods in agreement 

S: it's better one-onsne? 



M: (b) voices agreement 

(MB. May 19/00, p. 16) 

M: (w) it 's ok with my firnily and my sisters' visits, but in-laws andfiends it's different 

S: can you tell me how it 's dzferent with in-laws andfiiends? [...I 

M: (b) lookr at me blankly 

S: just sort of what I was talking about 
That they jump ahead? 

M: (b) nods in agreemenr 

S: and don 't really slow down whereas with your own family and your [sisters] 
[...I they seem to be a little more aware of thefact that they have to change 
the speed at which they converse 

M: (w) my brother had it too 

(MB, July 29/00, p. 47) 

Both past experience with the illness and the emotional bond her family share with her 

seem to enhance the quality of group interactions with family for Millie. Still, her 

opening statement clearly suggests that one-on-one interaction is preferable. 

Interestingly, Ruth Cole made the distinction between one-on-one communication 

on the phone, and in person - with the firmer presenting more challenges than the latter. 

She explained that both telephone communication and one-on-one conversations place 

extra strain on her gradually fading voice, whereas the increased number of people 

dialoguing in group situations allows for more fkquent respite in which to rest her vocaI 

muscles. Further, Ruth concludes that her ability to keep up with more than one person 

may have something to do with the stage of her illness and the preservation of her voice 

to date. 

R: I don't talk on the phone all that well 
Ifind talRing one-on-ane is easier 



I alwqsfeel like I'm pushing my voice when I'm on the phone 

S: Is that the same when you 're with more than one person? 
mat's that like? [...I 

R: oh it's easier 
... 
because then the whole room keps  the conversation going 
And I can just put in a little bit [here and there] 
... 
S: so it 's less taxing in other words 
You're not talking as much 

R: yeah 
Like if there 's sir people 
I in only doing one sixth of the talking 
..- 
R: but ifthere 's 
-.- 
with two of us 
You 're doing 50% 
But so am I 

S: [...I people who can't speak at all 
... 
They talk about [...I 
Finding it really hard to stay in the colrversation 
When there S more than one person there 
But ifit's one-on-one then it's easierfir the other person tofillow the pace 
Do youJind that at all? 

R: oh 
I don't find that too much 
And I think that 's maybe because [can still speaka bit 

(RC, September 8/00, p. 81-82) 

For Ruth, one-on-one "in person" conversations presented more of a challenge at this 

stage of her illness by virtue of their proportionally increased physical demand. Unlike 

Millie, Brent and Henry who typically get left behind in any group discussion, Ruth 



seemed to thrive on the increased distriiution of spoken input, which a group setting 

allows for. In other words, she had so fir been able to "keep in a crowd". 

One of the other ways in which I observed participants coping with 

communication within group situations was through the intermediary of an informal 

"interpreter" - most commonly their primary caregiver. In these situations a kind of 

three-way relaying system overrude the onesn-one dynamic and, in so doing, raised 

some interesting questions. 

Three-Wav Communication 

It was during my second visit with the Rozsas that 1 became aware of an 

interesting pattern in our communication. It seemed that when I asked Henry a question, 

he would most often gesture toward Erma, who would then provide an answer on his 

behalf. Alternately, Erma would interject automatically without any prompt &om her 

husband. The following excerpt provides an example of this dynamic: 

s: [...I 
I wondered maybe 
Since it 's been a while since I saw you last 
Whether you want to talk about [...I 
How things have changed since we met last 
Or whether anything's really changed thar much in t e r n  of 
Commmication or 
How things are going? 

H: (b) voices sofily and gestures "so-so ': with hand 

s: so-so? 

H: (b) gesturesfor Erma to talk 

(HR, Mq 24/00, p. 16) 

The need for clarification on my part combined with the effort required for Henry to 

explain what exactIy was memt by "so-so" caused him to enlist Erma's input. Another 

example of Erma's role as "intexpreter" arose when Henry was descniing his suspicion 



and anger with respect to his perception of the government's role in causing, and 

subsequently covering up, problems such as chemically induced diseases. 

H: (w) I think that some gov/agency made a big boo-boo-with something and they won 't 
admit it - like who shot ? ? Pres John Kennedy 

S: [...I (reading) and I think that some agencies? 
I'm not sure what this is 
Made a big boo-boo 

E: Let S see 
maybe I can 
..* 

What he 's saying is 
He thinks they know more about what causes ALS 
Than they 're telling us 
... 
H: (v) voices softly 

E: [...I You 've heard [...I about those armyfellows 
Down here at SuBeld who 
They [...I gave them this 
What war it a drug 
It was like a pesticide 
Like agent orange 
.*. 

that's what Henry 3 refening to 
Something that has happened in the past 
That they haven 't fold us 
That is in the air [...] 

(HR May 24/00. pp. 39-40) 

In this case Erma provided an elaborate explanation of Henry's written statement in 

response to my lack of clarity. Hmry's vocal cues coafirmed the accuracy of Erma's 

interpretations and maintained his presence in the dialogue to some degree. This kind of 

&%ree-way communication*' constituted the bulk of our exchange during the second of 

our three visits and, as I transcriied the audiotaped interview that same day, I became 

i n d g l y  aware of, and uncomfortable with Hemy's seemingly passive mle. Other 

than the occasional comment, or the more frequent tears, he remained silent. There were, 



however, several instances in the conversation when I attempted to redirect the 

conversation in order to solicit information directIy fiom Henry. In the following excerpt 

I was exploring the relationship between the concurrent feelings of hope and 

hopelessness Erma and Henry had expressed over the course of the interview. 

S: [.,.] I guess what I'm 
I'm really [...I thinking right now is 
On the one hand [there this incredible hope you have in tenns ofprayer 
... 
and support 

H: (b) cries 

S: and then this sense of 
No hope 
I-. -1 
that there 's the medical profission that just does not support you 
and then there's this other community ofpeople who really [do] 
sort of this contrast 
... 
H: (b) cries 

E: a real contrast 
There isn 't just a 
It isn't wishy washy on either side 

E: for me anyway 

At this point, Erma gave an account of her own experience with illness and near death as 

a result of intestinal complications. The conversation drifted into a discussion of medical 

procedures, referrals and doctors' varying responses. Eima summed up her story with by 

concluding that she "[gives] credit to the doctors who have done something for [her] " 

(HR, May 24/00, p. 58) - at which point, I dehlberateiy attempted to invotve Henry: 

S: And Henry 
In your experience of ALS 
And the diagnosis and all that [...I 
Has it been a fairly good experience of doctors or [...I 
You had the run around at first 



H: (b) gestures "xo-so " with his hand and voices sofi!v 

Again, it appeats to be difficult for Henry to provide detailed clarification on such a 

complex issue. This particular response on his part reminded me of Brenda's words 

regarding the difEcuIties in addressing "grey issues" via the intermediary of alternative 

communication devices. She described "hating" the letter board because, in her words, 

"it doesn 't capture my true voice - [it's] shallow" (BC, April 25/00, pp. 14- 15). 

As my visits with the Rozsas progressed however, there were several exampIes of 

"the-way communication" in which Erma began to answer on Henry's behalf only to 

withhold her response in time for him to reply directly. An exampIe of this occurred in 

our joint exploration of  the research methods, which I also refmed to under "Discovering 

Praxis". I include a ionger version of the same dialogue below for the purposes of 

demonstrating Erma's efforts at facilitating direct communication b e e n  myself and 

S: [...I Because I'm using a collaborative approach 
-.. 
and I askfor people 's input [...I 
[..-I [I real* that 
Even to e-mail back 
Or even to read something like that (rej2mmng to summary) and respond would take a lot 
of energy 
..* 
[...I 1 in wondering what your experience is of that? 

E: I don 't think 
Oh he 's writing you an answer to that 
Let him answer 

S: mm-hmm 

H: (w) short e-mail is ok 

S: [...I So short e-mail is okay 
And by that 



Do you mean when I write? 
To keep it short 

H: (b) shakes head 

S: or when you write me back 

H: (3) nods 
... 

(b) points several times to surface of table with indexfinger 

S: pointing 

H: (b) points in air as thought to type 

S: oh because you're typing with one finger 

H: (3) nods 
,.. 
(w) I fype slow 
(laughs soft&} 

(HI?, May 24/00, pp. 22-23) 

In this example, Erma intentionally yields the floor to Henry so that his succinct vocal, 

bodiIy and gestural indicators allow for a brief exploration of the issues reIated to 

communicating electronically within the research context, Not only do Henry and I 

clarify the acceptability of the research parameters but he also enlightens me with regards 

to the physical Iirnitations he must contend with in using his computer. Furthermore, he 

corrects my conclusion about whose e-mails must be kept short - a point that may have 

otherwise remained misunderstood. In other words, Henry's direct involvement in 

conversation with me provides certain details about his experience that Erma would have 

been less likely to convey in her role as interpreter. 

Based on the above observations, as well as my overall sense of uncertainty about 

how Henry experienced the "the-way" dynamic, I decided to raise the issue during our 

third visit. This follow-up process led to a more in-depth exploration of the concept of 

relayed communication, its potentid pitfalls, as well as the reasons for its success. 



s: [...I 
I just wondered about 
how that wasfor you last time [...I 
I was unsure about the three-way [conversation] [...I 
And whether that S kind of the system you have developed that works for you 

H: (3) nods slightly in agreement 

S: My concern was to make sure that I wasn 't excluding you 

H: (b) shakes head and looks down 
... 
E: [...I AtJirst when his voice started going and he 'd say things 
I'd say "I don 't know what you want, write it down " 
And I think that 's how it all began [...I 
He began writing it down when I didn 't understand what he wanted 
... 
and gradually it j u t  got more and more 
Once in a while he 's say " I  can't write a book" 

H: voices sofiIy 

E: (laugh) 
This is where this helps bointing to the letter board) 
Because aN he has to give me is maybe a couple of wordr 
Not the whole things 
And I know what he wants 

(HR, Aug 24/00, pp. 89-90) 

Henry non-verbally endorses both Erma's interpretive role, and her explanation of how 

this particular system of communication developed. The gradual decrease in his ability to 

communicate vocally combined with his diminished energy levels naturally led to Erma's 

increased input on his beMf The skill of asking Henry the right questions and 

subsequently interpreting his responses was something Erma Ieamed graduaIIy. Further, 

the tools used to accomplish this (i-e., h m  magic pad, to notepad, to letterboard) 

changed dong with the physical progression of the disease. For the Rozsas, the success of 

this system rested primarily on the strength of their relationship. Nevertheless, their 
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mutual sense of unspoken understanding included an informal "check system" that 

allowed for clarification and/or correction. 

S: so what you're describing then is 
This system yoti 've worked out and 
You've done it enough together that you 're sure (looking at Enna) 
[...I That when you 
say something on behalfof Henry 
[It 's] pretty well what he wants 
you to say 

E: pretty well 
Ifnot he 'I1 (gestures by shaking heat$ 
..* 
he'll tell me 
... 
and that's his "no " 
You see I've written down "no " Minting to fetter board) 
He hardly ever uses "no " he j u t  shakes hisfinger (laughs) 

H: laughs softly 

(HR, Aug 24/00, p. 94) 

Indeed, Henry's participation in this analysis of three-way communication provides an in 

vivo representation of the process itself His written input is intermittent, and fairly 

minimal; but his body language is consistent. Henry affirms Erma's viewpoint and 

competency as his trusted interpreter witb continuous nodding and laughter. 

Another noticeable example of three-way communication occurred in my contacts 

with Brenda Cupelli who, at the time of our visits, resided in the private home of a hired 

care provider. This arrangement was far firom ideal for Brenda who frequently mentioned 

instances of conflict and misunderstanding in her daily interactions. While making 

arrangements for my fourth visit with Brenda, the complexities of communicating via a 

third party (i.e., her care provider) became apparent. I raised the issue with Brenda when 

we finally managed to meet face to face: 

S: [...I there was a bit of a misunderstanding around me coming here 

B: (5) look at me nodding slightly and laughing softly 



*.. 
S: [...I I thought coming here you know 
Here 's an issue around communication [...I 
And I'd be interested to know what your experience was of that 

(Bc, July 19/00, p. 5 3) 

Brenda's reply to my query was given in short responses with intermittent questions or 

reflections on my part, and spanned severaI pages of transcript. 

[It 's] humiliating - very. [...I She asked me [about your visit] over l~lnch 
[...I. Ishook my head. [didn't have my laser so [g forgot [to remind her- 
till today. [...] [It happens] regularly. She doesn't listen to me. (BC, July 
19/00, pp. 53-55) 

Later during that same visit, I found myself immersed in three-way communication 

involving Brenda and her hired caregiver. The conversation itself was centered on Brenda 

but, sadly, she was only ever implicitly included in the dialogue. in her haste, the 

caregiver failed to involve Brenda in some of the decisions involving her own evening 

schedule. Despite my efforts to include Brenda directly in the conversation, she was 

completely ignored by the caregiver. In this case, three-way communication did not 

exhibit the mutuality and consciousness that I had witnessed with the Rozsas. For 

Brenda, three-way communication caused h a  to be forgotten at best, and objectified at 

worst. From this caregiver's point of vim, it seemed that Brenda was not only speechless 

- she was also invisible. 

The contrast between these two very different examples of "three-way 

communication" combined with my exploration of the issue with the Rozsas sensitized 

me to the fact that communication for PALS can be significantly enhanced or impaired 

by those who interact with them in providing for their daily needs. 

The Careniver 

Within the first few days of my involvement with participants, I became aware of 

how their communication with the "outside world" was either directly, or indirectly, 

mediated by those providing we. Henry and I exchanged electronic messages in order 

to plan our visits; however, Erma was identified as the person to contact in case of 



changes or questions. Brent aIso instructed me to "pleare call [my wife] to set up a time" 

(BD, March 20100, ernl, p.1); and Brenda asked me to call her caregiver before finalidng 

visitation times. Regardless of how the scheduling of interviews was mediated, 

participants identified the caregiving relationship as a key aspect in communication from 

the outset. Brent Dewar was the most direct in suggesting that I would be "well advised 

to include caregiver communication in [my] currentprojecr. " (BD, May 2/00, d, p. 1). 

Though the current project was not initially intended to represent the perspectives 

of those who support people with ALS, it soon became obvious that my exploration of 

this specialized area would be incomplete without mention of the caregiver's critical role 

in, and impact on, communication. Indeed, the following segment of my reflective 

analysis stems fiom this gradual awakening to the caregiver issue as a communication 

issue. As such, it is aimed at exploring yet another angle of communication for PALS and 

not at analysing caregiving issues per se. 

As was demonstrated in the previous section of this chapter, the Rozsas' 

embodied one example of how caregiving within the context of a loving relationship can 

promote the voice of the non-speaker as well as the awareness of person offering care and 

interpretation. Henry trusted Erma to be his "voice", and Erma endeavoured to facilitate 

Henry's self-expression with increasing sensitivity. Unfortunately, the relay of 

information is not always carried out on the basis of such collaborative values. As Brenda 

pointed out: ''some people have compassion - others don 't " (BC, March I0/00, p. 4). 

Brenda returned many times to the problems she experienced in communicating with her 

caregivers. Examples of this included having her vocal cues misconstrued as "behavior", 

which in turn elicited negative reactions such as caregivers removing or withholding 

access to her communication device. At other times, she might be expected to respond to 

conversation when she hadn't the energy or interest in doing so. As we have already seen, 

Brenda's main complaint was that caregivers lacked the time necessary to communicate 

effectively and thus understand her M y .  

Millie Bookout, on the other hand, described her experience of caregiving and 

communication as very positive. '*me] ALS [Societyl here and home care are the best " 



(MB, April 29/00, p. 6), she wrote during our initial visit. And again, during our second 

visit she reiterated "tender loving care is what I get" (MB, May 19/00, p. 28). Along 

these lines, Millie descriied how her regular caregivers were very skilled at 

understanding her non-verbaI cues so that written messages were not always required: 

" Some [people] know what I mean before writing. [...I My niece is one. [...I The girl 

that comes every day can do the same [...I [ I ]  point and she [asks]. I can shake my head 

yes or no. " (MB, April 29/00, p. 7) 

My brief exchange with a seasoned caregiver during the course of this research 

contained a similar reference to this kind of "mind reading", or as Henry Rozsa dubbed it 

"ESP" (HR, Aug 24/00, p. 104). This intuitive form of communication consists of 

predicting messages conveyed by the non-speaking person based on familiarity, non- 

verbal cues and innovative (and sometimes invisible!) tools for communication that 

develop over time. As the caregiver in question indicated, "One kind of learn to 'mind 

read ', read subtle facial expressions etc. We use the 'mental letter board' (letter board 

which we all have memorized by now). " (KM, emf, Aug 5/00, p, 2). 

Thus, despite the fact that the caregiving relationship can potentially foster 

misunderstandings and power imbalances, it is also a context in which communication 

can improve and deepen as a hct ion of time, practice and familiarity. 

In concluding my expioration of the caregiver's role with regards to ALS and 

communication, it is important to mention that my various exchanges with significant 

others and peopIe who provide care to PALS revealed a definite need for a forum in 

which their own stories could be heard Indeed, certain ad-hoc community programs such 

as support groups and even intemet-based chat lines provide some opportunity for this 

kind of sharing. It seems however, that there is a need at some IeveI for a more 

personalized and intimate context in which caregivers can also be "heard". ,e same 

caregiver that described the concept of ''mind reading" also wrote to me about how 

isolation can affect the caregiver almost as much as the patient: 

l have ofien filf abandoned when all the load 13 on my shoulders, while 
other people who I think could be helping dfamily, fiencis, people in the 



health care system, many people in the health care system) seem 
unresponsive and glaringly absent. (KM, Aug 16/00. emf, p. I). 

The role of the caregiver thus involves potential risks and benefits to both giver and 

recipient of care. It is a complex job that requires skill, compassion, as well as a healthy 

supply of self-care (including support h m  other sources). Mutual respect in the form of 

effective coinmunication appears to be both the basis and the outcome of a caregiving job 

well done (Rabin, 1985; Bell, 1999). 

Chauter Summw 

The issues descnied in this chapter reflected various interactive aspects of altered 

communication that arose in my conversations with participants. Communication with 

others, or in group contexts, raised issues such as 1) the chaIlenges of communicating in 

an environment where there can be high numbers of people and high degrees of personnel' 

turnover, 2) the experience of feeling Iefl out of life's mainstream due to changing 

communication skills, 3) the relative effectiveness of one-on-one communication as 

opposed to group exchanges, 4) the pros, cons and nuances of three-way communication, 

5) and the central role of communication in both the implementation and achievement of 

effective care. 

Again, this study of issues linked specifically to the interactions between PALS 

and the people in their environment is far h m  exhaustive. However, it provides an 

introduction to some of the complex relaeonal patterns that can influence and r d t  h m  

contact between speakers and alternative communication users. What seems clear is that 

individuals, with or without ALS, need to be acknowledged and have contact with others 

in order to feel valued. The chalIenges of accomplishing these things when those 

involved possess varying levels of speech as well as different methods of communication 

are great. The remlt can range h m  unspoken "oneness" (Bell, 1999) to total isolation 

and abuse. In other words, the existence of a community for people with ALS seems 

inconsistent or elusive at best - at worst, it is "glaringly absent". Though language 

remains intact, the method by which those afflicted must transmit their language is 

drastically affected, thus placing them precariously at the margins of the human 
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community (Crossley, 1997). I will now turn to an exploration of how PALS experience 

and/or create community given this gradual loss of traditional communication methods. 



Chanter 7: Community 

"Community" 
Connect with 

Care 

Communication 

One of the main assumptions with which I entered the field was the belief that 

community is the external expression of a shared culture; and similarly, that culture is 

born of a shared language (Higgins, 1985; Sacks, 1989; Groce, 1985; Cohen, 1994). This 

belief stemmed directly fiom my own experience and study of different languages and 

cultures. In some ways, it was this concept of a linguistic~cultural basis to community that 

brought me to the current research. I was intrigued by the idea that belonging to the 

hearing community should depend on the ability to speak, and that conversely, belonging 

to the deaf community should depend on the inability to hear andlor the ability to use sign 

language (Crossley, 1997; Sacks, 1989; Lane, 1984). The question I persistently 

entertained was what of the people who hear and cannot speak, or the people who sign 

and are not deaf? Where is their community? 

PeopIe with ALS appear to fall within this often-misunderstood segment of the 

population (Crossley, 1997). If, as in the case of bdbar ALS, an individual eventually 

loses herhis voice, hearing remains functional - unless there is an added impairment due 

to other physical conditions, injury or age (Mitsumoto & Norris, 1994). This combination 

of hearing and loss of vocaYgesturaI expression places PALS at the edges of both 

speaking and signing cultures. 

To be on the h g e  of a cultural community d l y  signifies piacement in a 

position of subordination vis-a-vis the dominant discourse (Wartenberg, 1990). The 



prevailing culture establishes standards of normalcy to which those Living on the margins 

must subscribe (Miller, 1986). Within the context of the current research, I understood 

this to mean that our predominantly speaking culture defines the norms by which people 

must validate the realities in which they live - a dynamic that serves to disernpower, and 

exclude, those whose experiences may not include the spoken word. 

My first attempt at exploring this issue with participants came during an early 

visit with Brenda Cupelli. My question to her went as follows: "1 ...I I've wonderedjbr 

people who can't speak but use diflerent ways of communicuting. how that impacts your 

sense of belonging to a community". To which she responded: "Don 't h o w  yet " (BC, 

April 25/00 p. 13). Brenda's reply left me wondering even more. Did this mean that the 

impact of communication on one's sense community was too difficdt to identify? Was it 

a preconception I had imported into the study from previous experiences? Or, was it 

simply unimportant compared with other issues? As the study unfolded, I refrained h m  

asking the question again in such a direct way. Instead, I listened to the stories 

participants told about their fiends, their fadies, their communities and their 

govment .  I heard about the importance of networking with other people, the link 

between communication and power, and the difficdty of fighting injustice without a 

voice. The topic of community appeared to be relevant after all. 

Where Two or Three are Gathered, 

It was during one of my later visits with Brenda CupelIi that the topic of 

"community" resurfaced. In reflecting on her experience in public settings, Brenda 

identified the absence of shared ruIes for commMication as the main reason for which 

people tend to avoid contact with her. 

B: @) e-m-b-a-r-r-u-s-s- [embarrassment] a-n- [and] a-w-k-w-a-r- [mkwardness] a-b- 
0-u- [about/ s-o-c-e-1-a- [social?] 
*.. 

B: ($1 r-u-I- [social rules] 

S: [...I Not knowing how to communicate 
Not knowing whether 
they can hug you or shake your hand or talk to yoti or bend down or touch you [...I 



B: (b) nods slightly in agreement 

(BC. July 19/00, pp. 73-74) 

Though Brenda did not specifically link the absence of such rules to the concept of a 

cultural community, she did emphasize the idea that ALS causes you to "quicklyfind out 

who your genuinefiends are " (BC, April 25100, p. 13). Though she drew a direct 

relationship between emotional closeness and effective communication, she also pointed 

out that the existence (or lack) of such a bond prior to the onset of illness was no 

predictor of future involvement Brenda's community therefore reconstituted itself in 

unexpected ways as her ability to communicate changed. 

B: (p) p-e-o-p-1- [people] w-h-o [who -people who] Id-I-d-n- [didn ' r ]  c-o-n-s-l-d- 
[consider] g-o-od [goodJjIr-I-e-nd h e n &  c-o-m-e [come] t-h-r-o-u-g- [throughJ 
f-0-r- 

S: [...I So there have been some unexpected surprises [...I 
Like you say 
You reallyfind out 
Who cares [...I 

B: @) b-I-g-t- [big time] 
(laughs sol%) 
... 
@) b-I-g-r-o-c [Big Rock] r-u-n- [nmners?] h-a-v- [have] 6-e-e-n [been] a-m-a-z-l- 

[amazing?] yes 

S: the Big Rock Runners? 
Is that a group ofpeople you were port of? 

B: @)Yes 

S: so you used to run with them? 

B: @)yes 

S: and they've remained your community? 

B: (b) no& in agreement 
..* 

@) t-h-e-y [they] 1-0-v-e [love] t-h-I-s [this] b s s - r d  



... 
I$) t-h-e-y [theyl d-w-e-1-1 [dwell] o- [on] m-y [my] e-v-e-r- [every] w-o-r-d 

... 
(b) starts to laugh very softly 

..* 
(p) t-h-e-y [theyl v-a-1-u- [value] m-y [my] t-h-o-u-g-h- [thorights] 

(Be. April 25/00, p. 14) 

Despite her negative feelings about the letterboard, Brenda expressed joy at knowing that 

those who were determined to maintain contact with her couId overcome this barrier. 

Thus, Brenda's community was buiIt on mutual values of loyalty, respect and affection 

rather than culturalflinguistic rules. Those who permitted such rules to interfere were 

simply not part of her community. 

Millie Bookout reinforced the fact that her sense of community had not been 

affected by the logistics of communicating without a voice. Rather, her sense of 

beIonging continued to exist on the basis of family ties and the recognition that the 

physical changes brought on by her illness had not altered her essence as a person. As she 

explained, her grandchildren still knew her as "Grandma " (MB, May 19/00, p. 18), and 

she was still able to "write a lot of leners and fax per] kid! everyday" ( M B ,  May 19/00, 

p. 22). These were the elements of daily life that preserved her sense of "community". 

Ruth Cole focused on the idea that a changed voice did not signify a changed 

personality. She identified 'par" as the main reason others distanced themselves fiom 

her (RC, July 19/00, p. 29). Contact with fiends, fellow church members or former co- 

workers was therefore dependent on her ability to d i h e  this fear with the message that 

"I'm still me. [...I I just talka little different" (RC, July 15/00, p. 30). The Rozsas 

promoted a similar outlook in asking their friends to "just come and visit and neat 

[Henry] like you always did" ( H R ,  May 24/00, p. 71). 

Though Henry and Erma seemed content with their existing network of friends, 

caregivers, church affiliations, as well as contact with others through the internet, they 

also pointed to a certain loss of spontaneity in their ability and desire to socialize with 

with neighbors: 



H: (w) some times I would like mix - but I break down & cry and they can 't understand 
what to do 

S: When you say "mix " 
You mean socialize with let's say the people here (refm-ng to condo complex) or with 

fiendr orfimily [...I 
The emotions 
Take over 
And then people don 't know how to respond 

H: nods 

E: then people are embarrassed 
... 
H: cries 

E: see like this 
It can happen [...I 
In a meeting 
... 
and he can't control it 
Bur people don't understand it 
... 
H: continues to cry 

E: so quite ofien we don 't go 
There S lots of stuff that goes on here 
... 
but 
He doesn 't want to go anymore because hefee& like 

H: cries more intensely 

E: he 's upsetting them 
And for some it is I guess 
Ifyou don 't understand 
But some never will [understand 

(NR. Aug 24/00. p. 120-121) 

As echoed by Brenda CupeUi in the statement "some people have compassion - others 

don 't " (BC, March 10/00, p. 41, Erma's closing comments suggest that community is the 



outward expression of m u t d  empathy - a sentiment that can transcend the potentid 

barriers created by external communication systems. A particdarly moving moment in 

the conversation occurred when the Rozsas spontaneously captured their joint definition 

of community without any mention of communication issues per se. 

E: I...] I don 't know how well you know your Bible h r  
There's a verse that says "where two or three are gathered" 
So you need more than one 
... 
you need to be together 

H: cries 

S: that 's the whole idea of community 

E: yeah 
... 
[That's] right 
... 
H: (b) cries more intensely and passes me his notepad 

(w) outside support 

(HR, Aug 24/00, pp. 113-114) 

One of the main sources of "outside support" Henry relied on was contact with 

family, ffieuds and other PALS via the internet. During our first visit, he gave me a 

virtual tour of his favorite ALS websites and shared several jokes that he had received 

h m  fiends on the world-wide-web. The Rozsas later related a story about the computer 

temporarily filling into disrepair, and Henry descnied feeiing "lost without it" ( H R ,  

May 24/00, p. 39). His sense of belonging to the wider community clearly depended on 

access to onIine communication. 

A Common Link 

Brent Dewar ceiated a similar sense of community when he referred to internet- 

based chat rooms as a context in which to study "how PALS related to each other" (BD, 

May 2/00, end, p. 1). Not only did the internet allow some PALS to communicate more 

easily with speaking individuals, but it provided a networking medium for those 



experiencing the illness to interact directly with one another. Ruth Cole shared several 

stories about her adventures online? pointing to the many advantages internet access can 

offer PALS - including a sense of community that overrides distance as well as speech 

impediments. 

We might be physically alone in our rooms - with the disease and 
everything that's happening. But there's a whole [...I bunch of us. And it's 
international. In my chat group, there 's Canada. the States, England. 
Holland, Turkey, Australia. I can't remember if there was someone f i r n  
Hawaii, and someonefiom Alaska. And in the e-group. there S a fellow 
fiom either Mexlexlca or South America - and someone translates. (RC, Sept 
8/00, pp. 69-70) 

For Ruth, the electronic medium created "a whole big round table " (RC, Sept 8/00, p. 

68) that allowed her to share with others who were experiencing similar things. For her, it 

provided the opportunity to offer and receive support ffom "people who know what I'm 

talking about" (RC, July 15/00, p. 40). In words that bore an uncanny similarity to 

Henry's earlier reflections, Ruth explained "I would be lost without my computer, I 

think" (RC, July 15/00, p. 42). Or, without her computer, a part of her community would 

be lost to her. 

Henry pointed out that a similar circle of support existed for PALS in the Calgary 

region in the form of a monthly support p u p .  This particular group was facilitated by a 

health care professional and provided an environment in which patients, significant others 

and caregivers could both give and receiqe support. It occurred to me that participation in 

such a group might prove too taxing for certain individuals given the level of energy 

required to travel outside the home, as well as the particdar challenges of communicating 

within a group setting. Though Henry and Erma had chosen not to attend the group for 

personal reasons, such a fonnn for discussion seemed helpfd for many individuals who 

wished to remain in contact with PALS f b m  their local community (Jane Rivest, 

personal communication, August 2000)'~. Perhaps Enna's fieqnent inquiries about the 

other research participants over the course of the study was another tangiile indicator of 

this hdamentaI need to remain involved despite circumstances that have the potential to 



isolate. Indeed, the drive to '%elong" somewhere was frequently expressed in 

participants' desire to contriiute - or "give something back" to others - as they managed 

the challenges of their personal situations. 

Care Packages 

In the midst of adjusting to the reality of a Iife threatening diagnosis, Ruth Cole 

repeatedly returned to the idea that "there must be something [she could do] " to help 

others, and make a difference (RC, July 15/00, p. 3 1). As I explored this idea M e r ,  I 

discovered that dl participants were in fact engaging their community in one way or 

another - either to communicate the significance of their experience for the benefit of 

others, or simply to remain involved with those they cared about. 

This concept arose in a conversation with Millie, as she descnied sending w e  

packages to her adult children when she was initially forced to curtail activities outside of 

the house "I did a lot of cooking and sent [it] to the kids " (MB, April 29/00, p. 7). The 

topic of cooking resurfaced during our next visit and I followed up by exploring the "care 

package" metaphor as it related to communication. 

M: (w) I loved to cook 
(b) has a very sad expression and loob away 

S: I remember you telling me about making care packages for the kids and sending 
Them 
And that seemed like 
A way of communicating [. .. ] 
Let 5 say $you eouldn 't get on the phone and talk to them 
It was a way of letting them know that you were thinking aborrt them 

M: Ib) nods slightly in agreement and loob extremely sad 

5: it 's pretg hard to 
Not be able to do that anymore 

M: (w) they miss it too 

(MB, M~ay 19/00. p. 23) 

l6 Jane Rivest is the Client Services Coordinator with the ALS Society o f  Alberta & NWT. 



While Millie initially relied on her culinary gifts as an alternative means of 

communicating love to her children, Brenda chose to contniute by way of a web-based 

account of her personal journey with ALS. "I'm wnSing a book for my daughters ", she 

spelled during one of our early visits (BC, April 25/00, p. I I). The web-page itseIf reads, 

"It is on the advice of my oldest daughter. Tara, that I dedicate this web page to my 

personal story - my spiritual journey with ALS, the genus of a book I m beginning to 

write. " (Cupelli, 2000, p. 1). 

Brenda's writing efforts resembled those of other PALS (i.e. b y e ,  1994; Bell, 

1999; McFeat, 1987; Rabin, 1985) whose personal stories have been shared in order to 

validate the significance of ALS, to offer hope and support for others who are involved 

with the illness, and to heighten awareness. 

Ruth Cole descnied a similar desire to share her experience and contribute 

toward the community's increased awareness. tn discussing Rabin's (1985) book entitled 

"Six Parts Love", Ruth identified the main cause of community erosion for people with 

ALS as the 'Ifear" associated with issues such as difference, disability and death (RC, 

July 15/00, p. 30). Such fear, according to Ruth, is based on ignorance, which in turn is 

stems fiom a lack of public awareness: "[ ...I most of us aren 't ware  of[ALS] until it 

strikes either a family member, or a family member of ajhend or associate " (RC, July 

15/00, p. 33). She described her intentions to begin correcting such widespread 

misconceptions. 

"[. ..I Maybe IcanJind my own way to convey this similar message to my 
f i r e d  [...I, [to] bring awareness to a personal level. I mean we all know 
that fit's importunrJ to get awareness out on a nanbnal or international 
level, but we also have to do it on a personal level. [...I This fiend of 
mine whose mother also has ALS - she S quite a go-getter - so her and I 
are going to go and see Mary Hatcher [of the ALS Socieryl and say "okay, 
we 're here". (RC, July 15/00, pp. 30-32) 

In response to my brief refledions about the communicative intent of her efforts, Ruth 

returns to the idea that the offering of one's personal gifts and experience to the 

community can help counteract the isolation of illness and disabIed communication. 

S: [...I In the mi&t of [.-..I the ahrersity that this illness brings to people 



There 's a really strong tendencyforpeople to want to contribute back [...I 

R: well 
The thing is 
I can 't work at my job obviowly 
... 
I don's even know if1 can still say "good morning Calgary Zoo" (laughs) 
... 
I can only sit by myselffor so long 

(RC, July 18/00. p. 32) 

At a different point in the conversation, Ruth provided another example of how 

communicating her experience to others increased her sense of worth and belonging. 

R: this fillow last night was looking for information so 
I asked what he was looking for 
And he said that 
He had heard that it was a special type offood at whatever price three times a day 
So Igave him all 
What information I had 
.." 
it made me feel good to be able to tell this other fellow information I already had 

(RC, July 19/00, pp. 39. 41) 

Indeed, all of the research participants remarked at some point or other that their purpose 

in contri'buting to the study was to help others. Even Brent, whose decreasing energy 

levels and commitment to a variety of other ALS projects precluded his ongoing 

involvement with the project, expressed an interest in staying involved via e-mail and 

offering any insights that might be of value to others. It was Millie Bookout, however, 

who captured the metaphor of contributions as "care packages" most powerfully when 

she descriied what had first attracted her to participation in this study: 

M: (w) I think it 's good to leave the kiak 
.** 

(w) I haven 't let them read it now 
... 
S: [...I I was going to ask you what had attracted you to the study[ ...I 
it sotutak like 
that's part of it in terms of having 



something on paper to give yow Rids 

M: (b) no& in agreement 
(w) we don 't talk about my being sick 

-.. 
S: so in a way what you 're telling me is that the skdy 
Is a way for you to communicate to them 
What this experience has been like for you [...I 
They can have something to keep of that on paper 

M: (b) nods 

(MB, July 29/00, pp. 52-52) 

As with her care packages containing food, Millie's contributions to this research 

provided an avenue for self-expression that would be shared with her children and 

grandchildren. Her personal story would be added to the community narrative ahout ALS 

so that those she loved might remember and benefit from her experience. As Ruth Cole 

summarized her experience at the conclusion of our two interviews: ''1 am so glad I was 

able to make a contribution to your thesis. Anything I can do to help someone else makes 

mefeel like I can still contribute to life!! " (RC, S q t  2200, ernl, p. 1). Her words 

reinforce the idea that personal meaning is achieved through mutual exchange with 

others. To tell a story - especially a story that has not yet been heard - and to have 

another acknowledge and interact with that story, is a process of communication that can 

unite and anpower (Rappaport, 1995; Rabin; 1985; Freedman & Combes, 1996). 

Communication is Power 

The idea of communication as a medium that can empower, or disempawer, was 

familiar to me prior to entering the fieId. In truth, I had previously encountered many 

professional situations in which aon-speaking individuals had been shamelessly 

disenfranchised. Inappropriate segregation in the mainstream school environment, 

demeaning usage of labels or name signs, and failure to acknowledge an individual's 

abiIities (or their very presence in the room!), were all  examples in which I had witnessed 

the misuse of power over those who use alternative means of communication 

(Wartenberg, 1990). It was of little surprise to me therefore when Brenda Cupelli 



identified issues of power and control as central to her experience of communication 

without speech. The following excerpt fiom fieldnotes of my initial interview with her 

summarize our interactions with respect to this particular issue: 

Intermittently, Brenda's laser light wouldfade and we would re-charge it 
by switching it offand on quickly. Again, I reflected the obvious 
fiusrration in having to rely on technology to make her wishes, thoughts, 
fielings known. Brenda [@led] "constant~tration and dkcomfort". Ar 
one point, I remember telling Brenda that even my intermittent fiddling 
with the laser switch felt like an intrusion. Even though I asked before 
working the switch, it underscored the ease with which I could enter 
Brenda's personal space and impact on the ways in which she expressed 
herselJ: Brenda nodded and then spelled "I hate people who control the 
laser. They bargain with you for example f I  stop crying, they give laser to 
me", I asked "are you saying that they tell you you can have the laser 
once you stop crying', "Yes" answered Brenda "no power if1 don't have 
laser". (BC. March 10/00, p. 4) 

This was a more graphic example of what I had witnessed in other contexts. However, I 

h e w  that selective listening on the part of mainstream speaking cuIture with respect to 

alternative communication users is far h m  uncommon (Crossley, 1997; ComTog, 1999- 

2000; Lapos, 1996). Brenda's words helped me to W e r  conceptualize the complex 

levels of disablement faced by non-speakers. First, a non-speaker must overcome the 

communication barriers imposed on their world by the mainstream speaking culture. 

Second, there is the additional challenge of counteracting any power imbalances that 

might be imposed onto speechless communication through the deliberate withdrawal or 

control of assistive devices. For someone like Brenda who is in the advanced stages of 

the iIhess, physical immobility eliminates any possibility of circumventing the 

caregiver's misplacement of the device. Put simply, the absence of speech in a speaking 

world, and the control of communication devices by some caregivers who bc t ion  from 

a "power-ovei' paradigm can cause people with ALS to be doubly disernpowered 

(Wartenberg, 1990; Miller, 1986; Finkelstein, 1980). 

None of the other participants referred to the issue of power and control in such a 

sobering and personalized way. There were, however, severd references made to abuses 

of power on a larger scafe. The Rozsa's identified "boo-boo 's" and "cover-ups " (HR, 



May 24/00, pp. 39-40) on the part of government agencies and medical institutions with 

respect to ALS treatment and research. Erma illustrated their level of frustration and 

suspicion with a metaphor that aptIy inctuded images related to voice and mobility. 

The very people who are so no& about the bollution caused by] cars, 
they drive limos (laughs) -stretch limos - which take lots and lots of gas 
andfimes. You guys start walking and I'll walk with you. you know. But 
don't tell me what to do when you're not [doing it]. And that's what it's 
all about. really - the guys that can talk really don 't care. (HR, May 
24/00, p. 43) 

Movement is power, and the "limo" image reflects an exaggerated and often misplaced 

investment in bureaucracy, to the detriment of those walking their path at the grassroots 

level (i.e., PALS). Erma also uses the concept of "voice" as a direct symbol of power. 

"Those that can talk" are presumably those who have the power to influence outcomes. 

Yet, according to the Rozsa's, these agencies or individuals show little compassion or 

concern toward those who have no voice with which to speak out. The soIution she 

offers is for the "limo" users to abandon their superior ways, and learn to care by 

"walking the walk" with those who cannot "talk". In other words, acknowledging and 

engaging reality as it is lived by the rnargmdized members of the community can 

faditate inclusion and empowerment (Rappaport, 1995). 

In short, access to communication entails a certain level of power within the 

context of a speech-dominant culture. Whether it be in the intimacy of personal 

exchanges with caredvers or at the level of government policy, power is Linked to the 

possessioa of a physical voice. When interacting with those whose speech is impaired, 

the misuse of such power (i.e., through control of communicative devices or government 

resources) can dangerously compromise the llfillment of their individual needs, and 

perhaps even some of their fundamental human rights (i.e., fieedom of expression) 

(CANADA, 1 982). 

Iniustice 

People with ALS are faced with the challenge of negotiating the fine print of 

heaIth and human rights policy without the luxury of speech. The availability of funding, 



of competent service providers and of supportive technobgy depends on the 

government's awareness of a need - as well as its willingness to address that need. Given 

the difficulty people with ALS may have in making their voices heard by those in power, 

one o f  the primary needs to be addressed at the community level appears to be that of 

advocacy on behalf of PALS ". 
My first real encounter with the political aspects of ALS occurred during an ad 

hoc meeting of various professionals fhm the Calgary region to discuss the present 

shortfalls in service delivery for PALS, and brainstorm possible avenues for 

improvement. I reflected on the significance and impact of this meeting in my research 

journal. 

[The director of the ALS Clinicj described a 'gap " in services between 
the tertiary carefucifiiy where ALS is typically diagnosed and the 
community where people are 1 4  to cope with the diseasefillowing 
diagnosis - ofen in isolation. It became clear char the two main forces 
advocatingf'or the needs of PALS in the Calgary Region were [the 
monthly Clinic and the ALS Socieryl. Without [the] commitment [of these 
organirariomj, people with RLS and their families would be left to find 
for themselves. Sad&, this realify was ako echoed by Dennis K q e  (1994) 
and David Rabin (Rabin, 1985) who both said that the neurofogists [hey 
deal! with] gave them the diagnosis wi3h heartless words such as ''go 
home and wait " [presumably lo die], or *you 'd better er your affairs in 
order". No hope offered. (Memo 7(1), April 5/00. p. I )  f6 

Several times during my visits with participants, the topic of "injustice" cropped up. 

Brenda talked about the disparity in funding bmeen health regions that had forced her to 

leave her home and take up residence in an adjacent region where she couId access 24- 

hour w e .  She described her experience of living away fiom home as "three months of 

hell" (BC, May 10/00, p. 41) and summarized her thoughts on the matter of bureaucratic 

injustice by saying "[ ...I health division [...I wauidn 'tfind. l'm fighting it. Calgary has 

[d better system. [...I [ I ]  miss home - notfair'. (BC. May 101'00, pp. 43-44). 

17 Advocacy in this conrext is undcrstaod to be the active proem of supporting, informing and enabling 
thost who are margrnalizcd with an eye toward fadhating their visibility and continued empowerment 
within the existing do-politicat context (Creichton & Jongblod, 1998). 
la The reference here to a numbered mtmo is representative of my d y  documentation system prior to 
iurpIementing the use of verbatim ttanscriptP. 
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Brenda's experience exemplifies the impact political context can have on 

community accessiiility and fieedom of choice. It would appear that ''the system" has the 

potential not only to limit a consumer's choices with respect to service delivery, but it can 

also interfere with a .  individual's consistent access to rneaningfid contact (and therefore, 

communication) with loved ones. Brenda's Living arrangements were altered as a result of 

her family's strained emotions in coping with her illness, a situation that intensified 

significantiy with the growing shortage of financial resources. The frequency and quaIity 

of their communication was therefore curtailed so that Brenda "sufered alone " PC, 

April 25/00, p. 12). To fight such injustice without a voice may represent too big an 

obstacle for the average individual who is faced with the chaIlenges of an illness such as 

ALS. In Brenda's case however, she continued to "fight it" via Written communication 

and the advocacy of fiends and family members who were able to speak on her behalf. 

Eventually, she was able to find a more suitable living situation - though still not with 

her family. 

The Rozsa's identified injustice as the result of a lack of communication at the 

community level. They descnied the overwhelming sense of being "ignored" (HR, May 

24/00, p. 441, and Erma wondered out loud about the misguided priorities of a society 

that seems to place status before human need. 

Why can 't somebody CARE about this. We 're not famous enough. And 
Lou Gehrig 's been dead a long time. Like now, it 's [...I the kid with 
Parkinson S - Micheal Fox Weitthe whoie worid knows about him now, 
and he 's selling out. How do you get to that point? WR, May 24/00. p. 32) 
... 
A movie star, or somebody the world knows - like Eger Woods. I mean 
who doesn't know that person. Somebody like that [becomes ill] and then 
suddenly the world listens. But us guys are not important. That's sad, how 
we do this" (HR Aug 24/00, p. 125) 

As alluded to earlier, the Roszas sense of injustice also rested on a longstanding belief 

that government and medical institutions had consistently hidden any information that 

could illuminate the link between chemical exposure and disease - as well as their 

respective roles in facilitating causation andlor dismissing treatment. For Erma and 



Henry, examples of this included the government's decision to expose Canadian soldiers 

to chemical warfare during the Gulf War and their c d  dismissal of any link between 

this event and the high incidence of neurornuscuIar impairments (including ALS) among 

Gulf War veterans. At another point in the conversation, Henry wrote: "like lead - lead 

water pipes are in older areas in Calgary - but do the city tell us? That's only one thing " 

(HR, May 24/00, p. 50). The conclusion to these discussions was captured in a brief 

exchange between Erma and I, in which the concept of communication at the community, 

or public IeveI was cIeariy identified. 

S: [...I What you 're describing to me in a way is [the conceptJ of having a voice 

E: yeah 
There 's a lack of communication 
Isn 't it? 

S: [..=I Being able to be heard in the larger community 
And having people take that seriously [...I 

E: where do we g o h m  here 

(HR. May 24/00, p. 51) 

Dennis Kaye in his autobiographical book entitIed "Laugh, I thought I'd Die" 

(1 994) provides us with an outstanding example of a speechless political protest. Over a 

period of approximately three years, Kaye used the national airwaves as a medium for 

educating the general public about ALS and making peopIe aware of how politics, 

perhaps even more than illness, can attempt to dence the vulnerable members of our 

society. Peter Gzowski, then host of CBC radio's Morningside program, thus became 

Dennis Kaye's "voice", and political gains were made. Not only did Kaye launch 

fundraising campaigns in his region, but he also raised awareness about the disease as 

well as people's very individual ways of coping. Among other things, Kaye offered moral 

support to Sue Rodriguez during her legal battle for the right to die even though he did 

not ascriie to the same views. Kay dernomtxated that protesting bureaucratic injustice 

without the Iuxury of a "physical" voice is indeed possible. He also showed however, that 



the challenges of doing so are great, His success was facilitated by the fact that barriers to 

communication that might otherwise have prevented Kaye from speaking out were 

temporarily eliminated and, perhaps more importantly, the larger community opened 

itself to Kaye's story (FinkeIstein, 1980; Rappaport, I 995). 

Thus, from my conversations with Brenda, Henry and Erma, I learned that 

communication at the community level is often elusive, to the point of interfering with 

fair treatment. The solution to such a daunting problem may first depend on the 

sensitization of speaking culture to the d i t y  of ALS and the experience of those 

afflicted. Erma Rozsa pointed out that "peupIe don 't even know what ALS is " (HR, Aug 

24/00, p. t 24). And Ruth Cole expanded on this idea with the assertion that raising 

awareness on a personal leveI is the k t  step to alleviating fear and improving the 

community's response. From her point of view, such a process begins with the promotion 

of communication within one's own social network, followed by a gradual move outward 

(RC, July 15/00), 

Cha~ter Summary 

The topic of this chapter was ''community". The question for me upon entering 

the field was how community is operationalized for those who do not speak (for reasons 

other than hearing loss) - and in particular, for people with ALS who must gradually 

adjust to alternate means of communication in the face of a terminal diagnosis. The 

answers I discovered were varied. Participants offered examples that helped define their 

concept of community, as well as their continued need to contribute to the community in 

meanin* ways. The link between communication and power was clearly identified as 

an element that can endanger the M o m  of people with ALS and impact on their 

vislibility within the larger community context. Public awareness was identified as a key 

factor in improving communication at the community level. Further, effective awareness 

raising was Linked to the reduction of pubIic fear with respect to this particuIar illness. 

One important step toward achieving this end wodd be to deconstruct certain well- 

established misconceptions about speechlessness. 
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Chapter 8: Identity 

"Identity" 

connectwith '--. 

Vs not 

and 

In my conversations with participants, I heard frequent references to the idea that 

changes in their speech had caused others to perceive them differently. Statements such 

as "treat me as you always did" or "I'm still me " appeared at different points in the data, 

hinting at the fact that participants had in fact experienced altered responses from others, 

and bad attempted to correct misconceptions based on external appearance. Most stnking 

were the stereotypes participants had unwillingly assumed as a result of having a visible 

disability, and their insights into the causes and effects of such stereotypes. The lesson I 

took from these revelations was that the nature of one's voice contributes to one's sense 

of personal identity. The presence or absence of a physical voice can also affect the 

reactions of others (Kumin & Rysticken, 1985). This, in turn, can influence the level of 

belonging one might experience in relationship to the larger community. To be shunned, 

labeled, misjudged or simply ignored because of one's inability to speak can only serve 

to exacerbate isolation - and severely limit any gains with regard to the public's 

awareness and receptivity to the needs of PALS. 

This next chapter will explore the stories and ideas shared by participants relative 

to these complex ideas. The link between speech and identity raises the concept of 

"voice" to a level beyond physical ability, to one with social and psychological 

overtones. Attention to such issues may stem in part from my own experience as a 

woman living in a predominantly patriarchal cuIture who has spent some time exploring 

the internal and external ramifications of ineqdity m e r ,  1986). From my female, 



North American perspective I have discovexed that personal and collective empowerment 

requires the conscious recognition of one's voice (or one's ''truth'') by self and others 

(Cox, 1980; Gilligan, 1984; Freedman & Combs, 1996; Marlett, 1997; Rappaport, 1995). 

1 believe that, at some level, this premise directed me toward the topic of the present 

study, and more specifically, to the naming of this chapter. As with other major topic 

areas, the content of this chapter emerged out of my interactions with participants and 

took shape from the repetitive exploration of the data over a significant period of time. 

I'm Still Me! 

As previous references to my conversations with Ruth Cole would suggest, her 

own explanation of the readions people exhiiited in response to ALS and altered 

communication were closely linked to David Rabin's (1985) thoughts on the same 

subject. For Rabin (1985), the decreased involvement of fiends and colleagues over the 

course of his illness was the direct resuIt of the feelings of helplessness, discomfort and 

fear people experienced in the face of his physical deterioration. A doctor by training, 

Rabin even conhnted the medical community by way of a published journal article 

(Rabin et al., 1982) in which he descnied the experience of being consistently and 

painfully ignored by those in his professional circle. He reflects at different times on the 

constancy of his inner sense of self despite externd changes, and emphasizes that true 

support exists when others can recognize this in spite of their own discomfort regarding 

the implications of ALS. 

Ruth concurred with Rabin's perspective and identified "Jieur " as the most 

significant factor that impacts her ability to communicate with others. 

"what I have found is a bigger problem is not my communication; it's 
theirs [refirring to other people]. They don *t know what to say ro me. [...I 
They don't know if it S okay to ask me how I am. [...I They don 't know t;f 
they can ask me about the direare because they really don't undersrand it. 
But they don? want to ask because they don't want to upset me. " (RC, 
July 15/00, pp. 25-2 7) 

She beIieved that the discomfort people experience with regards to a terminal 

condition and reminders of death was the main reason for their reticence in 



communicating with her. Like Rabin, she also pointed out that people's general 

lack of knowledge about ALS might lead to the unconscious conclusion that the 

ill person is no longer the friend they once knew. She explained that her ultimate 

goal is to diffuse the fears people develop based on their lack of awareness and to 

normalize the perceptions others may have of her - and consequently, of others 

who have the disease. 

If[U can get that message out, through somebody at church [...I or get it 
through to someone at the roo who can spread it to myfirends. [...I Don 't 
be afraid, it 's not contagious, und I'm still me1 [...I I talk a little different 
[...I. Sometimes when something funny strikes me, my laughter is a bit 
excessive. [...I Bear with me, I can't really control it. [...I But I'm still me. 
I still have a sense of humor. PC, July 15/00, pp. 29-30) 

It's Not Contapious 

Brenda Cupelli identified a similar fear in other people. When asked what she thought the 

source of this fear was, she replied without hesitation: (p) e-m-b-a-r-r-a-s-s- 

[embarrassment] a-n- [and] a-w-k-w-a-r- [awkwardness] a-6-0-u- (abouq s-o-c-e-l-a- 

[social?] [...I r-u-1- [social ncles] " (BC, July 19/00, p. 73). In words that echoed threads 

of Ruth's reflections, Brenda joked about the public's irrational fear that contact with 

ALS will increase their risk of contracting the disease. My efforts to explore Brenda's 

comments about social rules led to the following exchange: 

S: [...I Not knowing how to communicate 
Not knowing whether 
they can hug you or shake your hand or talk to you or bend down or touch you? 

B: (b) nods slightly in agreement 

S: [...I Being afiaid to do that wrong thing or [...I 
Ask about the illness [...I 
My hunch is [thar] it goes firrther than that 
Thar it 3 not just being afiaidfor you but it's being afi.ad for "me" 
Like 
fiat ifl 

B: (b) nods slightly 
..* 



... 
@) 1-I-k- [like] t-h-e [the] p-la-g- [the plague?] 
0 laughs 

(BC, July 19/00, pp. 74- 75) 

Brenda then proceeded to teiI a story that exemplified this ''horn?' response in others: 

On one of my walks, we stopped at a light and a man with a bike turned 
and looked me up and down. [...I His lips curled back in disgtcsr like 
"what was I doing out of my cage? (smiles). (BC, July 19/00, pp. 76-77) 

Brenda concluded "we 're] still in the dark ages " - with respect to awareness about 

ALS (BC, July 19/00, p. 78). It seems reasonabIe to assume that this apparently 

"backward" mindset stems in part h m  the human tendency to judge and label, rather 

than appreciate and acknowledge that which lies beneath external appearances - 
especially with regards to those we identify %on-verbal" (Crossley, 1997). As Brenda so 

pointedly explained, the average reaction to real life examples of severe disability can 

reveal the uglier side of humanity. That is, the tendency to objectify those who present us 

with aspects of human living that we do not understand, or that we fear (Neufeldt, 1999). 

To objectify another is to strip them of their identity as a person in their own right, thus 

increasing one's distance from that other and assuaging the given fear. Perhaps the most 

obvious method by which human beings'attempt to control their interactions with those 

they fear, or misunderstand, is through the use of language - or labels. 

Labels 

Though the topic of Iabefs did not arise with all participants, those who identified 

this phenomenon as an issue worthy of note provided sobering examples of how negative 

and erroneous concIusions about an individual's nature and capabilities can -ate and 

injure the recipients of such judgement. h e ' s  sense of identity can be threatened, 

strengthened, or somehow changed through such encounters; rarely does it remain static 

(Mahoney, 1991). In other words, the transIation of one person's perceptions into 



language that contradicts another person's view of reality can cause damage andlor 

conflict; or, it can create opportunity for dialogue and redefinition. 

Ruth Cole first alluded to the idea of labels when she humorously recounted the 

way in which others assessed the changes in h a  speech: 

[...I Part of my problem was [that) when my speech started to go, I was 
having to speak slowly, [...I Right offthe bat, everybody thoztght I had a 
drinking problem (smiles). [...I So of course. once I heard that, I said 
"boy, don 't I wi'sh I did!" (laughs). (RC, July 15/00, p. 8) 

Ruth's explanation demonstrates how easily an impairment, such as slurred speech can be 

associated with a label such as "drunk" - which in turn may result in foregone 

conclusions about the individual being labeled. This vignette exemplifies how the 

perceived differences in others can be seen as something to be conquered with words that 

inadvertently shape our understanding (Neufeldt, 1999). Brenda Cupelli identified a 

similar dynamic in how people react to her physical appearance. 

People expect me to react like a retarded person [...I. They see the 
disability and assume the worst. Drooling -people [react to il] (BC, May 
l O/OO. pp. 32-33). 

Apart h m  anything else, her words raise questions about how intellectual disability is 

perceived! But more to the point, Brenda's experience confirms the continued existence 

of a welI-established stereotype: the belief that those who lack speech or basic physical 

reflexes also lack inteIIigence (Mayberry, 1976; Crossley & MacDonaId, 1980). Henry 

Rozsa desmied a simiIarly paternalistic response on the part of a supermarket cashier he 

had recently chailenged regarding the price of a sale item. When confronted with visible 

misconceptions about his inteIligence, Henry got out his portable notepad and wrote: "I 

have ALS but my mind is smart! " (HR, Aug 24/00, p. 95). 

The side effects of such labeling must undoubtedly impact a person's opportunity 

to make, and maintain, meaningful contact with others. Brenda continued to highlight this 

paidid aspect of her speechless existence throughout our visits. "When I'm out people 

never make eye contact with me" (BC, May 10/00, p. 3 I), she descnied. Indeed, if one 

belongs in a "cage ", then one must correspondingly be perceived, and treated, as an 



animal. Brenda's earlier story of the cyclist who so unabashedly dismissed her value as a 

person provides a tangible example of how fear, and erroneous interpretations about 

another's appearance, can disable interpersonal contact more than any physical 

impairment ever would. Echoing Ruth's descriptions, Brenda revealed that certain labels, 

and therefore certain perceptions and reactions, accompanied the changed quality of her 

voice. Again, her words allude to the cruel existence of animal labels for people who do 

not speak (Crossley, 1997; Mayberry, 1 976). 

My voice is gutteral - not pretty (laughs). [...I It sounds very primitive 
(laughs softlj) - like a monkey (laughs). 1 used to have a beautifif voice, 
Scares even me (both laugh). (BC, April 25/00, pp. 10-1 I )  

With her usual mixture of candor and humor, Brenda alerted me to a new level of 

questioning. In amidst all the stories of fear, perceptions, and misplaced labels, 1 was 

equally aware of participants' internal resiliency. I began to wonder how exactly a 

changed or lost voice might affect a person's sense of self - or if it did at all. My 

exploration of topics related to the issue of identity seemed to be moving from the effects 

of external messages toward participants' own internal interactions with concepts of self 

and voice. 

Voice and Identity 

When I first asked Millie Bookout what her voice meant to her, she wrote: 

"everything " (MB, May 19/00, p. 16). MiIIie descriied the change in her voice as the 

first symptom that caused her to seek medical advice: "my voice started to fade and Dr. 

said it [was] [bulbar pab ] .  I went to Regina and Sarkamn Hospital for [nine days] 

taking test they said it was ALS" (MB, April 29/00, p. 4). When I asked more specifically 

how she personally experienced this Loss of voice, Millie simply wrote "I hated it" (MB, 

April 29/00, p. 7). 

In an attempt to deepen my understanding of Millie's perspective, I later asked 

her to expand on the meaning of "everythhg". Her response was as follows: 

Like talking to my grand kids. TIiey 're too small to understand so they 
wonder why I don 't answer them. They sit an my knee and hugs, but it 's 
not the same. (MB, May 19/00. p. 16) 



While Millie had previously indicated that her role as "Grandma" was founded on bonds 

of affection rather than the logistics of verbal communication, her comments here suggest 

that a change of voice also imposed some unwelcome changes in how she and her 

grandchildren interacted. She described her sense of self in relation to those she loved as 

remaining intact within the context of such changes. Nevertheless, MilIie also alluded to 

the fact that loss of voice was one of the ways in which she assessed the nature of her 

personal experience with respect to that of others. Nowhere was this captured more 

clearly that when she r e f d  to her brother's experience of limb-onset ALS: "He was 

difient. He could talk" (MB, April 29100, p. 4). The juxtaposition between her sense of 

preserved identity with or without her voice, and of being different from people who can 

talk, suggests that the link between voice and identity is dynamic and complex. 

Ruth CoIe described her speech disability as "the hardest thing for me to adjust to 

or 'come to grips with "' (RC, July 13/00, eml, p. 1). When we met in person, she 

provided concrete examples of how the changes in her voice had impacted her sense of 

self: 

R: [... ] I usually Jind 
That I'm apologizingfor my speech 
... 
and people are saying 
"but I understand you fine " 
... 
so I think I'm more selfconscious about it 

(RC, July 15/00, pp. 5-7) 

Among other things, Ruth described a recent exchange with a former colleague that 

seemed to capture this very sensitive baIance between struggling to accept herself with a 

changed voice and believing that others accept her. 

R: I was at [...I 
The staff brea&ist 
On Thursday 
And I saw a felow I haven't seen for a long time 
... 
I was saying to [him] that 1getf;usttated with my speech 



And he said "but Ruth 
I understand you jne "[ ...I 
That's very comforting to me 
Because [...I 
I worked really hard 
When I was receptionist 
You know to speak clearly so that 
People could understand me 

(RC, July 15/00, p. 7) 

Ruth makes an interesting comparison between her past and present ability to speak 

against the backdrop of a well-established identity as a competent telephone receptionist 

To be understood now is a comfort that she associates with the memory of being 

understood then. 

While Ruth described preserving some sense of her previous identity through 

remnants of a changed voice and its associations, Brenda expressed the fnrstration of 

having to rely on the letter board and laser as an artificial, and limited, representation of 

her voice - and herself - to others. 

B: [...I i-h-a-t- [hate] t-h-1-s [this,? c-h-I-n 
... 
s-1-0- [slow] a-ndd-o-e-s-n-t- [and it doesn 't] c-a-p-t-u-r-e [capture] m-y [wj r-r-us 
[me] v-o-l-c- 

(BC, April 25/00, pp. 14-1 5) 

Almost immediately though, Brenda added: 

B: @) c-o-m-p-u-t-e- [computer] I-m-f-r-e- 

She elaborated firrther on this aspect of her changed voiced in the first few lines of her 

personal webpage: 

When the harsh realities of ilLT get to me. as they ofien do, Ifind my voice 
again in the silence of the computer. I operate with my head mouse - a 
blue, inpared dot worn on the forehead. I'm tongue-tied, and speechless 



but I nmgate efortlesstly in the high-tech sea of the internet. (Cupelli, 
2000, p. 2) 

In otha words, computer based correspondence allowed Brenda to circumvent the 

imposed barriers of a speech-dominant culture and communicate more wholly as herself. 

This being said, however, she was equally adamant about the fact that certain 

technologica1 tools counteracted the expression of her personal identity and had therefore 

been abandoned in favor of methods that created less psychological interference, despite 

their limitations. 

S: [...I Hdte you tried any other program or anything? 

B: rpl s-p-e-a- 

S: and does that work for you? 

B: @) no 
s-r-u-p-i-s-y-t-s-y-s-t- [system] 
... 
S: what about it do youjind [...I stupid? 
Be sound of the voice? 
Or 

S: and is there a sense Brenda 
That even ifthis (re$ierriig to letter board) doesn't represent your voice 
It 's closer than what Speakeasy does? 
Would Speakeasy [...I 
Even firther remove you from representing your voice? 

(BC. April 25/00, p. IS) 

Throughout our visits, Brenda returned to the idea that voice and appearance were 

directly tied to perceptions of inteIligence, acceptability, and maturity. Certain tools 



permitted her to overcome these disabling barriers (i-e., computer-based conespondence 

and the letterboard), while others seemed to exacerbate them (i.e., Speakeasy and, at 

times, the letterboard). In all of this, Brenda consistentIy alluded to the idea that her sense 

of identity was directly linked to the sound of her voice, the reactions others had to it, and 

the feelings these reactions touched in her. The folIowing excerpt from one of my follow- 

up summaries to Brenda was an attempt to deepen my understanding of issues related to 

voice and identity in diaiogue with her. Brenda later confirmed that these interpretations 

echoed her experience of identity issues since the onset of her illness. 

Une of the other main topics t h t  emergedfiom our visit was iden@. You 
explained how this for you is strongly tied to your voice, and that people T 
expeczutiom of you are ojen bused on misconceptions of appearance. 
People make wrong assumptions bused on what they can see and fail ro 
inquire about the person who erists apart fiom the visible disability. 
Again, some of my recent reading alludes to a similar [concept]. 
Christopher Nolan, a man who was born with crippling CP and an intact 
mind, wrote "Under the Eve of the Clock': (...) He tells the story of his 
eventual inclusion into a mainstream school but in the process alludes to 
similar misconceptions you have qerienced. Describing himselfas "the 
wheelchair-bound, silent though thinking boy!" he mwes: " ... what can a 
crippled, speechless boy do ... my handicap mrrails my collective 
conscience. obliterates my voice. beckons ridicule of my smile and damns 
my chances of being accepted as normal" (p. 19) (BC, July 5/00, emf, p. 
2) 

To be "accepted as normal" for Brenda included the recognition of her status as 

an adult. Again, physical &lty and the absence of speech often caused people to 

adopt a paternalistic manner in their dealings with her - a dynamic that has also 

been descnied to me by other adult, non-speaking, individuals I have interacted 

with in clinical settings. Children are smaller, tend to be less verbal, and are more 

dependent, than adults. Unfortunately, it wodd seem that the adults among us 

who are smaller, Iess verbal, and more dependent, than the average adult are 

sometimes correspondingly treated as children 



I am not a Child 

The topic of paternalism arose in my first discussion with Brenda regarding the 

effectiveness of the letter board and laser light. My fieldnotes from that initial visit read: 

[Brenda] then introduced the idea of independence and the importance of 
having tools for independent communicahon. "Faster than this" she said, 
"boring". I asked "It's boringfbr you?" and Brenda pointed to "yes': 
Then she added "can't express grey issues, to which I replied "so it only 
allows you to communicate the practical issues of everyday Ige - not so 
much ideas orfielings ". Brenda agreed and added again "people treat 
me like a child - Ifeel like a child - I'm petite, not menacing': She then 
exploded [with] laughter. (BC. March IO/OO, p. 3) 

The image struck me as familiar. The tendency to adopt a patronizing tone of voice, the 

use of language such as "you brat" or "behave", and the dismissal of a person's capacity 

to think in complex ways, were all examples of condescension I had witnessed in other 

settings while working alongside non-speaking individuals. As Brenda so cleariy implies, 

dependence fosters, and often exacerbates, the perpetuation of this dynamic, which 

ultimately serves to disernpower the non-speaker. Brenda's analysis of how touch could 

respectively help, or hinder, communication with loved ones, or strangers, took this idea 

to a new level. My initial question follows Brenda's assertion that touch is an important 

ingredient in communicating with loved ones. 

S: when people that you 're close to 
or who you know really love you communicate with you 
there 's more physical touch involved . 

B: (b) nods 

S: [...I When that doesn't work with people 
When people don 't do that 
What impact does that have for you? 

B: (p) n-o-t, m-e-a-n-I-n-g [meaning, not meaning?]f-u-l 
.-. 

@) b-u-t [brrq s-o-m-e [some] p-e-o keople] I-n-v-a [invade] 

@) m-y, s-p [space] yes [righc] t-o-u-c-h [touch] n-g [touchind I-n-a-p- 
[inappropriately?] 1-I-k-e pike] 6-a-b y fiaby] 



S: it's again 
thatfeeling that people don 't really know how to treat you like an adult? 
And touch you in a way that-voufeel uncomfortable with 

B: (21) yes 
o-n-e [one] (Brenda points to "new word '7 
o-n-e-k-e-x [one example?] 
*** 

t-r-e-m-e [one extreme] [or] a-t-n-o-t [another] 

S: so it 's all one way or the other 
there's nothing in between? 

B: (b) nods 
@) W-I-t [with] c-a-r [caregivers] a-n-d-s-t-r-a-n [strangers] 

A few minutes later, I pursued this idea as it related to communication: 

S: [...I how do you let people know what's okay 
And what's not [okayl 

B: (p) s-c-r-e- [you scream?] 
(b) no& 

S: and do people listen? 

B: @) no 
m-a-k- [makes] t-h-e-rn [them] a-n-g-r [makes them angryl 
Yes 

(BC, April 23/00, p. 10) 

During one of our earlier visits, Brenda had provided yet mother example of how the 

misinterpretation of her voice engendered a sense of being wrongly identified: '$r 

example, Isee a sock that [the] caregiver is lookingfor. Iscream. [The] caregiver thinks 

I'm acting up. I get a scolding. Feel like a child " (BC, March l0/00. p. 3). This, and 

other vignettes, exemplified that which Brenda (and others) pointed to as one of the most 



significant issues surrounding communication for people with ALS - the issue of 

misunderstandings. 

To be an aduIt, and yet to be treated as a child is to be misunderstood. To scream 

in order to communicate, and to be dismissed or reprimanded in response is to be 

misunderstood. In simple terms, such misunderstanding stem fiom the fact that 

individuals have different perceptions of the same situation but somehow fail to 

communicate this to one another. 

Perceptions Vary 

"Yesterday, 1 cried tears o ffiustration fir the daily misunderstandings; perceptions can 
be so varied" (Bell. 1999. p. 32). 

"Misunderstandings" is the first word Brenda speiled when I asked her to identify 

communications issues that were of most significance to her (BC, March 10100, p. 2). As 

mentioned in the exploration of previous concepts, Brenda fkquently referred to the 

difficulty of discussing "grey issues" and how this directly influenced the perceptions 

others had of her. 

Examples of such misunderstanding abound in some of the vignettes already 

provided by participants. Ruth's description of how others avoid asking questions, or 

assume they know the cause of her speech impediment. Brent's explanation of how 

others' attempts to complete his thoughts can be offensive. Henry's belief that his 

uncontrollable displays of emotion kequgtly cause discomfort in others. And Millie's 

simple claim that *'beopleJfirget we 're sick and really don 't know what it S like " (MB, 

July 29/00, p. 45). 

The problem of others rnisperceiving one's thoughts, feelings, or intentions 

appears to be a common one among those with Iimited speech (Crussley & MacDonald, 

1980; CrossIey, 1997; Nolan, 1987). Again, my clinical experience has aIerted me to the 

existence of such difficulties when trying to advocate on behalf of individuals who use 

alternative, and sometimes Limited, communication methods. The typical outcome is 

miscommunication between the parties involved, which then requires creative, and often 

time-commnkg, approaches to conflict resolution. My personal standpoint is that the 



success of such problem-solving rests on the recognition that the non-speaker's unique 

perspective - which might be descnied as an aspect of their personal identity - must be 

made visible and respected as legitimate. 

EveIyn Bell (1 999) captures the immense frustration associated with this r&ng 

issue within the more specific context of ALS. 

The biggest barrier between me and the people around me is my inability 
to communicate, which creates so many misunderstandings. I have 
listened in dismay to how family or caregivers would interpret why they or 
Igotfiustrated or upset. OOftn their interpretation is farfiom the truth. 
[...I Often people ark me questions while my head is down. Questions 
about which parts of my body need to be a w t e d .  How can I begin to 
amwet them? I can only communicate with my eyes and that is impossible 
when my head is down. I react with tears. Why can they not see what is 
happening? And then the mk  me why I'm crying .[...I Pages could be 
written about misunderstandings" 
(Bell, 1999. pp. 32. 36-38). 

Bell's perspective was strongly reinforced by stories Ruth, Brenda and Henry conveyed 

about the misunderstandings that occur as a result of how others interpret their emotional 

responses. Discomfort, or fear, in the face of uncontrollable tears or laughter can cause 

people to avoid contact or draw inaccurate conclusions about the reasons for such feeling 

-and the person expression those feelings. According to Erma Rozsa, "there should be 

some education for people -for people in general, like people visiting " (HR, Aug 24/00, 

p. 1 18); and Henry adds that people "don 't know what to do " when he breaks down 

unexpectedly (HR, Aug 24/00, p. 120). 

It may be that some aspects of ALS - such as limited energy and/or the situational 

demands of communicating more slowly - preclude the eradication, or even the 

resolution, of certain misunderstandings. However, it seems that, whatever the level 

andlor nature of misunderstanding, the onus is on our speechdominant culture to 

accommodate the needs of non-speakers (Finkelstein, 1980). As Ruth Cole clearly points 

out "ifanybody has a problem [...I, ifthey don 't want to talk to me [...I, then it 's their 

problem, not mine. " (RC, July 15/00, p. 46). In short, there is a need to sIow down, take 

time and learn to appreciate the nuances of speechless communication so that people with 



ALS, and others who use alternate means of communication, may be understood on their 

own terms. 

Chauter Summary 

This chapter developed from the idea that ppersnd circumstances as well as the 

community's response to these circumstances can affect a person's sense of identity. 

Disability, illness, and the threat of death can sometimes evoke such fear or discomfort in 

others that the disabled, iII or dying person may be ignored, labeled, patronized or 

misunderstood. Such reactions h m  the outside might impact the person's sense of self 

internally andfor in relation to others (Mahoney, 1990). Participants shared different 

stories that reinforced the existence of such dynamics and revealed a link between their 

ability to communicate and their sense of identity (i.e., as the same person they were 

before becoming ill, as possessing animal-like qualities in the eyes of others, as able, as 

intelligent, as adult, as independent). Identity was linked to the concept of "voice" 

because of the descriptions in the data of how loss of speech, andlot dependence on 

alternative devices, not only impacted on how other interacted with them, but it also 

influenced how they felt about themseIves in relation to others. 

Another message that emerged h m  this particular area of exploration was the 

idea that the effects of altered communication can be mediated by an increased sensitivity 

on the part of the dominant culture. Differences in perception need not be eliminated. 

Rather, they need to be identified and clarified. For this to happen, there must be an 

openness, as well as an ability, to engage in non-verbal contact on the part of speaking 

individuals. This is more likely to occur with increased awareness about how speechless 

communication is accomplished - and in this particular context, knowledge of how ALS 

itself might affect a person's expressive style. The next chapter will therefore examine 

the various communication 'YooIs" and strategies empioyed by participants, with an 

initial focus on the implications of emotional expression for PALS. 
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Cha~ter 9: The Media of Communication 

Connect with Expression \ Thumbs 

Tears - 7 
Technology 

I 

The Written a * 

<word4- Other Tools - - - :; 

My background in deaf studies and rehabilitation had given me exposure to a rich 

spectrum of communication methods including various signed languages, augmentative 

devices, and non-verbal cue systems. As previously mentioned, my assumption upon 

entering the field for this research was that many of these methods would be unavailable 

to PALS due to the level of physical paralysis caused by the disease. As a result, one of 

my biggest questions with regards to communication and ALS was the question of how 

comrnuaication was accomplished without voice or movement. 

Within moments of meeting my first participant I was confronted with the 

inaccuracy of my own biases. In my excitement about the study, I had failed to integrate 

the knowledge that ALS is a progressive condition. I had prepared for the research with a 

picture of advanced ALS in my mind. I would soon discover that IeveIs of speech and 

movement available to participants varied greatly depending on the individual as well as 

the stage of their iIIness. 

The following chapter descnies the more practical aspects of communication for 

people with ALS. In addition to the examhation of various tools and strategies 

participants relied on to convey their thoughts, the data provided insight into the meaning 

of non-verbal cues in relation to participants' internal experience. That is, the discrepancy 

between participants' expression and experience of different emotions illuminated one 

source of the misunderstandings so fresuently referred to in the previous chapter. Further, 
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the varied and innovative techniques implemented and maintained by participants 

demonstrated that communication with ALS can be approached as an adventure (RC, 

July 15/00). 

Tears - 
If1 should meet thee after long years, 

How should I greet thee? 
With silence and tears. 

(Lord Byron) 

I begin here with this well-known verse because of its suggestion that tears - and silence 

-have profound meaning. Byron portrays the transmission of a non-verbal message 

while simultaneously implying that the writer has the option to speak. One is not likely to 

read these words and assume that the writer is a non-speaker, or that the tears described 

are not intenseIy significant. Most of us would agree that tears or other physical displays 

of emotion carry with them a certain message that may not always be represented 

verbally. The concept of non-verbal cues, or facial expression, is considered to be an 

affective, and sometimes linguistic, aspect of communication (Schkn, 1979; Sacks, 

1989). For people with ALS, however, silence and tears may become an integral part of 

expressive communication, but their underlying significance does not match the 

interpretations most commonly associated with such signals (i.e., that the person is sad, in 

pain, or has no words to express their internal state). 

The following excerpt fiom my final visit with the Rozsas re-iterates some of the 

data discussed in previous sections. However, the longer version of this passage 

documents Henry's unexpected in vivo reaction to the content of the research 

conversation, Erma's interpretation of this reaction, and Henry's own perspective 

regarding the meaning and management of such reactions. 

H: (w) some times I would like mis - but I break down & cry and they can't understand 
what to do 

S: When you say "mix" 
You mean socialize with let's say the people here (refemmng to condo complar) or with 

fiendF or family or whatever but 
The emotions kind of 



Take over 
And then people don't know how to respond 

H: (b) nods 

E: then people are embarrassed 
... 
H: (6) cries 

E: see like this 
It can happen in a 
In a meeting 
... 
and he can't control it 
But people don 't understand it 

S: People don 't get the muscular 
Part of it 

E: no they don 't 

H: (b) continues to cry 

E: so quite ofien we don 't go 
nere S lots of srufthat goes on here 
And they have a meeting once a month 
.-- 
but 
He doesn 't want to go anymore because he feek like 

H: (3) cries more intensely 

E: he 's upsetting them 
And for some it is I guess 
ifyou don 't understand 
But some never will 

The "muscular part of it" simply refers to the physical deterioration of facial muscles 

which accompanies ALS and reduces a person's voluntary control of these muscle groups 

- many of which are involved in the physical expression of emotion (Mitsumoto & 



Noms, 1994). During this part of the discussion, Henry unexpectedly began to cry - and 

continued to do so with increasing intensity. When transcniing this particular interview, I 

recall experiencing some discomfort at the sound of Henry's sobs on tape, as well as the 

absence of any tangible response on my part. Though my instinctive tendency would 

have been to express concern and empathy in the face of such intense crying, I knew that 

Henry's tears were quakitatively different than those emerging h r n  a deepIy emotional 

experience. Henry later explained that the force of his physical reation was not 

necessarily proportional to his internal state. In my exploration of this issue with him, I 

learned more about Henry's needs under such circumstances, as well as his advice to 

those interacting with him. 

S: [...I what you 're saying [...I is 
When you do break down like that 
There 's no real message behind that 
It just happens right? 
It 3 I...] not f ..-I that someone said something [... ] upsetting 
It just happens 

lit (b) no& in agreement and voices 

S: and what's the most hetpfil thingforpeople to do 
For you when that happens [...I 
We've talked about that before 
Just sort of carry on 

H: (b) nods 

S: [...I Ijind it hard 
To carry on [.,.I 
Itfert kind of weird not to acknowledge that [last time] [...I 
You were fee ling something at that point 
And [...I I wanted to acknowledge that [...I 
But you're saying that really doesn't help 

H: (b) shakes head gently and voices as he writes 
(w) don 't feel sorry 
(b) looks up at me 

... 
(w) it makes it worse for me 



S: [...I So ifpeople dwell on it 
It just makes it worse 

S: is that the same with laughter Henry? 

... 
H: (b) voices agreement and nods 

S: that it's better to just let it go 

H: (6) nods 
... 
(w) I can't control 

(HR. Aug 24/00, pp. 121-122) 

In a similar way, Ruth CoIe described the fact that her external expression of emotion is 

not necessariIy representative of the underlying feeling - or at least, of its intensity level. 

The first time I talked to [[he speech and swallowing specialist]. I wept 
and wailed, And once Iget upset and start to cry, [...I then of course 
everything goes and I can't talk [...I at all. And then I cried more because 
I was so fmtrated! (RC, July 25/00, p. 10) 

Whether it be under circumstances like these, or in response to her exaggerated laughter 

when something h y  strikes her, Ruth advises people to simply ''bear with her" until 

the reaction subsides - an approach that resembles Henry's instructions. 

Brenda Cupelli's daughter, Andrea, writes about her own understanding of the 

apparently intense fding displayed by her mother during the early stages of the iIlness. 

Her words at once capture the fact that impaired speech and reduced muscle control are 

invoIuntary side effects of bulbar PLLS that indiscrimhatety limit a person's expressive 

skiIIs and correspondingly affect communication with loved ones. 

Mom, wos comfuntly crying. Bawling, actually. I understund now she was 
morning what she had lost. and that uncontrollable crying and even 
laughter are an aspect ofihe direme, bur at the time irfightened me, 



hearing her scream. There seemed to be nothing I could do. Sometimes I 
would hide outside@ hours, waiting for it to stop. A lot of tears were 
spilled dwing the next 2 months. (Cupelli. 2000. p. 2) 

Andrea's expressed sense of helplessness and her conscious surrender of any 

attempt to 'W' her mother's overt display of grief somehow echoes the advice of 

Henry and Ruth to "carry on" and '%ear with the person" despite the more 

common tendency to try and appease such intense feelings. Andrea goes on 

W e r  to explain that as Brenda's control of facial muscles, and therefore 

emotional expression, deteriorated it became "extremely hard for me to 

understand what Mom was saying anymore " (Cupelli, 2000, p. 4). It folIows then, 

that as muscular and emotional control decrease, the use of alternative means of 

communication must increase &ye, 1994; Bell, 1999; Mitsomuto & Noms, 

1994; Bain, 1993). The most natural way of augmenting non-verbal 

communication is with the use of bodily movement and gestures (Schein, 1986; 

Schaller, 199 1). 

Thumbs UD 

Prior to entering the field, I asked a colleague to interview me about the research 

project. The purpose of this exercise was to create a context in which I could articulate 

my own biases and assumptions in as conscious a manner as possible (Behman, 1999). In 

so doing, I would hopefully heighten my awareness about issues such as, what had 

bmught me to this research, what I expected to fmd, and what things I might feel mon 

apprehensive about. One of the first questions my interviewer asked was: "Can you 

dejne communication for me as itpertains to this study? " ( S H ,  Feb 22/00, p. 1). 

My repIy to this question provides a heipll  introduction to the whole idea of 

gestural communication within the ALS context. In edited form, my answer to 

this question went as follows: 

t think communication is - ifI think of it in this context - it's just any 
comection that b made between [mo] people. $the participant has a 
wish, or something they want to make known, [communication is beind 
a6k to do that and the recipient of that [message] ir able to understand. It 
can be spoken - in this case [participants] won't be signing or anything 



like that because they will be paralyzed. But it can be written. it can be 
done with eye movements, it can be done with any sort of system that 
communicates a message between two people. (SH, Feb 22/00, p. I )  

The particular words I would like to draw attention to here are, "in this case they 

won 't be signing or anything like that because they wzX be paralyzed ". 

This statement reveals some of my own preconceptions about ALS that were 

proven wrong early on in the fieldwork. 

It was in reading Brenda CupeUi's web-based story that I learned more 

about the degenerative process. Brenda, whose condition had progressed to the 

point of almost complete paralysis, writes about the shattering changes in her 

ability to move, with an emphasis on the use of her hands. 

When I listen to music - especially theflamenco rtrains of Paco Pena 's 
guitar, I replay it in my sleep. Arching my back I dance freely, my arms 
and hands moving like mans in ripples of expression .. .my b e t  clicking to 
the familiar beat. I am whole again. Touch is something that I crave, 
Incapable of reaching out to caress my husband's shoulder, or to snuggle 
with my cat, Charlie ... 1 look instead at my witheredforearms hanging 
uselessly at my sides; the fingers of each hand curled into tightfists. 
(Cupelfi, 2000. p. I )  

This was the image I had expected to encounter with most, if not all, participants. 

My first visit with Henry Rozsa taught me otherwise. The fieldnotes from my 

initial interview with him point to his fairly heavy reliance on hand signs to 

communicate with others. 

Henry ako uses gesturesfir communicution. For example, he pointed to 
the bathroom to let Erma know that he needed to u e  the facilities. He 
pointed to his fingernails during a conversation about the local medi- 
center and Enna immediately interpreted this as "the foot clinic". He 
gestured with his hanak up in the air to idcute "I don 't how" in 
response to my questions about the efects of the experiemental drugs he is 
on. He pointed to me at the beginning of our visit to indicate that he 
wanted me to talkfirst. He mude a sign resembling his handwriting on the 
palm of his other hand to jokingly ask Janefor money. (TIR Feb 25/00, p. 
2) 



Later, during the same visit, I made notes about Henry's communication with me while 

demonstrating his use of the computer. 

I asked Henry a fav questions about thejequency with which he uses the computer, 
whether he corresponds wirh many other people who have ALS and whether he ever joins 
chat rooms. In order to answer my questions he would either point to the related details 
on the screen. write on his notepad or gesture. Examples included: 
I )  pointing to names on his address list and then writing "our kid" or "my last boss" or 

"we grew up with his mother and dad" 
2) giving me an e-mail joke to read and. when I handed the paper back to him. pointing 

to the paper, to himself and then to me; I asked "are you giving it to me?" and he 
nodded "yes" 

3) asking Henty whether he everjoins ALS chat rooms to which he indicated "no" with 
a "thumbs down" signal 

4) Henry showing me his favorire server for ALS information by giving the common 
hand signal for 'Pegect" [i.e., joining the thumb and indexJnger with the remaining 
three fingers pointing upward] (HR. Feb 23/00, p.2) 

In short, this first experience of communicating with Henry taught me two things. 

First, it alerted me to my own biases about communication and ALS; and second, 

it demonstrated that my preconceived notion about PALS being unable to use 

hand signaIs was inaccurate! 

Henry used hand signds many other times over the course of our three 

visits. The one that appeared most often was the "thumbs up" signal that 

communicated a m a t i v e  responses to specific questions, or a more generalized 

positive reaction to the words and/or actions of others. The folIowing excerpt 

from my final visit with the Rozsas demonstrates Henry's use of this particuIar 

sign. 

S: ... The feeling I'm getting is that 
We're [...I coming back to the same things [...I 
that we've sort of discussed 
most of what 
you think is relevant to this &sue 
is that your feeling [...I ? 

H: (b) nods and gives "thumbs up" signal with both thumbs 

s: okay 



So myfeeling then is that 
I might come back one more time 
Once I've got most of the writing done 
*.* 

and show you what I've done 
To make sure that I don't have anything in there that [...I 
Isn 't accurate or doesn't make sense 

H: nods and gives "thumbs up" signal 
*.. 
S: [...I When I come back and show you what I've written 
Would it be easierfor me to sort of have a summary to present to you 
And say these are the topics I've covered 
And this is what [...I 
We talked [about] 

H: nods emphatically and gives "thumbs up " signal with both thumbs 

(HR. Aug 24/00. pp. 136-1 3 7) 

Interestingly, though Brent Dewar did not use as big a repertoire of hand gestures 

to communicate, he also answered some of my questions using this same ''thumbs 

up" signal. This occurred once, in conjuaction with his Speakeasy demonstration, 

and again in acknowledgment of my thanks at the conclusion of our visit (BD, 

April 20/00, pp. 3-4). 

Millie Bookout also used different gestures in conjunction with her written 

messages to communicate during our visits. She indicated that this combination 

worked well for her, and that it was easier for people who know here well to 

understand her signals. 

S: I...] Let 5s say your niece or the Home Care person can 't really understand what it is 
you 're nying to say 
Can you maybe give me an idea of some of the things you do to let them know 
Is it eye contact 
Do you look at things that you want them to pick up [...I? 

M: (w) [ I ]  point and she [mks] 
I can shake my head yes or no 



(IMB, April 29/00, p. 7) 

As our visits unfolded, I learned first-hand that pointing, nodding, shaking her 

head, as well as using her fingers to convey numerical information, were all ways 

in which Millie expauded on the information in her notepad. For example, toward 

the end of our third visit, 1 asked Millie if she had noticed changes in her energy 

level. Her non-verbal reply was to "(b) put her ha& out and stretch herjngers 

several times ", indicating that her hand muscles tired more easily than before 

(MB, July 29/00, p. 49). Millie also used several gesturaVfacia1 cues to recount 

the story of a recent fall that had left her bruised and a little shaken: 

M: (y) I forgot to put the [brakes] on and I was backing up it went fwer than myjiet 
... 
S: so the walker sort of camefirer and then you tripped andjidl backwords 

M: (b) nods 
... 

(bl leansforward and gestures lo her lower back and hip area 

S: it really hurt your backside? 

M: (b) nods and makes wincing expression 

S: and did you have people around 
To help you get up or? 

M: fi) shakes head 

S: so you had to try and get up by yourself? 

M: (b) nods in agreement 

S: that must have been pretty [scaryl 

M: IZI) mimes confirson/mrp&e with h e r f i c h d  



Millie and I were thus able to share the story of this recent event by way of open 

and closed questions on my part and a combination of writing, manual gestures 

and bodily movements on her part. 

Though Brenda Cupelli retained far less mobility due to the advanced 

stage of her iIlaess, she afso used subtIe head, facial and eye movements to 

complement her speIling method. These cws were sometimes barely perceptible 

given her severely reduced range of motion. Sti l l ,  I recaIl seved  instances in 

which 1 would pose a question and subsequently watch for Brenda's very slight 

head movements against the backdrop of consistent eye contact. As my fieldnotes 

report, Brenda also suggested that the concept of sign language could be 

expanded to incorporate a systematized communication system of eye 

movements. 

Brenda then offered 'Y'm interested in sign language for people 
who can't use their hank ". [...I She looked down at her hands and 
shmgged rhem very slightly. I was immediately intrigued and 
asked her "can you tell me more about chis idea? ". She spelled 
"eye signals -stare at objects". I then repeated the idea to be sure I 
had understood "you mean developing a set of eye signals that 
would communicate messages to people like what object you 
wanted or were refimmng to". She pointed to "yaw and then added 
'beople don't pick up on it". (BC, March 10/00, p. 3) 

Such a visualIy based system of communication may indeed prove challenging for 

speaking individuals who are accustomed to interpretations based on sound and verbd 

transactions. Even sign Ianguage that uses we11 established linguistic rules to convey 

messages in visual form can sometimes prove challenging for hearing-speaking 

individuals to grasp. Apart tiom signed or gestud systems, there are an increasing 

number of alternative and augmentative communication methods available to people with 

speech impairments. The advent of computer technoiogy and the increased availability of 

internet services have also made communication more accessible and effective for non- 

speakers in genera1 - and PALS in particuiar. 



Technolorn 

All participants, with tbe exception of W e ,  refmed to computer-based 

programs of one sort or another as a significant element in their repertoire of 

communication strategies. Brent Dewar relied primarily on Speakeasy to convey his 

thoughts and confirmed the existence of "a kind o f m  community online - that is, a 

knowledge of other people who are using the sofiare (Speakeasy) andfinding it heipbl" 

(BD, May 2/00, eml, p. 1). Ruth Cole indicated &at the internet and ALS chat lines were 

"a crucial piece of [her] abilip to communicare with ather people " (RC, July 15/00, p. 

39). And Henry Rozsa consistently referred to the contacts and information he had 

accumulated online, adding that he wodd be "lost " without his computer (HR, May 

24/00, p. 39). 

As was mentioned in my earlier discussion about 'Lcommunity'', Brenda Cupeili 

described the computer as 'peeing" because it allowed her to "fwd [her] voice " and 

communicate more equally (BC, Aprif 25/00, p. 15; CupelIi, 2000, p. I). Indeed, the 

research data documented many examples of how Brenda's non-computerized devices for 

communication caused her "constanr fwrration and discomfort "(BC, March 10/00, p. 

4). SIipping glasses (to which her laser light was attached), the inept installation of 

devices by others, or even attempts by some people to control her access to these devices, 

dl placed the computer option in a more favorable light. 

It was in meeting Millie Bookout, however, that I learned more about how some 

PALS continue to manage without having (or wanting) access to a computer. Millie sent 

handwritten notes by fax when she wished to communicate with people in her 

community. During our second in-pmon visits, Millie gave me insight into her reasons 

for her reIiance on manually written messages as opposed to computerized or typewritten 

communication: 

M: (w) I don 't rype so I j n d  it hard to use voice machine 

S: so by a voice machine you mean one of those Language M i t e r  things [...I 
or men computers have that now 



M: (b) nods 
(w) I tried the voice is_ficnny 

Ifyou type would be easy 
lam roo old and fingers w e  sfiff 

@dB, April 29/00, pp. 4-5) 

Her decision to get a fax machine was therefore based on preference (i.e., no synthesized 

voice) and skill (i.e., not able to type) as well as the fact that "the kids afi [had] them " 

and "it made sense " (MB, April 29/00, p. 4). 

Brenda Cupelli similarly identified personal preference as the main factor in 

determining one's selection of appropriate tools for communication when she explained 

the pros and cons of the letter board and laser relative to dialoguing with a computerized 

voice system. Her main criticism was that programs such as Speakeasy lack efficiency as 

well as attractiveness in their auditory presentation. In contrast, Brent descnlbed an instant 

attraction to the same program and suggested that many other PALS also benefit fiom it. 

S: I'm interested in knowing how you came to we Speakeasy? 

B: (se) fie price was right. Idownloaded it and liked it right away. 

S: have you used it a long time? 

B: (b) nods slightly in agreement 

S: did you use any other methods before this? 

B: (b) shakes head and waits 
. . . 

(se) I think many ALS patients are now using this soj'iware. It is a good tool. 

(BD, April 20/00, p. 2) 

The data thus c o a e d  the obvious - that is, h e  choice of a communication device is 

largely based on persona1 preference and need. In short, not all methods (inchding 

computer technoIogy) work for aU people. 



Other Tools 

Apart fiom computer-based technology and fax machines, there are many other 

communication devices avaiIabIe to speech-impaired individuals. Ruth Cole provided a 

beautill overview of existing tools ranging fiom word or letter boards, to speech 

enhancers and Speakeasy. She descnied how her visit to the Ability Society made her 

aware that such resources were available, and consequently heightened her sense of 

optimism for the future. 

[The speech and swallowing specialist] arrangedfor me to go to the 
Ability Society [...I [where they have] all kinds of communication aids 
[...] I was very encouraged afier that visit because there 3 a whole whack 
of s t u i  [...I Before I went, I was kind of worried about communication. 
I...] But ajier we went there, I wasn't worried anymore because I know I 
will still be able to communicate. (RC. July 15/00, pp. 10-14) 

It was the Rozsas who first captured the applied meaning of available tools 

and the willingness to use them. During our initial v i s i~  they gave me a live 

demonstration of how speechless communication can be achieved using a creative 

combination of household items and technological devices: 

Henry showed me how his "Language Master" worked [...I The 
synthesized voice was quite hard to understand but I noticed that Henry 
had no problem understanding it -perhaps due to familiarity.[. ..I Enna 
went to an adjoining room and came back with the portable telephone. 
She [explained thar] she cannot always be at home, and how she and 
Henv have developed a methodfir communicating by phone when she is 
out. They then proceeded to demonstrate by pretending that the phone was 
ringing. Henry picked up the phone, listened and nodded to indicate that 
he heard someone on the other end. He then placed the receiver beside the 
Language Master and pressed a button thar said "I am fine thank you" or 
another that said "I am notfine, come home". He continued this 
reenactment ofa telephone conversation and demonstrated that he en& 
the conversation by ringing a bell into the receiver so that Erma knows he 
has had enough, Other techniques included [answering closed questiom 
with the code "yes-yes " or "no-no" as a safety measure (i-e., so that 
Erma knows it is him on the other end of the line). Erma then retreated to 
the other room and emerged with a big school bell and said thar ifHenry 
has REALLY had enough, he rings the larger bell! (HR, Feb 25/00, pp. I -  
2)- 



In addition to the school bells, Henry used a bicycle beU in situations where he required 

privacy. This provided him with some added independence in the sense that he could 

remain alone and simply summon Erma when the need for her assistance arose. 

The story Millie Bookout told of her creative solution to communicating with her 

children when previously afflicted with throat cancer serves as a similar example of how 

extraordinary barriers to communication can be overcome with the creative use of some 

very ordinary b'tools". 

I had cancer too. [...I I couldn 't talk then either but the kids were into 
school music and dancing. I had to keep going. [...I I'd hit the cupboard 
with [a] wooden spoon when I wanred them. 7hey knew the routine.(MB, 
May 19/00, pp. 25-2 7) 

Wooden spoons and bells are certainly very unique ways of overcoming the loss of one's 

voice. There is some comfort to be dram fiom the knowledge that even in our 

technologically advanced world, speechless communication can still be achieved via the 

intermediary of objects that may initially be viewed as basic or limited. Perhaps the 

examples provided by participants reinforce the idea that the success of communication 

does not depend on the sophistication of the device itself, but rather on the manner in 

which the device is employed. 

Another fascinating '"tool" that was brought to my attention d ~ g  the course of 

my fieldwork was a method dubbed as the "mental letter board" b y  a caregiver with 

whom I exchanged e-mails. This is a letter board "where the letters are arranged in 

quadrants and communication goes by eye movements " (KM, Aug 23/00, ernl, p. 1). The 

layout of such mental alphabets can vary, but the system used by this particular 

individual, who was actively caring for a man with advanced ALS, matched the 

following pattern: 

ABCD 
EFGH 
I= 
OPQRST 
UvwXYz 
(vowels in first column, rows in alphabetical order) 



(KM, Aug 23/00, emf, p. I )  

Together with Brenda's well-established spelling system and the Rozsa's later addition of 

a handwritten letter chart to Henry's array of communication tools, it became apparent 

that letter-by-letter communication was a use l l  method for PALS who experience 

reduced energy and mobility. In Enna's words "all he has to give me is maybe a couple 

ofwords, not the whole thing, and I know what he wants " (HR, Aug 24/00, p. 90). 

Pointing (with hgers or eyes) and patience are all that is required. There is also another 

- perhaps more obvious - "spelling method" that I have already referred to throughout 

this manuscript without specifically exploring its nuances and purposes. That is, the use 

of writing as a medium of communication. While this particular approach may seem to 

have "self-explanatory" uses and appearances, I learned that writing took on different 

fonns, served different functions, and presented different challenges, for participants. 

The Written Word 

In my conversations with Millie and Henry, I discovered that writing is 

sometimes accomplished by hand in order to communicate in the immediacy of 

interpersonal interactions. During my meeting with Brent, I witnessed the use of 

computer based writing, which was then translated into sound - also for communication 

in the "here and now". In Brenda's case however, I leaned that writing can serve to "by- 

pass" the present and provide a means by which to share one's 'personal truth" (Marlett, 

1997). This is the writing that Bell (1 999), Kaye (1 994) and Bauby (1 996) all used to 

convey the depth of their experience. Brenda chose to engage in a similar kind of exercise 

by creating ha own web-page that would later be compiled in book form. When I asked 

her to describe the experience of writing, she stated: 

... 
@) d-o-n- [don ' r ]  n-o-t-I-c- [notice] t-h-e-p-a- [the pain] 

(BC, April 25/00, p. I I )  

During a later visit, she re-iterated this thought, with an added caveat: 

B: (p) 1-v- [I've] g-o- [gor] m- [my] w-r-I- [wnwntingl I- [it-it S] m-y [my] s-a-n- [saniryl 



... 
@) 6-u- [bud I-c-u-n- [can 't] d-o [do] [it] a- [all] [dayl (whispers laughter) 

The energy required to operate her computer using neck muscles was such that fatigue 

quickly set in. Thus, Brenda was forced to limit her use of an effective outlet for 

communication and personal storytelling. 

Though Henry used writing as his main mode of interaction in daily functioning 

as opposed to a means of sharing his experience on a broader scale, he and Erma also 

identified the evolution and eventual limitations of this method. During our first 

interview, Henry began.. . 
"First, I used a toy magic pad" - a tenn I did not immediately recognize. 
To clan3 Henry mimed using a magic pad with his paper pad by writing 
and then lijiting the top page to erase the message. He then wrote that it 
"got too dusty" and indicated that the paper pad was preferable by 
tapping on it. (HR. Feb 25/00. p. 3) 

From her own perspective, Enna descnied how her inability to comprehend 

Henry's voiced statements led to his increased reliance on handwriting - an 

activity that sometimes proved taxing, or inefficient, and was offset by the gradual 

introduction of other methods. 

l fhe does this (gestures us though writing on inside o fforearm), which he 
likes to do on his arm then [...I he runs out ofhand and he 's wnwnting all 
the way bust his hanq. [...I Whenever we manage to get [the letter 
board] in there. usually it S better. [...I He '11 point to the letters and. of 
course, you don't need the whole sentence. (FIR, Aug 24/00, pp. 96-97) 

First the magic pad, then the finger and forearm, and now most commonly the pad of 

paper ; all of these writing tools faciIitated Henry's participation in spoken conversation. 

In effect, the letterboard became a new way of "writing" that allowed Henry to preserve 

his energy - and save time. 

During the early stages of the research, I wondered about asking both Henry and 

Millie for the pages of their notepads that contained a record of their responses to my 

questions. This would provide me with a hard copy of their comments aad thus allow for 

accurate documentation. The following excerpt h m  my field notes describes my initial 



observations regarding Henry's use of the notepad and my reasons for initially refraining 

h r n  such a request. 

Henry used his [notepad] in several direrent ways. Sometimes he would 
simply print one or two wordr to cluriifjl a point and other times he would 
write longer messages to communicate something more involved. 
Messages were separated by lines. I also noticed on several occasions that 
Henry wouldflip back to previotcspages where the content of a 
conversation from the day before or even earlier in our visit would dart> 
the issue we were discussing at the time. At one point. I had thought of 
asking Hentyfir the pages on which he had written during our visit (i.e. 
for purposes of recording theJield data). but then I realized that the pad 
served this extra purpose of cross-refirencing conversations, I decided to 
take my own notes instead (HR, Feb 25/00. p. 2) 

During our next visit, I asked Henry about my interpretations. He indicated that 

references to previously recorded messages were a rare necessity, and he gladly gave me 

the retevant papers for documentation purposes. Similarly, Millie shook her head very 

defhitei y when I asked if she n d e d  her notes for fbhrre conversations. From that point 

on, I remeved their handwritten notes after each interview in order to e n m  the accuracy 

of the research transcripts. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter focused on the strategies and tools employed by participants to 

achieve communication without speech. The impIications of changes in emotional 

expression were explored and led into a brief slrrvey of the various gestures andlor 

signals that participants use to complete messages or clarify misunderstandings. The use 

of technology as an emerging method of communication for non-speakers was examined 

h m  the perspective o f  the PALS in this particular research group. Other tools that 

participants have creativeiy empbyed to augment their capacity for communication were 

also discovered. Finally, the chapter concluded with a brief examination of the purpose 

and method of writing as a tool for communication in persona1 diaIogue between 

speakers and non-speakers, and in the dissemination of personal stories by non-speakers. 

The importance of writing as a communication medium was also illustrated by the 

fact that any contact with participants between in-person visits was achieved through the 
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written word - either via e-mail, or fax. This research practice reinforced the centraI rote 

of technology in the lives of PALS today. Indeed, such tools do not only increase the 

opportunities non-speakers have to express themselves, but they can also enhance the 

overall ability people with ALS have in coping with extraordinary circumstances, 

Nowhere is the importance of writing and technology more apparent for PALS than in its 

transmission of humor and support between people. In fact, one of the issues related to 

communication that arose early on in the research process was that of laughter and 

humor. The next chapter will descnie my findings relative to this particular topic, a s  we11 

as other ways in which participants viewed, and coped with, their altered voices and 

circumstances. 



r 

D4ia 

Adventuresome 
Get on 

with Living Don't Take 
your Tongue 
for Granted 

My preparatory reading prior to entering the field alerted me to the central role 

humor played in the lives of people with ALS. Dennis Kaye's (1994) account of living 

with the illness refers to laughter in its title, as well as throughout the text. Similarly, 

David Rabin (Rabin, 1985) places humor and laughter at the center of his recipe for 

coping. As t engaged in conversation with the participants, I discovered that they too 

relied heavily on their ability to approach life with lightheartedness. In addition, I 

discovered that each person had some unique ways of approaching the daily routine and, 

in particular, the challenges of altered communication, so that living with ALS became 

manageable. 

My description of the area I have identified as "coping" will cover issues 

including humor, appreciation, adventurousness, past experience, and hope. 

Although these broader topics initially appeared to lie outside of the research boundaries 

the exploration of how they were linked to the inner area of that metaphorical "circle" 

proved usell, and revealed that the communication issues surrounding ALS extend 

beyond the more obvious aspects of exchanging messages between people. 

Alwavs Laugh 

As I alluded to at the end of the previous chapter, communication through writing 

was cIoseIy related to the exchange of humorous stories as a strategy for coping. Henry 

was the first person to demonstrate this. His active participation in the eiectronic 

exchange ofjokes with others online was an element of communication he identified 



during our first visit. In fact, my initial visit with the Rozsas left me with an 

overwhelming sense of their shared laughter in the face of unusually difficult 

circumstances, Examples of this included, Henry's humorous use of belIs to "dismiss" 

people when communication became too taxing; Erma's consistent laughter throughout 

our three-way conversations; and Heruy's ability to make light of his written medium by 

pointing to the printed words '>om the lips of Henry Rozsa " that headed every page of 

his notepad (HR, May 24/00, pp. 13- 14). 

During my visits with Brenda Cupelli, the same message came through in the way 

she fkquently responded to my serious queries with unabashed humor. Her ability to 

laugh at herseIf and/or others with comments such as "I 'm nor menacing", "I took my 

vitamins today! ", "my voice is gutteral - like a monkey - scares even me! ", or "catch it - 
like the plague! " all reveal a need to "make fUn" of a situation that may otherwise prove 

unbearable. Brenda also pointed out, however, that her ability to view things 

lightheartedly depends heavily on her fluctuations in physicaI energy, as well as variety 

in her daily routine. 

B: (p) s-o-m-e-t-l-m [sometimes] I-c-a-n [can] c-r-a-c [crack] a+-k ooke] s-o-m-e-t-l 
[sometimes] n-o-t 
... 
B:@) s-1-e-e-p [sleep] h-e-1-p-s 
.*. 

@) f-r-e-s-h fresh] a-I- [air-fresh air] a-n-d [and] c-h-a-n-g [change] o$[ofl s-c-e-n- 

e [scenery - or scene] h-e-1-p-s 

(BC. April 25/00, p. 13) 

Ruth Cole emphasized that the only way to cope with A L S ,  and the loss of 

speech, was to "learn to laugh at yourself' (RC, July 15/00, p. 43). Laughter and 

humorous images usually accompanied her descriptions of communication, For example, 

she suggested that the augmentative device known as a "speech enhancer" may simply 

"enhance one 's s lmng" (RC, July 15/00, p. 12). At other times, she laughed about 

having to "chare her dentures around", she wondered out loud whether her tongue couid 



still maneuver certain pronunciations, and she smiled about the fact that she could no 

longer stick out her tongue (RC, July 15/00, pp. 17,32). 

During my find visit with the Rozsas, Henry and Erma provided a beautill 

example of how their shared humor had become integral to coping with the gradual 

changes in their communication. In particular, their mutual dependence an the letter 

board had evolved to include the use of endearing terms as an expression of shared 

affection - and laughter. 

E: [...I You see I've written down "no " (pointing to letter board) 
He hardly ever uses "no " he just shakes his finger (laughs) 

H: (b) laughs softly 

S: you have a question mark 
And then I see ')es dear " here 

E: [...I (laughing) On Sunday [,..I 
We can't go to church so we listen to whatever's [.,.I 
On the TV [...I 
The Crystal Cathedral was on 
And the speaker was 
A Black fellow 
... 
He was v e y  good 
And [the interviewer] said well "how did you make your marriage work so long " 
And [the Blackfellow] said "two very important words " 

H: (5) laughs so/ily 

E: you say "yes dear " 

s: (laughs) 
So you added [that] 

E: l added the "dear" 
I had 'yes" but I didn't have the "dear" 
(laugh) 

S: oh that 's good 
I noticed that right away 



E: other people do too (laughs) 
and they keep saying "that's what Henry says to me" 

H: (b) voices so@ 

E: no no 
It's the other way 
Isay 'yes dear" to him 
(laugh) 

H: (b) laughs sofily 

(HR, Aug 24/00. pp. 94-95) 

Later in the same conversation, Erma's explanation of why she did not include numbers 

on the letterboard also reinforced Henry's use of humor in his daily interactions with 

E: [...I I thought about the numbers too 
But he does well with his hands (gesturing numbers with fingers) 
... 
now this Ethiopian fella 
He keeps saying "well what is my score " 

H: (6) begins to laugh softly 

E: [... ] So Henry will say (gesmres lofingers in the air) 
Well he knows right away that S ten (laugh) 

H: (b) laughs louder 

S: ten out of ten 
He 's doing all right (laugh) 

E: that was good 
And then one day 

N: (b) laughs more heartily 

E: he '12 get three 

(all laugh together) 
... 



E: well they seem to understand you know 
They get it 
They go up and down 
Depending on how good they are 
... 
H: (b) continues to laugh 

(HR, Aug 24/00. pp. 98-99) 

In this instance, laughter not only permeated our discussion, but it formed the very basis 

of Henry's communication with caregivers through the use of hand signals that 

humorously conveyed his approval and appreciation of their support. 

At the concIusion of my last visit with Ruth Cole, she pointed once again to her 

constant focus on humor in coping with the challenges of communicating with others and 

facing the challenges of a terminal illness. "I try to hang on to that ", she said (RC, 

September 8/00, p. 67). Ruth then produced a photocopy of an excerpt from David 

Rabin's (Rabin, 1985) biography that contained the following piece of advice: "[ ...I f 
it S a question ofchoosing between laughing or crying - laugh. Always laugh " @. 2 12). 

Don't Take vour Tongue for Granted 

In descn'bing some of the physical symptoms that had affected her speech, Ruth 

Cole conveyed another important aspect of her personal approach to coping with altered 

communication - that is, her growing sense of appreciation for abilities, or bodily 

hctions, that were previously taken for,granted. 

I've said to a lot o fpeople, "Stop taking your tongue for grunted. You 
don 't realize [...I what you use your tongue for [...I -Fom speaking to 
swallowing a pill': You see, I...] I'm quite positive that before these other 
muscles were involved, [...I my problem started because my tongue 
started to atrophy. [...I One of thefirst things I noticed was when I was 
brushing my teeth. I couldn't spit; and now, of course, I know why. So, 
brushing my teeth is a fair production! (smiles) (RC, July 15/00, pp. 17- 
18). 

Millie Bookout also ref& to this kind of awareness, though more generally in terms of 

her physical mobilityldexterity as opposed to commun~catian per se. Still, given Millie's 

use of gestures to compIement her writing, the realization that manual muscles were 



sIowIy deteriorating seemed related to an associated awareness that writing and hand 

signals, which had so far been easy to use, would gradually become more difficult to 

accomplish. 

M: (w) it's hard to b m h  teeth my legs can't hold me a long time and bending to pick up 
something 

S: [...I The everyday things [...I 
Take a lot of energy 
The things that in a way [...I 
We take f ir  granted 
Unless something like this happens [...I 

M: (&) nods in agreement 

S: what about writing? 
Are youjnding writing is becoming harder or taking more energy? [...I 

M: (w) My hand and arms get stir 
I was a lot better at Christmas time 
I could bake and cook 

(MB, May 19/00. pp. 20-2 1) 

During an earlier visit, Millie pointed more indirectly to how the not so gradual changes 

in her voice raised her awareness about what she once had, and what she was about to 

Iose. 

S: so [communication] really became an'isme rightporn the start 
Because your voice starred tofide 

M: (&) no& enthusiastically 

S: was it fairly gradual 
Or was it very quick that you weren 't able to speak anymore? 

M: (w) within six months 
I used to ny and kids could understand 

S: so for quite a while 
The kids could still understand what you were saying 



M: (b) nods 

S: and then you began m+ting and that became your main way of communicaring? 

- .* 
M: I hared [losing my voice] 
I was doing volunteer work and I had to quit 
Igot used to staying home [...I 

(MB. April 29/00, p. 4) 

In our discussions about the various changes brought about by her illness, Millie agreed 

with the idea that abilities - including communication - are often taken for granted unless 

one is faced with the challenge of loss and disability on a personal level. "[People] firget 

we 're sick and really don 't know what it 's like ", she wrote (MB, May 1 9/00, p. 45). And 

Ruth echoed this thought by pointing out that "the generalpublic is not aware of how 

prevalent ALS is. And, most of us aren 't aware of it until il strikes either a family 

member, or a fimily rn ember of afiiend or associate " (RC, July 1 5/00, p. 33). In other 

words, most of us take our physicd health and skiIIs - including speech - largely for 

granted. 

It was during my visit with Brent Dewar that my own awareness and sense of 

appreciation was unexpectedly heightened as a resuIt of an unforeseen, and somewhat 

awkward, technicality. My fieldnotes h m  that day read: 

Z?e next awkward step war to instaZI my tape recorder in order to record 
our didogue. I searched for an outlet but to no avail. Ifound myself 
muttering under my breath all the while, quietly fietting about this 
technicality Finally, Isat down and I said "You h o w  what? Let Sforger 
it. As long as you don 't mind me taking notes, I'll just write. " Brent then 
started to type on his computer and I suddenly heard a synthesized voice 
say "There's a power bar under the desk ifyou want to crawl under". 
This was my first time hearing the "Speakeasy"program in action. I did 
crawl under the desk and plugged in my recorder, &but it still didn 't work! 
So, we abandoned the idea and proceeded with pen and paper. This whole 
situahon reminded me of how important it is to prepare and come with a 
battery-operated machine! I was olso struck with l e  j ~ p o s i k i o n  of my 
mumbling and mobili@ to Brent's computer voice and wheelchair 



determined mobility. It is so easy for me to mow and speak. ..and so 
hard for him to do either. (BD, April 20/00, p. 2) 

In that brief moment, details that might have otherwise been simple - perhaps even 

negligible -aspects of any interpersonal exchange, took on immense significance. I 

began to appreciate the courage required in tackling such losses. 

To be Adventuresome 

ALS brings with it such change and loss that there seems to be a sense of "daring" 

among those who live with the disease. A kind of adventurous ability to "give anything a 

go" because of the ever so slim chance of success in the face of such adversity. As Erma 

Rozsa indicated during our first visit, "when you have this disease. you 're willing to rry 

anything" (HR, Feb 25/00, p. 3). Henry's invotvement in research at the University of 

Caigary, his use of alternative therapies such as Shiatsu, his previous experience with 

chealation, and his willingness to introduce whatever techniques necessary to improve his 

non-verbal communication skills, were all concrete examples of his innovative and 

courageous approach to living. Henry's outlook was remarkably similar to that expressed 

in other personal accounts of life with ALS. Forest McFeat (1999), whose family 

compiled a manual containing stories and advice h m  their journey through his illness, 

suggests that people with U S  should "make [themselves] ovaifable for medical 

research " (p .  86). Pauline Rabin muses out loud to her husband about how "anything's a 

long shot with this illness ", and chooses to apply for research funding against significant 

odds (Rabin, 1985, p. 77). Even Dennis Kay (1994) descnies his initial tendency to try 

any available treatment in an attempt to counteract the illness' effects. 

I look back with some embarrarsment at the early days, myfiantic search 
for answer, and how quick I was to accept the advice of others. 'You oughr 
to give this a try, Dennis ', 'You ire got to try that Dennis : Acupuncture, 
acupressure, tissue salts, urine therapy, creative visualization, spec1j5c 
adjustment, prayer, radical fating, positive thinking, telepathic gem 
therapy, not to mention a variety of wonder teas, mwcle-building powders 
and stinky protein concoctions. Come to think of it, there was wen one of 
those new-age seminar types convinced she need only lay her hands on me 
and all my problems would be over @. 258). 



Ruth Cole gave many examples of how she had adapted to various areas of hctioning - 

incIuding personal care, daily chores, and communication - and how such adaptation 

depended largely on attitude. The ability to "jhf a different way " (RC, July 15/00, p. 

15), and to approach challenges with an "adventuresome " spirit were pivotal to her 

coping. Ruth related this to the issue of communication when she openly reflected on her 

losses in this domain and imagined her eventual reliance on alternative, and innovative, 

devices. 

R: [...I Once I really also came to gr@s with the speech thing 
And got past that 
... 
It was okay 

S: there 's no limit really at that point right? 

R: well 
There 's all kind of things (refemmng to communication aids) [...I 
I'm hoping to be able to maintain some 
Degree ofspeech 
For as long as is possible 
.*. 
I know that Speakeasy is available 
... 
I also know that 
Ifmy hands crash on me 
That there's many ways available to be able to use the computer 
..* 

whether it 's a head mozue [... ] 
... 
There's all kinds of st@ 

(RC, July 15/00, pp.35-36) 

At various other points in the conversation, Ruth continued to apply this thinking to her 

attitude about communicating with altered speech. 

My husband knows now that it's okay to say "whut was that you said? " or 
"I didn 't hear you ". Then I will just by to be very slow and, as best I can. 
enunciate. [...I It is frustrating [but] I know these things are going to 
happen and I just swear and keep going - or find a dzrerent way. (RC. 
Juty 13/00, pp. 9- IS) 



And again, within the context of describing changes in her physical abilities, Ruth 

explained: 

I get so excited when Ifigure out a way to do something that I thought I 
couldn 't do [...I. Sometimes I'llfind "oh, I can 't do that ". And then the 
next thing, the light comes on - 'Sure I can, I'll do it this way ". (RC, July 
15/00, pp. 44-45) 

In other words, the willingness to experiment can help overcome losses that may 

otherwise induce defeat. Erma and Henry conveyed a similar outlook with their 

respective summaries on the subject - both short, and to the point. 

E: it S amazing what you do when you know you 're going to have to 
... 
ifyou 're going to survive 
you can 't just sit and say " I  can 't do it " 

(HR, Aug 24/00, p. 106) 

And later on in the same conversation, Henry simply added: "We tried a lot of things. " 

(3-rR Aug 24/00, p. 134). 

Some of Millie Bookout's stories illustrated a similar sense of courage and 

creativity in the face of difficult circumstance. Of particuIar interest was the way in 

which Millie drew on the memory of previous life experiences in order to help her cope 

with her current dependence on caregivers, and the associated challenges to 

communication. 

DCii-Vu 

Ia a brief account of her personal background, Millie revealed that her brother had 

died of ALS, and h a  husband had succumbed to Alzheimer's at around the time of her 

diagnosis. Though she specified that her brother's experience was "da'erent " (MB, ApriI 

29/00, p. 4) because he only lost his voice "at the last" (MB,  JuIy 29/00, p. 48), and that 

Alzheimer's was "easier" than ALS "because you don 't know what's happening" (MB, 

May 19/00, p. 28), Millie seemed to draw on her experience with these loved ones as a 

basis for coping in her current circumstances. More specifically, Millie indicated that 



"taking care of [her] husband for so long" had sensitized her to issues such as caregiving 

(MB, May 19/00, p. 28). Further, she af!firmed that her family had "been through this 

before I...] and learnedfiom it" as a result of her brother's ordeal (MB, July 29/00, p, 

47). 

It was in hearing her story as a cancer patient that I detected a strong sense of 

personal "dija-vu" with respect to ALS, and speechlessness in particular. 

M: (w) I've been through a lot and you have to do what has to be done 
I had cancer too 
.** 

S: [...I So fiom having cancer 
It sounds like you learned 
Certain things about how to cope with illness 
And how to get through with a really 
Positive way of living everyday 

M: (8) nods in agreement 
(w) My kids were small 
..* 

(W) I couldn 't talk then either[ ...I 
... 
S: it was throat cancer? 

M: (a) nods in agreement 

S: So this is in a way 
The second time as a family that you 've had to 
Experience this 
And cope with it [...I 
and do you think it's helped you with 
What you 're going through now 
Having that experience 

M: (b) nods in agreement 

(MB. May 19/00, p. 26) 

Other participants provided similar - though perhaps less immediate - examples of how 

previous experience with illness had somehow equipped them with a base h m  which to 

operate in their present predicament. Erma drew on her personal brush with death when 



faced with emergency surgery years prior as a way of comparing her past and present 

encounters with the medical profession, as well as emphasizing her strong reliance on 

prayer during such times of crisis. There were many other exampIes provided by the 

Rozsas of their fiiends and acquaintances who faced various illnesses or diagnoses which 

created a common ground from which they could exchange mutual understanding and 

support- 

It was Ruth Cote who very effectively demonstrated that familiarity with illness 

provides a common link between experiences and among people without eliminating the 

uniqueness of each person's individual perspective. 

[...I I went and talked to one of myfjiends I...], and I talked to him about 
these feelings. And I knew I could talk to him becarrse he 's HIVpositive. 
[...I He said to me, "You know Ruth, everybody who gets a diagnosis of a 
terminal disease has to deal with that 'thing "'. And he said. "everybody 
does it in their own way ". (RC, July 15/00, pp. 2 1-22) 

In other words, the common threads between the different episodes of a person's life, or 

between people's cornmon experiences, can supply a repertoire of personalized resources 

h m  which to draw when coping with the immediacy of altered communication, loss or 

death. 

Let's Get on with Living 

Though Ruth descnied the loss of her speech as "the hardest thing to come to 

gnps with " (RC, July 13/00, eml, p. 1)' she also explained that she had managed to get 

"past that" (RC, JuIy 15/00, p. 36) by focusing on posshilities rather than limitations. 

The ongoing reality of having to adjust to unexpected changes had quickly become an 

integral part of living each day, so that her personal motto had become: "let 3 get on with 

living" (RC, July 15/00, p. 36). 

The idea of having to "carry on" despite the incrediile challenges of living with 

ALS was an issue that most participants ref& to in one way or another. During my 

first visit with Millie, we touched on this topic -again, within the context of discussing 

her brother's illness. 

S: what's that likelor you to 



Have seen his experience and now be experiencing it yourself3 

M: (w) you have to live with it 
(b) look up at me and shrugs 

S: can't do anything about it 

M: (b) nods and smiles 

S: making [he best of every day even with this happening 

M: (b) nods 

April 29/00, p. 4) 

In response to my questions about how she communicates her experience to loved ones, 

Millie shrugged her shoulders, smiled and wrote "1'mfine on my own [...I - I don 't think 

about it" (MB,  July 29/00, p. 24). Later, during the same conversation, she re-iterated, 

"we don 't talk about my being sick" (MB, July 29/00, p. 52). In essence, Millie described 

living each day with contentment. Life goes on, despite sickness and Ioss of 

communication. Metaphorically speaking, the kids carry on with school, music and 

dancing* 

In a similar vein, the Rozsas talked about how essentid it is to try anything, and 

conquer defeat, in order to overcome obstacles. Brenda referred to the fact that her 

daughters "keep herfighting " (BC, ApriJ 25/00, p. 12) despite the sometime 

overwhelming sense of defeat and isolation she experiences. In one way or another, all 

participants - with the exception of Brent whose brief visit with me did not allow for the 

exploration of this issue - maintained a commitment to persevere, to overcome 

communication barriers, and to "live their dying" in a s  positive a way as possible 

(Behman, 1999; Saunders, 1987). Perhaps Ruth Cote's feisty attitude sums up this 

particular approach to illness and aItered communication most succinctly. In her words, 

"Istill say iffhis damn disease wants me, it has to catch me, because I've got too much to 

do! " (RC, Jdy 15/00, p. 2 1). 



Chapter Summary 

In sharing their personal stories with regards to ALS and communication, 

participants identified the many ways in which they have learned to cope with their 

diagnoses and disabilities. The use of humor was most significant in helping people 

overcome their comznunicarion losses and the potentially devastating imp tications of their 

illness. Wer interesting coping mechanisms included the recognition that speech, and 

other skills, are made possible due to physical resources that are lkquently overIooked in 

their significance. The adoption of an adventurous spirit, the reliance on previous 

exposure to sirmlar or different illnesses, and the ability to carry on with hope and 

optimism were also identified as essential ingredients in adapting to a disabIing and 

terminal condition. 

This tatter point leads into the final area of exploration that developed h m  the 

analysis and mapping of the data - a topic area that I entitled ''mmeaning". The need to 

maintain hope within a seemingly hopeless situation was an issue that many of the 

participants identified as important, yet difficuIt, to achieve. This particular example of 

paradox was one of the many contrasts between concepts that became apparent in the 

stories participants recounted. The contradictions inherent in experiences such as Iiving 

one's dying, and conversing without a voice, raised existential issues whose wider 

implications were interestingly linked back to the immediacy of interpersonal 

communication. 
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The story of the McFeat Family's ALS Joumey (1999) is entitled "Making Sense 

out of the Senseless". These words at once capture the contradictions and the meaning 

that can be found in living with a disabling condition that eventually results in 

widespread physical ioss and death. My six months of active fieldwork left me with an 

unnerving sense that participants in this study were faced with senseless circumstances 

that they also strove to piece together in some meaningful way. Whether this be in the 

r e a h  of existential issues related to life and death, or with respect to more practical 

issues such as the implications of physical deterioration, cognitive preservation or 

communication, I was left with an overriding impression: that meaning codd be made of 

circumstances that may superficially have appeared to warrant defeat. 

With respect to the m e n t  research, my definition of communication - verbai or 

non-verbal -was presented as the exchange of messages that contain and relay meaning. 

In dialogue with participants however, my understanding of meaning issues as they 

related back to the resmh topic became somewhat less pragmatic. The realization I 

gradually came to was that participants' management of speechless communicatioa and 

ALS was fuelled by their ability to hnd meaning in the midst of the broader implications 

of their illness. Each person provided examples of how the barriers to communication 

induced questions and reflections about issues mch as paradox, htility, aloneness, and 



their understanding of spiritual matters. From these lessons, the following chapter took 

shape. 

Paradox 

The above-mentioned book title, as well as some of the ideas presented at the 

conclusion of the previous chapter, unmistakably point to the existence of paradox in any 

discussion about M S .  Contrasts such as "sense*' and "senselessness", "voice" and 

"voicelessness", "life" and death" appear to be mutually exclusive - and yet co-exist 

daily for PALS. Participants' stories contained many such contradictions that related both 

to the general aspects of illness, as well as to the more specific elements of speechless 

communication. The former included examples such as 1) Brent's reference to the 

isolation experienced by PALS as opposed to his wife's description of numerous visitors, 

2) the inevitable and constant changes that accompany ALS in contrast with Erma's 

expressed wish to "keep our life like this " (HR, May 24/00, p. 49), and 3) the 

juxtaposition of hope and hopelessness expressed by participants and professionals alike. 

With these in mind, the latter context (i.e., contradictions related to communication) is 

where I concentrated most of my attention. 

My final visit with Millie Bookout began with our joint review of topics Erom the 

previous interview - including the topic I had identified as "'paradox". The following 

excerpt relates my efforts at verimg the vdidity of my observations, as well as Millie's 

codha t ion  of their accuracy. 

S: [...I When you talked about your voice and how 
On the one handyour voice really means everything 
But on the other hand sometimes it doesn't even really matter [...I 
Those are almost opposite [statements] but they borh 
Are true 
Or they 're what you 've been experiencing 
And I've jrrstfound other rhings like that with people where [...I 
They seem to be opposite things but 
They both srist fir people 

M: @) nods enthtrsiastica2Zy and looks may as though thinking 

S: so I don 't know how that (refmng to the idennjkation of ''paradox" as a topic) 



Struck you 
Or whether it was toofar out or 
How thatfit for you 

M: (w) No 
That about how it is 

.*. 
M: (b) nods slightly and begins writing again 
A*. 

(w) like I went to my daughter's she has an 18 month old he was so happy to see me 
he brought me his book and sat beside me, Ipointed at the pictures and he said who they 
were 

S: [...I He wanted you to read 
And the fact that you couldn't do it out loud didn't really matter 

M: (6) nods 

S: you could still really enjoy the book together [...I 
The sense lget is that 
Not being able to speak is a major thing but 
Wlen it comes down to what is meaningfid for you 
You can get beyond that and [...I 
It doesn 't really matter when it comes down to the real connection that you have with the 
people you 're close to 

M: (b) no& in agreement 

July 29/00, pp. 34-35) 

When I asked Henry about the relevance of this same concept for himself, he 

looked puzzled and shook his head (HR, Aug 24/00, pp. 130-13 1). From his point of 

view, the contradictions I identified simply represented the variation between different 

experiences rather than an actuaI pattem of opposites. Perhaps my perceptions of this 

concept emerged out of a need to organize the data, which toward the end of my field 

experience took on fairly overwheIming proportions. Still, there were undoubtedly 

noticeable contrasts in the descriptions participants gave of communication issues. 

Examples that I documented included: 1) waning energy levels in conversation with 

others and the simultaneous desire to maintain face-to-hce contact, 2) the artificiality of 



technology as opposed to the fieedorn it offers non-speakers, and 3) the shallowness of 

augmentative communication devices in contrast to the richness of non-verbal contact 

using eye contact and touch. 

It was Brenda Cupefi who perhaps captured this concept most powerfidly with a 

few simple words that illustrated the stark diffefence between her cognitive and physical 

abilities. Within the context of a story about misunderstandings with her caregivers, she 

spelled: 

B: (p) m- [my] m-I-n- [mind] k-n-o- [Knows) w-h-u-t [whar] t- [to] d- [to do] 
Yes 
*.* 

b-u-t [but] m- [my) 6-o-d-y [my body] c-a- [can 't] r-e-s-po- [respond] 
h-a-t- Fate] I-t pate it] 

Her words seemed to hint at something more profound - a level of meaning that underlay 

the purposelessness of her physical predicament. In fact, Brenda had begun this particular 

story with the identification of a much deeper issue. 

Episodic FutiliQ 

B: @) I-ha-v /lave] w-h-a-t [what] I-c-a-l [callJ e-p-l-s-o-d [episode - episodes?] yes 
o-f[ofl f-u-t-I-1-I-t fitility] 

(Bc. May 1 O/OO, p. 34) 

This was Brenda's opening to a story that ilIustrated how the simple task of conveying a 

thought, a feeling or a need to another person can become excruciatingly hstrating when 

one's body will not respond to the mind's commands. The incident in question (i.e., 

involving Brenda's extreme discomfort due to heat, while her caregiver remained 

indisposed) has been refmed to in previous sections of this manuscript. In this instance, I 

have reported sections of the didogue that convey Brenda's reff ections on meaning - and 

meaninglessness - as well as my own susceptiiility as a speaking person to accelerate the 

pace of her communication. Brenda's corrections essentially acted as a reminder that time 

and w e  were required in my interpretations of her spelling so that I might avoid 

misunderstanding the point of her story. 



B: (p) I-g-o- [got] u-n-b-e-a-r-a- 

S: unbearably hot? 

... 
@) t-h-e-n-l[then I ]  I-o-o-k- [looked] a-t [a!] s-c-r-e-e [screen] ds-o- 

... 
S: to try and tell [your roommate] you needed to cool offsort of thing? 

B: @) I-t-h-o-u- [thought) h-0- Chow] I-r-o-n-I- [ironic] 
Yes 
s-0-c-1-0-s-e 

S:front door 

B: (p) no 

S: sony 
Closed? 
I missed something there 
Close 

B: @) c- 
Yes 

S: Close? 

s: okay 

B: @) y-e- [yet] s-o [so] 

S:far 
Meaning the door andfresh air and being able to cool off[ ...I 
Just so close and yet so far [...I 

B: @) I-s-t-a-r- [started] s-c-r- [screaming?] f4- For] I-y lfor Lynn] 



s-h- [she] g-o- [got] m- [w 
... 
@) I- [it] h-a-pp-e-n- bppens] s-e-v-e- [several] t-I-m- [times] a 

S: a day? 

B: @)yes 
... 
@) n-o-t [nou m- [my] s-c-r-e-a- [not the screaming/ 

S: but her getting mad 
Because she misunderstan& 

B: @) h-e-n-c-e [hence] 

B: (b) moves neck awkwardly and oppeurs uncom@rtable 

S: is the laser okay? 

S: do you want me tofix it? 

s: okay 

(BC, May IO/OO, pp. 3 7-39) 

Even the fact that the laser was not properly adjusted, and that Brenda clearly expressed a 

desire to ignore this detail in the momenf hints at the presence of contradictions on a 

more mundane level. That is, speechless communication depends on the effectiveness of 

alternative means, but one soon gets tired of the endless need to adjust and fiddle with the 

mechanical details - to the point of communicating in spite of defective devices. 

Brenda's account M e r  reinforced the paradoxical nature of life, and communication, 

with ALS. To be so close to one's goal, and yet to face the impossibility of its attainment 

leads one to previously unknown leveIs of hstration - and sometimes to reflections 



about the very meaning of such an existence. Brenda's thoughts fiom an earlier visit 

captured similar ideas with even more poignancy: "[ ...I Emotional pain too. I want to die 

some days. Futility - can ' r  participate in lqe" (BC, April 25/00' p. 12). It was also at this 

stage of the fieldwork that I learned about Brenda's dependence on the inner solitude of 

her own thoughts to escape htility and find silent solace in spite of the external 

expectations such withdrawd induced in others. 

A Private Dreamv State 

It was during my third visit with Brenda that she began our dialogue by spelling 

the following: 

B: @) I-m [I in] s-1-e-e-p {sleepy] r-a-I- [rain] 

S: so the rain makes you feel sleepy? 

B: (P) Yes 
d-r-e-a-m- [dreamy] I-I-k-e [l ih it?] 

(BC, May 1 O/OO. p. 24) 

A short time Iater, she repeated the same idea: 

... 
@) j-u-s-t - d-r-e- /jist dreamy] f-u-pi-n-t [tap into] I-t [tap into it] 
(b) laughs hearti& 

Brenda's invitation to "tap into" her dreamy state came as a surprise. The quiet, personal 

and introspective nature of her mood triggered in me that familiar sense of intruding on 

highly sensitive territory. I proceeded cautiously with queries about what this 

"dreaminess" consisted of, what things affected it, and how it impacted her 

communication with others. Brenda explained that it depended somewhat on the weather 

as well as sleep leveIs. "It 's a private dreamy state that I don 't share with everybody ", 

she added (BC, May 10/00, p. 29-30). Though Brenda descnied this state of dreamy 

siIence as qualitatively different than the physicai silencing of her voice due to ALS, she 



also related stories about how people quite often misinterpreted her withdrawal as a sign 

of cognitive impairment. Still, she conc~uded that the ability to travel the inner laadscape 

of her mind witbout any obligation to justify such activity to others was "one advantage " 

(BC, July 19/00, p. 51) of being without a physical voice. At the same time, the 

loneliness inherent in such activity was 'Sometimes tao much " (BC, July 19/00, p. 52). 

In retrospect, I came to appreciate Brenda's suggestion that I capitalize on her 

dreaminess as an invitation to see beyond the pragmatics of '?lands on" communication, 

and afhm the intuitive aspects of non-verbal hctioning. I reflected on this phenomenon 

in a follow-up summary to Brenda in so doing, 1 linked her own "private dreamy state" 

to the following poetic images used by Jean-Dominique Bauby (1  997) in which he 

desm'bes the richness of his own inner experience following a massive stroke that left 

him without movement, or speech: 

[...I My mind rakesflight like a buttefly ... " @. 5) 
When blessed silence return. I can listen to the butteflies 
thatjlutter inside my head To hear them. one must be calm 
and pay close attention, for their wingbeats are barely audible. 
Loud breathing is enough to drown them out. This is astonishing: 
My hearing does not improve, yet I hear them better and better. 
I must have butte fly hearing. " b. 97) 

Brenda had herself read this book only months prior to her diagnosis. During our next 

visit we re-opened the topic, and she confirmed my interpretations with a few words and 

some very affirmative non-verbal cues. 

S: [...I Ifeel like I'm understanding what you 're 
Telling me 
Is that the sense you 're gemirg? 

B: (b) nods and smiles gently 
@) v-e-r- [very] m-u- [very much?] s-o [very much so] 

S: [...I We're on the same page then right? 

3: (b) m i l a  and nod3 

(BC. July 19/00, p. 65) 



In the writing of her autobiography Brenda illustrates her inner journey most powerfully. 

She starts from that place of inner solitude, moves to the obvious difficulty and potential 

htility of her current c i r m c e s ,  and emerges with an image that points toward the 

spiritual dimensions of her experience. 

I live in the confines of my mind now and vicariously, through the lives 
and creations of others [...I. So sharp are the confines of my mind. 

l am  thrust onto convoluted one-way Innes of existence, like traversing 
logging trails in the dense forest of northern Ontario that eventually meet 
up with the Trans-Canada highway. 

I am a pupae waitiingfor the time of my release. (Cupelli. 2000, p. I )  

Brenda's written work cleaily suggests that life with ALS is a spiritual journey. 

Other participants conveyed similar befiefs with tremendous conviction. Included 

in their message was the idea that communication itself can be enriched by an 

awareness of the deeper, more mysterious aspects of life, 

Praver and Providence 

Words such as "miracle", "providence", "prayer", "mystical", 'Taith" and 

"meaning" repeatedly appeared h my conversations with participants. These concepts 

were mostly mentioned with respect to the incurable, and terminal, aspects of ALS. At 

times, however, the descriptions of certain dady chafIenges - including that of speechless 

communication - also contained references to the holy. The most direct example of this 

occurred when Erma Rozsa recounted the story of a fi-iend's recent illness and subsequent 

recovery. Erma clearly attriiutes such healing to the forces of divine intervention and 

draws an interesting parallel between prayer and communication. 

E: We have a very goodfirend 
Kho (whispering) suddenly had a ma@r heart attack 
... 
she 's some younger than we me 
And not the kind of person you 51 think [.-.I 
Would have a heart attack 

H: (b) cries more loudly 



E: [...I It was major 
Two arteries blocked 
... 
Shefinally had the surgery 
She was in the hospital for three weeks [...I 
two days before her surgery 

H: @) cries 

E: we aflprayedfor her [...I 
She came through the surgery 
She 's home now 
Talked to her this morning 
*.. 
absolutely establishes 
Once more for me 
That God cares 

H: (b) cries 

E: and then with each other 
We can tell each other 
... 
H: (b) continues to cry 

(HR. Aug 24/00. pp. 112-1 13) 

In conjunction with this story, Erma showed me a magazine article about prayer with 

which she had resonated in her experience of supporting other during times of sickness 

and adversity. In particular, Erma implied that prayer consisted of communication with 

others, as well as with God. The following is a short excerpt of the dialogue aimed at 

exploring this concept in more depth: 

S: [...I It @rayer) opens up a whole new level of communication 

E: mm-hmm 

S: not only 
On the spiritual level 
But j u t  among people 



E: among people (nodding) 
... 
you need to be together 

(HR. Aug 24/00, pp. 113-1 14) 

Erma expanded on my interpretations, and Henry confirmed them. Amidst tears, he 

added to his wife's comments with the two words "outside support" (HR, Aug 24/00, p. 

1 14). Some time later in the same conversation he also gave me an enthusiastic "thumbs 

up" signal in response to my question about whether prayer had made a difference for 

him (HR, Aug 24/00, p. 134). 

When I explored this concept with Ruth CoIe, she also indicated that spiritual 

conviction played a huge role in her approach to life with ALS and altered speecb. She 

did not link prayer directly to communication; rather, her perspective echoed the Rozsas' 

words about "support among peopIe9*. 

S: I wondered whether this was my idea 
Or whether you would look at prayer that way too 
Mether you see it as a communication medium 

R: not really 
... 
But then I haven 't thought of it in that aspect 
... 
I wouldn 't say as a communication 
Because it S a support 
More than communication 

S: [...I Yeah it 's a way ofhavingpeople express their support 
It's community 

R: yeah 
... 
That's more the way l see it 

(RC, September 8/00. pp. 87-88) 

It may be then that prayer is support is community is communication. Prayer may contain 

all of these things in such a way that the whole becomes greater than the sum of its parts 



- and underlying the whole is the idea that communication with others, and with the 

divine, can facilitate healing and sustain hope. Ruth's story about becoming ill supports 

these ideas in as much as she descnies feeling "lucky " (RC, July 15/00, p. 8) about the 

providential timing of her diagnosis, and consequently able to approach disability with a 

positive attitude. 

R: I think the reason that I have been able to look at things the way I do [so positively] 
,.. 
Is because [...I 
I got my diagnosis two days befire Easter 

S: so for you 
That was almost providential? 
Is that what you mean? 

R: I think so 
Became 
All of a sudden 
I had all these things just 
Put right inji-ont of me and 
I did a whole lot of reading that weekend 
i read [a magazine] by Billy Graham 
I looked up all the scriptures that he referred to in that article 
... 
and I highlighted most of them because you would have sworn they were written for me 
At that time 
..* 
It was a@r I got through that 
It was "okay" 
.*. 

Once I really also came to gnps with the speech thing 
And got past that 
-.. 
then 
It was okay 

(RC. July 18/00. pp. 35-36) 

Ruth seemed to link the process by which she accepted her terminal diagnosis to that with 

which she internalized the changes in her speech. Spiritual resources offered her a 



significant buffer in the face of progressive changes in her ability to communicate as well 

as unprecedented personal losses on a larger lifddeath scale. 

Brenda's reflections on the spiritual meaning of her illness, as well as some of her 

early childhood experiences, go even h h e r  to reinforce the idea that barriers and losses 

can be transcended, and that communication can occur on a level that does not require 

physical speech. 

Iperceive the lessons my soul seeh to learn. no matter how di#?cult, or 
how long and arduous the hike. My srruggle with ALS is a roadblock that I 
believe was predestined to occur. What I choose to learn fiom this 
spiritual experience andjourney determines the outcome. 
r...1 
Looking back it seems to me my earliest childhood memories are mystical 
in nature. I was a restless, M*OW child always pushing the boundaries of 
my mother's patience. One of myjrst memories is wearing a leather 
harness that smelled vaguely like un'ne. The harness was attached to a 
rope that was hooked to the clothesline in the long crabgrass of the back 
yard [...I I was just a year old and learning how to walk I leaned forward 
to stand on my legs, but the rope was tangled around me. throwing o f m y  
balance. and over Ifell back to the groove my wet bottom had curved in 
the grass. A tall man with long, wavy brown hair and a beard, appeared 
suddenly in front of me. There was a golden aura around him. He talked to 
me like an adult. Ifilt no fear and understood every word he spoke. But I 
have no recollection, now, of what was said to me. I had other visitations 
during my childhood - a memorable one occurred when I was about five 
years old. I woke in the middle of the night, screaming in pain. My right 
ear war badly infected. My mother was incapable of consoling me. In 
desperation, she called the la& next door, named Alice. She came over 
right away. She poured warm olive oil down my ear which instantly at 
the pain. It had a soothing efect on me. Alone in the dark again, I 
snuggled contentedly in my bed. Suddenly, the room lit up. A beautifil 
lady appeared in a long, royal blue robe. She said "Don? be afiaid 
child". Your ear will be fine. It is the ear which you will receive messages 
f)om the spirits. Always t& heed of it. You have many burdens to carry in 
this life but don't forget that we me never far, You are deeply loved. " I 
rolled over andfell into a deep, peacefilsleep. (Cupelli, 2000, pp.34) 

Images of hearing messages, seeking to connect and understand, communicating with 

spiritual beings, and hding peace following hardship, all provide glimpses of Brenda's 

belief in, and interaction with mystery. Whether it be among people, in relationship to 



some divine representation, or even with oneself, prayer and belief in Providence seemed 

to give her, and other participants, an added level of understanding, communication, and 

support. It is in stories such as rhose quoted above, as we11 as in the heartfelt humor of 

statements such as "ugh God, please help me " (RC, July 15/00, p. 19), or "God is here. 

but why THIS? " ( H R ,  May 24/00), that the spiritual aspects of coping with ALS and 

communicating without speech become clear. 

As Ronnie Rabin (I 985) descri'bes it so beautifidly: 

Ifl had to write a formula. I'd say [...I add one magical part of special 
essence. Find it in bemttfil young children, in wise old men, on the grass 
of a dew laden swnrner morning. l have no idea where it comesfiom. 
Maybe it's alchemy [...I. It's a certain snength, a certain transcendence. 
@. 210-212). 

Chauter Summaw 

It is evident h m  the many profound stories participants so willingIy shared that 

the meaning underlying their experiences of speechless communication extended far 

beyond the practical aspects of transmitting ideas. Participants revealed that the 

integration of a life-dtering condition such as ALS, with its widespread physical and 

emotional implications, can be mediated by a level of understanding that adds "sense" to 

seemingly "senseless" c i r c m c e s  (McFeat, 1999; Cupelli, 2000). Their varied 

experiences demonstrated that apparendy irreconcilable contrasts can be embraced, 

purposeful activity can be mourned, i n t ~ a I  wanderings can provide comfort, and prayer 

can facilitate contact with the Other - human, or divine. 
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Cha~ter 12: Links. Cifks, and Possibilities 

The discoveries I made together with Brent, Henry, Millie, Ruth and Brenda 

represent for me a tangible example of how our community narrative can be enn'chd by 

creating space for those whose stories are typically kept at the margins. Each one of these 

people added their unique perspective to the beginnings of a discourse on communication 

and ALS. In so doing, they have made the voices of PALS more audible. 

The writing of this final chapter began after much reflection about the impact of 

participants' input, the rhythm of our exchanges, and the written content of previous 

chapters. The act of distilling and summarizing the essence of these processes represents 

in itself another phase of the inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). In keeping with concepts 

of textuality and reflexivity (Usher, I996), my aim here is to deepen my understanding of 

the present research by integrating the conceptual and experiential material to which it 

gave rise. I will therefore 1) summarize the discoveries I made vis-a-vis communication 

and ALS, 2) identify relevant methodological findings, and 3) articulate an understanding 

of how these discoveries have influenced, and been influenced by, my interaction with 

the topic - both in practice, and on paper. 

I begin below with a more traditional analysis of the study's strengths and 

weaknesses; a summary of its implications for future research and practice will follow in 

a later section of the chapter. It is my hope that such an exercise will demonstrate how 

research issues that were initially seen as problematic became the principle strengths of 

the inquiry process. An overview of the study's outcome, both relative to topical 

discoveries and methodological findings will be provided along with reflections on its 

impact relative to my professionaVpersona1 development Additionally, the chapter will 

provide an overview of issues including the natural conclusion of in-person interviews, 

the unpredictable nature of interpretive research, the inherent reciprocity of 

colIaborativdnarrative work, and the overall "essence" of the study's outcome. It is 

important to note that this fld piece of the research narrative is written with the 

knowledge that no story remains static. That is, the research account that reaches its 
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conclusion here will most likely change in and through its future retellings (Sandelowski, 

1993; Pany & Doan, 1994). 

Strength in Weakness 

The absence of both applied and textual b e w o r k s  for the implementation of my 

research ideas were issues of significant concern prior to undertaking the study, and for 

some time into the initial stages of interviewing and writing. Indeed, the intangibility of 

my research methods prior to engaging in the fieldwork was identified by others (and 

myself) as the study's main weakness early on. The lack of predictability in my approach 

to issues such as 1) the content of interview questions, 2) the duration of my involvement 

with participants, 3) the unorthodox combination of various inquirylanalysis techniques, 

and 4) the non-prescnied structure of the fhd research document, alI resulted in a 

certain level of anxiety within me - as we11 as some questions fiom others regarding the 

study's credibility. 

As the previous account of my interactions with participants would suggest, 

however, the lack of any 'koadmap" with respect to the "how" of practicing and 

researching communication within the ALS context constituted the very basis h m  which 

my discoveries took shape. In this sense, 1 slowly learned to shed traditional formulae and 

appreciate that my research was grounded in its very subscription to an open-ended, 

ecclectic and reflexive approach. The above points were therefore addressed as the 

research proceeded and were viewed as merent aspects of the discovery process. More 

specifically 

1) Rather than gather data h m  a predetermined set of questions that would 

inevitably include or exclude information based on my perception of content 

reIevance/inelevance, I chose to adopt an open stance in which I could respond to 

participants' identification of pertinent issues. The lack of set interview questions dowed 

for increased receptivity on my part in allowing conversations with participants to unfold 

according to their preferred focus (Kvale, 1996; Freedman & Combs, 1996). 

2) The open-ended time line for in-person contact created a context in which 

participants' changing, and often diminishing levels of physicd stamina could be 



monitored and respected - again, ensuring that their input was inherent to the 

development of an appropriate method (Marlett, 1997). The early discussions I had with 

participants regarding the impact of "Limited Energy" reinforced its relevance as both a 

process and content issue that might well have been overlooked under a prescnied 

schedule for data collection. 

3) The use of inquiry and analysis techniques that borrowed from both Narrative 

and Grounded Theory approaches served to operationalize the concept of 

exploratory/descriptive research as the study of phenomena by way of multiple methods 

that expaud rather than contain (Miller & Crabtree, 1992; Marlett, 1997). The circular 

metaphor underlying the exchange of stories, the act of repeatedly reflecting on and 

revising data, the review of ideas with participants, and the reflexive process of writing, 

all served to illustrate that knowledge is created through an interactive process of 

exchange. Knowledge is not passively waiting to be discovered (Bateson, 1972; Smith, 

1997). 

4) Finally, the lack of a predictable format for writing produced a context in 

which new discoveries could surface f?om the very act of redaction, and the texts' 

ensuing structure. The emergence of the h a l  memo ''map" serves as a tangible example 

of how writing can unveil the movement of inquiry rather than represent its static 

outcome (Usher, 1996). 

The inherent subjectivity of the above practices, and their rationale, may also be 

perceived as a shortcoming in that the study's findings cannot be objectively assessed 

apart fiom the inquirer. Indeed, they cannot (Sandelowski, 1993)! The strength of 

interpretive inquiry rests on the very idea that the researcher is its most valuable tooI, and 

Lhat all discoveries are linked in some way to hidher particular world-view (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 1998; Parry & Doan, 1994). My objective here has been to acknowledge my 

personal iduence on the process of inquiry as integral, and essential, to the relevance of 

its revelations. Tangiile markers of such a research practice can be found in my gradual 

discernment of when to conclude active data collection. 



Saturation 

Prior to entering the field, the issue of saturation within the context of exploratory 

research remained somewhat of a mystery to me. I wondered how many people I would 

need to interview, or how much information I wodd need to gather, in order to have 

"enough" (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). Would the recurrence of similar information among 

different participants serve as a signal that data collection was complete? Or, would the 

recurrence of similar information witbin the stories of each participant indicate that the 

research topic had been sufficiently explored? The advice I received in this regard was to 

simply allow the field experience to d o i d  and to trust the ongoing exchange between 

participants and myself as an environment in which the need to terminate interviews 

would naturally transpire (Marlett, personal communication, summer 2000). The caveat 

that I have since added to this is the understanding that saturation is an ideal concept that 

cannot be Wly realized in practice (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). No matter how much data 

is collected, there will always be another point or perspective "out there" that has yet to 

be discerned and understood. Following this particular field experience, I believe this to 

be especially true of exploratory research that seeks to interact with the unidentified, 

rather than explain the identified. 

With this in mind, my conversations with participants did indeed come to a 

natural conclusion that was jointly agreed upon. These moments occurred after 

approximately six months of fieldwork. i was preparing for my third and fourth 

interviews with Brenda, Millie and H w ,  at the the, I had also completed an initial 

interview with Ruth Cole and expected to meet with her once more. The data were 

beginning to revisit previously expbred ideas and my sense was that the next few weeks 

would complete the data collection phase of the project. 

It was Brenda Cupefi who first alerted me to the idea that saturation was a 

theoretical ideal, and that exploration can be ongoing - at least with respect to 

communication and ALS. We were wrapping up our fourth interview when I began: 

S: [...I I'm starting to see things repeat rhemseZves 

B: (b) nods slightly in agreement 



S: [...I ifyou think of the issue that I'm researching 
I .  your sense that you still have a lot to tell me f...] 

B: @) points to yes and no alternately 
... 
B: (p) a-1-w-a-y- [alwaysl 

S: [... ] Always have more to say [...I? 

B: (b) no& and voices very sojffy 

PC, July 19/00, p. 98) 

In other words, there will always be issues to discuss and discover relative to speechless 

communication for PALS. Brenda's words suggest that "saturation" of this dialectical 

process does not rest in the amount of conceptual material relayed, but rather in the 

recognition that conversational discoveries are by their very nature open-ended and 

ongoing. Completeness is embodied in the fullness of the exchange, rather than in the 

finality of its outcome. 

Other participants provided similarly unexpected, though clear indicators that our 

collaborative interviewing pmcess was nearing completion. Henry's response to my 

questions about the apparent repetition of previously discussed topics and the 

completeness of our data was to nod emphatically and give me the "thumbs up" signal 

with both hands (HR, Aug 24/00, p. 137). Millie Iooked somewhat bewildered when I 

asked if she feit there was more Ieft for us to explore. She simply laughed, shrugged her 

shouIders and wrote, "I'm just hying to answeryou " (MB, July 29/00, p. 56) - a 

statement that echoed Brenda's view that the research conversation could potentially go 

on and on. During my second, and last, interview with Ruth Cole I also presented her 

with a question about the compIeteness of the information gathered over the course of our 

two visits. Her fatigue was apparent and she concIuded with the words "I think we have 

[covered things] today " (RC, September 8/00, p. 95). 

Active field work thus came to a gradual stop based on the joint agreement 

between participants and myself regarding the sufficiency (in quantity and depth) of the 



information gathered. Saturation had been practically achieved despite its elusiveness at 

an ideal Ievel. 

The Unexpected 

As I prepared to move Eom active data collection to the task of writing about my 

experience in reflexive tenns, I began to inwardly name and mentally "massage" the 

ways in which my research had taught me - causing my personal landscape to shift and 

expand. Of particular note was the newfound realization that my own perceptions could 

not be sqarated from the stories of the people I had intetviewed. Through my own 

participation in the collaborative process, I had effectively opened myself to others and 

accepted the possibility of inner change. I had engaged in a process whereby my own 

reiationship to the worId would be altered as a result of my enactment of research 

concepts and communication through alternative means. In this sense, whatever 

conceptual discoveries might emerge Eom the research endeavour would be inextricabIy 

linked to, and might potentially alter, my own personal experience as a healthy, mobile, 

speaking, professional, female researcher (Kendo, 1990; Parry & Doan, 1994). 

The most powerfitl example of this interplay between the conceptual and the 

personal occurred when I received a group e-mail informing me of Brent Dewar's death 

toward the end of the summer. The news left me staring at my computer monitor for 

some time - with images of our April visit appearing in my mind. I later documented my 

thoughts on paper. 

Even though my knowledge of ALS told me at some rational level that this 
was bound to happen some time, Brent's death seemed strangely 
unexpected, or like it had come too soon. And then I remembered that it 
had come too soon. 

This exgerience has brought meface toface with thoughts of my own 
mortality. [...I I have been reminded once again of how this research has 
and will take me to areas that transcend the academic puqose of the 
assignment. No research method can "control" death and no explanation 
can diminish its impact. Rather, the research oflers me a privileged place 
jiom which to learn about and reflect on I@ in all its shades ofgrey. As I 
write this, lfeel saddened by Brent 'spassing as well as humbled by the 



complmanty of its larger meuning. (Research Journal. September 1/00, p. 
1 1) 

Intennittent thoughts of Brent would return to me as I proceeded to write about 

the research. His perspective added another angle to my evolving discoveries about 

speechless communication among PALS. His conttiiution altered my understanding of 

peopIe giving in the midst of adversity. I began to appreciate his participation as a 

naturai and tangible exampie of living one's dying. It is my view that the presence of his 

voice in this manuscript, and the impact of his story on me, are examples of how he 

remains a part of the world he was forced to leave behind. Brent's input has interacted 

with my own perception of reality (e.g., tieedom of movement, ease of expression. living, 

dying), my u n d m d i n g  of stories fiom other participants, and my integration of certain 

research practices (e-g., honoring the unexpected through use of evolutionary methods). 

Put sirnpIy, my world has been altered as a resuIt of our conversations (Kvale, 1996; 

Freedman & Combs, 1996; Parry & Doan, 1994). 

Discoveries 

There are many other significant discoveries that have come fiom my interactions 

with participants and my experience of writing about them. The previous chapters of this 

thesis tell the story of how I identified the topic of my study, how I discerned the process 

by which I could comfortably explore this topic, and how these aspects of the research 

enterprise interacted in dynamic ways. What follows is a sununary of the principle 

discoveries that materialized out of this processes. 

Communication Issues and ALS 

The most obvious lesson to be gleaned h m  my work is that the practice of 

speechless communication for PALS encompasses a range of issues beyond that which i 

envisaged prior to undertaking this project, The stories toId by participants, the 

interactions I witnessed and engaged in during interviews, and the intricate map of links 

and movement between emerging ideas present a picture of breadth and richness that has 

forced me to enlarge my definition of concepts such as communication, community and 

coping. A conceptual note of particular interest is the way in which participants' stories 



have changed my understanding of communication as a culturally defined phenomenon, 

and offered in vivo examples of how intersubjective realities can be communicated and 

shared across language modalities (Goode, 1994,1996). In fact, the culturaVlihguisti~, 

deaflhearing, speakinglnon-speaking parameters of community with which I began this 

work are no longer as prominent in my thhhg Wead, I return to ideas such as "care" 

(rather than speech, hearing, or ability), "effort" (rather than efficiency), and "mutualiality" 

(rather than similarity) as a basis h m  which to think about communication between 

people (Gilligan, 1982) - whatever their preferred mode of expression. 

As such, my interactions with the five research participants led to the 

identification and exploration of issues related to communication quality, interpersonal 

functioning, community involvement, persona1 identity, communication strategies, ways 

of coping, and aspects of meaning. I wiII now provide a brief summary of the general 

content of these broader communication areas. It should be noted, however, that the 

descriptive narrative of participants' varied input contained in the previous seven 

chapters captures the essence of these different issues much more effectively 

(Sandelowski, 1993; Miller & Crabtree, 1992; Dwzin & Lincoln, 1998; Kvale, 1996). 

First, and foremost, it is clear from the stories documented herein that the quality 

of speechless communication wries more weight for people with ALS than the quantity 

of information transmitted. Respect for dwindling energy levels, willingness to take 

enough time, conscious use of eye contact, carem fistening, and participatory 

conversational practices all pIay a part in facilitating contact between speaker and non- 

speaker, Accessibility to and comfort with such processes is largely related to the quality 

of the emotional bond between those conversing. 

The relational world of people with ALS is often varied and changeable. Through 

contact with caregivers, other professionals (e.g., doctors, rehabilitation practitioners, 

researchers), family, fiends and even strangers, the ill person must adjust to an array of 

relationaI situations that nattuaIly present different communicative challenges. The 

combination of losing one's voice and having to function in an increasingly populated 

personal environment can entail previously &own levels of isolation due to exclusion 
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from spoken conversation and the associated task of learning (as well as teaching others) 

in the practice of new communication techniques. The ability to partake of group 

discussions may vary according to leveIs of both voice and energy early on, and one-on- 

one communication most often becomes easier during the later stages of ALS. Caregivers 

can play a crucial role in facilitating (and sometimes interpreting) or impeding 

communication - and therefore inclusion - for the non-speaker. 

Contact with the outside world and the existence of community support both 

played an important role in promoting a sense of inclusion and purpose among those i 

interviewed. The sense of taking part in one's community can take on many appearances 

including: the sharing of support by word or gesture among friends and family, contact 

and discussion with other PALS (either in person or online) and/or intentional 

contributions to research, organizations and/or community events for the benefit of ALS 

awareness. For some, the loss of voice can highlight a corresponding decrease in power 

relative to personal interactions and/or systemic injustices. 

The concept of voice appeared to be linked in variable and complex ways to 

participants' personal sense of identity. Fear of difference, disability or death together 

with assumptions about there being a Iink between physical appearance and 

inteIIigencdability levels, can cause people to ignore, label or reject people with ALS at 

6rst sight. For some, this reality was more tangrile than for others - but in all cases, 

changes in one's physicaI voice was identified as an aspect of functioning that can 

significantly affect an individuaI's sense of self The understanding that expressive 

communication contributes directly to one's view of (and relationship with) the world 

reinforced the idea that perceptions vary greatly for people with and without voice. An 

awareness of and attentiveness to this distinction on the part of others can facilitate 

effective communication for PALS. 

Research participants provided numerous and creative examples of how 

speechless communication can be overcome through the use of technological devices, 

ordinary household items, or a combination of both. Gestures can naturally complement 

such techniques, as can the act of writing for conversational purposes. The written word 



was also identified as an important medium for disseminating one's personal story to 

others. The impact of lost muscle control on emotional responses among people with 

ALS was noted as a potential cause for misunderstanding or discomfort on the part of 

speaking individuals who may not be aware of the common discrepancy between internal 

feelings and their exaggerated external manifestation. 

Issues of coping with a lost or fading voice seemed to parallel strategies 

participants employed in the face of their terminal diagnosis. By all accounts, humor 

plays a key role in buffering the difficult task of adjusting to the challenges of 

progressive changes in one's speech. Past experience, appreciation for previously 

overlooked assets and a concerted effort to focus on Life in the present moment can also 

provide resources for coping with changes relative to communication. 

Finally, issues of meaning emerged as both a source of support for people with 

ALS, as well as an added and somewhat mysterious dimension to functioning without 

speech. Reconciliation with losses in communication incIuded a reliance on the inner 

sanctum of one's thoughts, a recognition of sometimes futile physical circumstances, an 

ability to reconcile or accept the contrasts and extremes of ALS, and a dependence on 

prayer and providence as a source of comfort and support. Each of these issues seems to 

reinforce the idea that human existence is hught with unanswerable questions and that 

non-verbaI communication can help mediate such unknowns as much as - and perhaps 

more than - the exchange of spoken mqsages. 

Evolutionary Research Methods 

Alongside the content-oriented tasks of documenting and describing participants' 

ideas and experiences related to communication, my involvement with this project has 

increased my appreciation for the implications of engaging in research practices that are 

process-oriented. The "hands on" meaning of praxis became increasingly real for me as I 

learned to inquire about, reflect on, and take action within a re1ationa.I context. My 

involvement in this circular process of exchange in the field engendered certain changes 

relative to my conceptual and applied understanding of qualitative research techniques. 
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The following is a brief summary of the specific strategies for inquiry that evolved out of 

the current work and that might prove useful in other research contexts. 

The proper application of a collaborative method requires that the researcher 

become the main ?tool" in carrying out the inquiry process (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). 

This means that experiential events arising h m  the researcher's interaction with the 

topic, participants, and the act of writing itseIf deserve attention as avenues into 

understanding the subject, the process and the outcome of the research more I l ly .  

Examples of this include (but are not limited to) the analysis of how one's personal 

paspective re1ate.s to h e  research endeavor, the identification and processing of moments 

when discomfort might interfere with field interactions or data integration, and the 

recognition that conceptual discoveries can result in personal change. 

ExpIoration of a topic requires expansive ways of approachmg its study. The use 

of metaphor (e.g., the circular boundary) to guide the process, the use of stories (e.g., 

conversations) as data, and the use of a semi-structured framework for documentation 

(e.g., memos) are effective tools for engaging, responding to and describing the potential 

dimensions of a complex issue (Marletf 1997). In this particular case, the effectiveness of 

these strategies within the context of mostly unspoken research conversations served to 

reinforce their inherent versatility and validity. 

In more concrete terms, certain documentation techniques empIoyed in the current 

project proved particularly useful in representing non-verbal data The combined use of 

audio-tapes and written notes fbm certain participants provided a reIiable system for 

recording verbatim conversations. Further, the transcription of interviews using Marlett's 

(1997) non-punctuated technique together with codes for the representation of 

transmission modes helped to textually convey the rhythm and character of participants' 

varied approaches to communication 

Findy, the m t i v e  metaphor offers conversational techniques (e.g., listening, 

witnessing) for accessing and responding to the experiences of others in mutual fishion 
' while maintaining a reliabIe focus on the stories of the target population. In the case of 

people with A L S ,  or other individds whose heaith circumstances demand attention and 



necessitate care, such an approach can provide a hmework for research that is centered 

on the perspectives of hose who expexience the given condition first hand. 

Professional and Personal Insights 

The discclveria I made relative to communication among PALS and the process 

of collaborativdexploo research inevitably interacted with the personal and 

professional perspectives I brought to this work. Some of the resulting changes in my 

thinking have been mentioned within the context of previous sections (e.g., The 

Unexpected). I include here some additional thoughts about how the CUrTent research has 

produces new insights relative to my personaVprofessiona1 perspective. 

My depiction of ALS as an illness that, among other things, entails speechIessness 

due to physical paralysis, has been transformed into a moving picture of ideas that 

descnie communication among PALS as a qualitative, interactive and creative activities, 

which are tied to personal, community and existential issues in unique ways. I am less 

comfortable with the idea of forecasting the physical and hctionai outcome associated 

with bodily circumstances; instead, I am drawn to the use of reflexive dialogue as a 

medium through which to interact with and capture the essence of each person's unique 

reality (Schwandt, 1994; Freedman & Combs, 1996) 

My grasp of clinical practices such as "tistening" and "witnessing" has become 

more grounded as a result of experimenting with the in vivo application of such concepts 

in conversation with participants. 1 transparently capitalized on my status as researcher in 

order to explore aspects of speechless communication transactions that might otherwise 

have been overlooked, In so doing, I focused on creating a space in which participants 

stories might be shared and head, and engaged in a process of active reflection in order 

to highlight the impact their descriptions had on my own understanding of the topic. This, 

in tum, provided new input into participants' stories about communication. The entire 

process saved to iiiustrate that &ties are created and re-created thmugh the dialogicd 

meeting and expansion of world-views (Parry & Doan, 1994). 

Finally, my own sense of "voice " has been dtered as a result of acknowIedging 

the personal nature of this research project Contrary to the positivist conviction that alI 



claims of value or knowledge must be endorsed by some external source, the current 

research has offered me experiential proof that the validity of new ideas rests in the 

transparency of their constructed nature- Internal perceptions, lived experiences and 

relational contexts all contribute to the stitching together of one's world view (Bateson, 

1972; Freedman & Combs, 1996). Such a subjective basis for knowledge does not make 

it less valid, but rather more grounded and personally relevant (Kendo, 1990). In 

collaboration with participants, I explored communication from their perspective and 

described a pattern of issues that not onIy represents aspects of their personaf stories, but 

also adds new layers to my own conceptualization of speechless communication. The 

tapestry of ideas that is represented herein would not have taken shape as it did without 

our respective involvement in the exploration (Sandelowski, 1993). I have learned to 

acknowledge the importance of incorporating my own voice into the telling of the 

research story. The act of writing with consciousness and without a set formula has in 

itself constituted an invaluable tool for inquiry. The text is the ground from which my 

field discoveries have emerged. The research narrative is thus, as much a part of my own 

story as it is an attempt to honor the stories of participants. 

With the crystallization of the topic's conceptual and applied dimensions, I 

approached the final phase of my involvement with participants. In order for the research 

to reach a fitting conciusion, it was imperative that I visit once more with each person, 

and share the ways in which hehis  input into the study had been both textually 

represented and personally incorporated into my understanding of speechless 

communication. 

Giving Back 

As the present manuscript neared compIetion, I made plans for my concluding 

conversations with participants. I had prepared Brenda, MilIie, Henry and Ruth for these 

follow-up visits h m  the outset; and each person conhned their interest in meeting one 

more time as I e-mailedJfaxed with the particulars1g. The approach of these visits signaled 

l9 In an effort to honor the follow-up process with Brent, contact was made with his wife who accepted the 
invitation ofjointly reviewing the rtsearch marmscript 



the arrival of a moment in the research process that I had eagerly visuaIized during my 

many hours of writing. I feIt excited about seeing people again and honored to be given 

yet another opportunity in which to learn from their responses to the information I now 

had to share with them. 

Due to certain IogisticaI factors related to the progress of my writing and 

participants' availability, these find visits actuaUy took pIace following the complete 

redaction of the present manuscript. As a result, a brief synopsis of their reflections and 

feedback regarding the study's outcome was written subsequent to this final chapter and 

can be found in the epilogue (see p. 187). My focus here is to relate this particular stage 

of the research process back to the Narrative concepts elaborated upon in earlier chapters. 

My fieldwork had encompassed numerous and tangible opportunities to Listen. En 

my conversations with participants, I was abIe to experiment and gain comfort with "a 

position of not knowing" (GooIishian & Anderson, 1990). While acknowledging my 

background and status as researcher and professional, I deliierately focused on 

participants' incomparable level of expertise with respect to ALS and speechless 

communication. Interest and curiosity were tempered with a conscious effort to "simply 

listen" and "create space for stories" (Freedman & Combes, 1996; Rappaport, 1995) 

within the collaborative action-reflection kmework I had adopted for exploration. 

To share the resulting reseamh story with participants echoed earlier examples of 

the interplay between listening and witnqsing that I had noted fiom the fieid (eg., 

"Tears", "Communication is Power" and "Participation of Others"). That is, my purpose 

in explaining the study's outcome included a commitment to outwardly descn'be ihe 

moments at which discovery had arisen out of my experience of hearing, and interndly 

responding to, the stories people shared. Thus, the closing stage of our research 

conversations would continue to promote a reciprocal process in which participants had 

an opportunity to hear about how their disclosures and actions had impacted on another, 

as we11 as given rise to new knowledge about communication among PALS. Integral to 

this exchange was the recognition that our respective personal narratives had been re- 



storied to include images related to the research experience (Epston & White, 1990; Parry 

& Doan, 1994). 

Research and Practice Re-vised 

A question that is typically posed at the conclusion of most research studies is: 

"what are the implications of these findings for future research andfor practice?". The 

personaYinterpretive nature of the current work however prompts me to ask this question 

in a way that invites firrther exploration and possibilities rather than requiring conclusive 

directives. In other words, I am left asking myself how can I integrate the above 

discoveries into my future interactions with PALS, or others who use alternative means 

of communication? And, how can this be incorporated into a revised approach to research 

and clinicai practice? 

The most obvious recommendation is that the present research be followed with 

more of the same. To begin at the beginning is to create just that - a first glimpse. 

Communication issues among PALS wanant fiuther exploration fiom the perspective of 

different researchers and different participants. Implicit in this statement is the 

understanding that discoveries can not be repeated; rather the pursuit of Wer inquiry 

could potentially add new dimensions to our knowledge of both the topic of 

communication and ALS, as well as appropriate and integrated methods for its study. in 

the long tenn, it may also prove useful to focus in on any one of the topic areas descnied 

herein, and employ similar methods to explore their content in more depth. 

The current study has also provided experiential knowledge that supports the 

validity of open-ended, collaborative research methods. The use of conversations as a 

basis for inquiry, documentation and analysis firmly demonstrates that research is a 

narrative process, that stories are data (Marlett, 1997), and that such principles are 

relevant to the study of communication and ALS. The pursuit of research in this area 

could create an evolving knowledge base of topic-sensitive methods for the study of this, 

and other, specialized contexts in the human services field. 

From a practice perspective, the current work provides a beginning basis for the 

use of Narrative intervention techniques with individuals who rely on alternative means 



of communication. In fact, the use of 'listening" and "witnessing" appear to have even 

greater relevance when working with individuals whose unique perspectives are typically 

overlooked. There is something to be said for admitting ignorance, slowing down, and 

ensuring added quality in the exchange, where able-bodied culture might otherwise move 

quickly and miss much. The conscious act of identifying preconceived notions, 

acknowledging the expertise of another, and revealing the impact of their particular story 

are all ways in which the clinician can support those at the margins to make their 

perspectives known and realize creative solutions to the particular challenges they face. 

RipDres 

In closing, I return to the purpose of the w e n t  research. Exploration and 

description are the beginning of inquiry (Goode, 1994; Miller & Crabtree, 1992). My 

experience of this work has been textured with moments of excitement, uncertainty, 

discomfort, communion, exhaustion, awe, and reward, The parameters of my conceptual 

and relational worlds have shifted. ALS is now more familiar and carries with it the 

stories of five people. Speechless communication has lost its aura of ''mystery" and 

"difference", and carries with it the memories of several candid conversations. Narrative 

practices, and the benefits of storytelling, have become even more salient in my 

understanding of how values, knowIedge, and experience are constantly being re-created 

in our dialogues with one another. The exercise of engaging in this research has 

demonstrated for me that exploratory/m~aborative research techniques are narrative in 

their very nature (Marlett, I997), and that such an approach can highlight the voices of 

those who may otherwise remain silent (Rappaport, 1995). Indeed, this discovery has 

helped sotidim the ground fiom which I continue to hc t i on  and develop in my clinical 

work as a community-based counsellor. 

An image that continually r d a c e s  in my mind when I reflect on the experience 

of engaging in this research is that of a pebble being dropped into a deep pond. Circular 

ripples radiate out from the impact, becoming increasingly spread and creating ongoing 

waves into the distance. The pooI is deep, but the pebble's impact is most noticeable at 
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the surface. The tendency is not to search for the pebble at the bottom of the pond; rather, 

one is drawn to the pattern of movement and light that is manifested above. 

I have in essence asked a question - or dropped a pebble. The result has been a 

series of circular and dynamic discoveries that capture the essence of something much 

larger. The pattern is intriguing, but not set - or finished. The waves created fiom this 

particular research exercise may at some point resonate with the stories of people who 

experience ALS andfor speechlessness in other contexts- The varied feedback and 

responses offered by participants suggest that they have also drawn something fiom their 

involvement in this discovery process. My own relationship to the topic as well as to the 

work of inquiry has certainly been altered, and enriched. 

The thoughts that recur most vividly h m  my conversations with Brent, Brenda, 

Millie, Ruth and Henry are simple, yet profound. Perceptions do vary; therefore it 

behooves us to "listen slowly", This takes time. It also requires a certain sense of comfort 

with one's own discomfort, And no matter how short, how long, how simple, or how 

complex the conversation -'?here is always more". 
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E~ilorme 

My follow-up visits with participants took place in February of 2001 and marked 

at once the conclusion of my f o d  contact with them, as well as an important step in 

preparing for the oral presentation of my research. It was in sharing the manuscript w i ~  

the people whose stories fill these pages, and in listening to their varied responses to the 

final document, that I gained a renewed appreciation for the value of witnessing. That is, 

the process of preserving the integrity of mother's story while describing how it might 

have impacted on one's own understanding of the human experience. During each of 

these visits, I used the memo ''map" as a way into descn'bing the contents of the thesis 

and the manner in which each participant's input had been incorporated into the text. 

Through this process of exchange, each person reflected on how the research had 

provided a context for self-expression, for contributing knowledge and/or support to 

others, and/or for raising general awareness about some of the issues surrounding 

communication among PALS. Below is a brief synopsis of my closing conversations with 

Henry, Brent's wife, Brenda, Millie and Ruth. 

My final visit with the Rozsas was the first to rake place. Henry, Erma and I 

gathered in their living mom where we chatted briefly, and I descn'bed my experience of 

writing over the past several months. With tears and a double "thuxnbs up" signal, Henry 

confirmed the appropriateness of including his words in the opening preface (i.e., 

regarding the inclusion ofparticipaats' n p e s  in the manuscript). He seemed intrigued by 

the visual representation of the memos and asked for an electronic copy of the ''map" to 

keep on file and forward to his daughter who lives overseas. In a few written words, 

Henry summarized the importance of the research from his perspective: "I'm glad it 

could help "(HR, Feb 14/01). Given the Iength and personal significance of the 

manuscript's content however, Henry and Erma preferred to save its reading for a later 

date, rather than review any excerpts together. 

In my follow-up conversation with Brent Dewar's wife, I was once again 

sensitized to the privileges that accompany such research work. As we sat in a bright 

dining room, surrounded by an array of framed photographs - many of which included 
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Brent - I heard about the final stages of his illness, of how communication 

simultaneously increased in difficulty and importance during his last days, of how his 

death seemed to follow the rhythm of nature, and of how grief continues to permeate the 

daily routine. I read excerpts of the manuscript that included Brent's words and 

summarized the communication issues I had discovered with him and others. His wife 

indicated that much of what I desm'bed echoed many of the issues she and Brent had 

encountered relative to communication, as well as issues she had heard other PALS refer 

to. She affirmed the open-ended/collabotative approach of the current research as 

appropriate given the context, and pointed to the value of academic work that is readable 

for people at the grassroots level. 

Later that same day, I spent two hours with Brenda Cupelli - sharing my 

experience of the research, reading excerpts of the thesis out loud to her, and listening to 

her responses. Brenda's updated letterboard included a collection of additional words so 

that she no longer had to spell everything fetter by Ietter. Her new living situation 

provided her with improved w e  and comfort, though the increased challenges of coping 

with her ever-diminishing mobility and energy IeveIs were apparent. Despite this, Brenda 

requested that I read sections hrn each chapter wide she provided ongoing feedback. 

Amid tears, eye contact, subtle nods and vocaI cues, Brenda spelled: "You have 

accurately portrayed my voice - thanks. I'm deeply gratefitl. Should be published soon. 

Important s m - '  (BC, Feb 15/01). I Ieft her apartment that day with a deeper sense of 

what it means to create space for the stories of those who are without a voice, and to 

&ow one's reality to change as a result of hearing such stories. 

My h a 1  meeting with Millie Bookout followed two days later. As on every other 

visit, she greeted me with a wave and a smile from the living room when I entered the 

apartment, and we settled into a conversation about the research soon afterwards. Millie 

studied the graphic representation of the thesis for some time and then wrote, "it's really 

your book on all subjecrs - headings " (MB, Feb 17/0 1) - and pointed to each chapter 

title. She clarified this M e r  with gestures, which indicated that the textual elements of 

the research were more closely linked to my own thinking than to her general 



understanding of the subject. I explained the process by which I had discerned the 

different topic areas while trying to convey communication issues in the words of the 

different participants. Millie preferred that I not read any excerpts, but asked me to 

explain how her input had been included. After summarizing pertinent sections of the text 

(e.g., "Can't Keep in a Crowd", "Dt5ja-Vu"), Millie nodded, voiced softly and wrote, "I 

think you did well. I'll read it when I'm alone. It 'sfine with me. You were busy -good 

work" (MB, Feb 17/01). Her comments not only affirmed the acceptability of my 

research claims, but also reinforced the idea that these discoveries were as much a result 

of my own interactions with the data as they were an account of her experience with 

speechlessness. 

Last, but not least, I enjoyed a concluding visit with Ruth Cole. Her husband, 

Richard, greeted me at the door, Ruth almost immediately appeared at the top of the stairs 

with an enthusiastic wave and smile. Her speech had changed since our last interview, but 

I was still able to understand her. Still, Ruth had her new Language Master at the ready in 

case the need for clarification should arise - as it did on occasion during our dialogue. As 

I had done with every other participant, I presented Ruth with a copy of the memo ''map" 

on which I had highlighted the topic areas that included information fiom our two 

previous interviews. After reviewing the overall structure of the thesis with her, Ruth 

pointed to particular sections of the manuscript that she wanted me to read. Her interest 

was visible and her feedback heIpful. She read many of the quotes I had included from 

her transcripts and asked that I change certain details regarding people she had referred to 

in her stories. When asked whether she felt comfortable with the way her voice had been 

represented in the research, Ruth simply stated, ''It's wonderficl " (RC, Feb I 7/0 1). 

In the days following these h a 1  visits, I reflected anew on the significance of 

what I had s h a d  with participants. My integration of this research - both its process and 

its content - has essentially given me a hller understanding of how stories are meant to 

be shared, how they change in their retelling, and how such exchanges offer us new 

windows onto the world. "We are just one story in a string of stones. all tied together, 
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making sense not individually but as a piece of a pattern. Like a walle f i l  of snapshots, 

glimpses of the human story. '" (Rabin. 1985, p. 188) 
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Consent Form for ALS Societv of Alberta & NWT 

Research Proiect Title: An Exploration of Issues Surrounding Communication 
among People with ALS. 

Investigator: Susannah H o w  

This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only part of the process of informed 
consent. It should give you a basic idea of what the research is about and what your participation 
will involve. If you wodd like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not 
included here, you should feel fiee to ask. Please take your time to read this carefidly and to 
understand any accompanyhg information. 

The purpose of this research project is to expiore and document issues related to communication 
for people who have been diagnosed with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). 

Participation of the ALS Society of Alberta & NWT in this study means that you will be asked to 
act as tfie intermediary in contacting potential panicipants from among your current clientele. 
Participants will be required to have a c o d h e d  ALS diagnosis and have an interest in sharing 
their expaience of communication within the context of their illness. You may also be asked to 
act as witnesses should your clients be unable to sign the written consent form due to their 
condition, and require the signature of a proxy (i-e., family member, or friend). 

The research project wiIl entail regular in-pason visits to your clients from the researcher 
(Susannah Horgan) at intervals and for a duration that will respect your clients' heaIth needs. 
CIients who are online will also be encouragal to comrmmicate with Susannah between visits via 
e-mail. This study is not expected to involve any greater risks to your clients than those ordinarily 
occurring in daily life. However, the informal interview process used in collecting information 
brn  participants could touch on some sensitive issues and may therefore trigger upsetting 
feelings for your clients. Should this occur, participants wilI be referred to a qualified couusellor 
h m  the ALS Saciety of AIber?a & NWT's home care ref& Iist. 

Research mapants will be consulted about the format of in-person visits as well as the 
accuracy and relevance of the findings throughout the study- AlI information obtained from 
interviews, in-person visits andlor e-mad correspondence between your clients and the researcher 
wilI be documented anonymously in writing and Iater on computer disk, to be stored in a locked 
cabinet in SusaMah's office at home. Only group demographics will be reported in any published 
reports and excerpts from participants' individual stories wiLI only be included with their consent. 
SbouId participants request that their real names be inctuded in the findings these anonymity 
pmtocols will be waived on an individual basis. All idocmation obtained through the research 
process will be kept in strictest confidence and all records will be destroyed two years after the 
completion of this thesis. The consent of your clients will be required should the ALS Society of 
AIberta & NWT want access to the research data for writing purposes that extend beyond the 
current thesis. 



Participation in this study is completely voluntary. Should the ALS Society of Alberta & NWT 
or participating clients experience discomfort regarding the research process itself and/or the 
effects of sharing sensitive information, involvement may be re-negotiated or terminated. 
Withdrawal from this project will not adversely affect the ALS Society of Alberta & NWT or its 
cfients in any way. Ultimately, it is hoped that the current project will provide a forum in which 
people with ALS can tell their story and help increase awareness about issues related to 
communication as they occur with this disease. 

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the 
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as the 
intermediary for contacting participants. In no way does this waive your Iegal rights nor release 
the investigators, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional 
responsibilities. The ALS Society of Alberta & NWT is flee to withdraw fiom the study at any 
time. Your continued participation should be as informed as your initid consent, so you should 
feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. If you have 
further questions concerning matters related to this research, please contact Susannah Horgan at 
220-7459 0, or her supervisor Dr. Nancy Marlett at 220-5657. 

If you have any questions concerning your rights as a possible participant/contact agency in this 
research, please contact Mrs. Patricia Evans, Research Services Office, Room 602 Earth Sciences 
(220-3782). 

Signature ( ALS Staff) Date 

Signature (ALS Staff) Date 

Signature (Researcher) Date 

Witness Date 

A copy of this consent h m  has been given to you to keep for your records and reference. 



Letter of Introduction to Potential Research Partici~ants 

Dear Potential Research Participant: 

My name is Susannah Horgan and 1 am currently pursuing a Master's degree in Counselling 
Psychology and Rehabilitation at the University of Calgary. As part of the requirements for my 
program, I am conducting a research project under the supervision of Dr. Nancy Marlett. I am 
writing to tell you about this study, which is entitled "An Exploration of Issues Surrounding 
Communication among People with ALS", and to ask whether you would be interested in 
participating in it. 

The purpose of this study is to document and descnibe the issues surrounding communication for 
individuals who have ALS. It is my hope that such a study will achowledge and make known the 
varied approaches to communication that are used by people with AL3 and perhaps provide 
caregivers with more insight into how best to offer support to those who have the disease. 

As the researcher, I hope to become both an observer of communication strategies, as well as a 
panit5pant in communicating with you. With your consent and as your health permits, I will visit 
you as regularly as possible and lor a duration of time that suits your changing health needs. I will 
document my interactions with you by way of informal interviews. which I will record in the 
form of written field notes. Should you have access to the internet, e-mail may also be used as a 
supplementary tool for communication and documentation. 

As much as possible, you will be consulted and inciuded in the research process for the duration 
of the project. This will include asking for your feedback and input with regards to the format of 
our in-person meetings, the information gathered its accuracy andlor relevance with respect to 
your expm-ence, and its inclusion in the final mearch report. At all times, your personal well 
being will be paramount and your particular needs at any given time will be respected. You may 
contact me at any time throughout the project's duration with questions or concerns, and the ALS 
Society of Alberta & NWT staff d l  also kavaiIabie should you need to debrief with someone 
about issues arising from the research experience. 

This study is not expected to involve any greater risks to you than those ordinariiy occurring in 
daily life. However, the informal interview process used in collecting information could touch on 
some sensitive issues and may therefore trigger upsetting feehgs for you. Should this occur, 
professional counseIling senices will be available to you through the ALS Society of Alberta & 
NWT's home care referral list. Participation in this study is compIetely voluntary. Should you 
experience discomfort regarding the research process itself and/or the effects of sharing sensitive 
information, your involvement can be re-negotiated or terminated. Withdrawal from this project 
will not adversely affect you in any way. Ultimately, it is hoped that this project will provide a 
forum in which peopie with can telT their story and help increase awareness of the issues 
related to communication for those living with the disease. 

All information will be gathered in such a way as to ensure your anonymity by removing 
identifying details from h e n  records and reports. Any amail correspondence will be deleted 



h m  my mail box once hard copies have been secured, Should you spec@ a preference to having 
your real name include in the findings, this will be honored. Othawise, pseudonyms will be used 
in the 6nal account and only group demographics will be repoaed in any published studies. You 
will be consulted with respect to the inclusion of any excerpts that are specific to your own 
situation in the find thesis, and requests for any of this information to be excluded h m  the find 
report will be honored. All records will be kept (on computer disk as well as hard copies) in a 
locked cabinet in my office at home and will only be accessible to me. Your consent wilt be 
required should the ALS Society of Alberta & NWT staff want access to the research data for 
writing purposes that extend beyond the current thesis. All records will be destroyed two years 
after completion of the thesis. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 220-7459 (W), or by e-mail at 
s lho~@.uca lw .ca .  You may aIso contact my supervisor Dr. Nancy Marlett at 220-5657 with 
any questions. If you are interested in participating in this study, I invite you to contact me by 
phone, by e-mail, or through the intermediary of Mary Hatcher or Jane Rivest at the ALS Society 
of Alberta & NWT (228-3857). Finally, should you have any questions concerning your rights as 
a possible participant in this research, please contact Mrs. Patricia Evans, Research Services 
Office, Room 602 Earth Sciences (220-3782). 

I thank you in advance for your time and consideration and I hope to meet you in the near future, 

Sincerely, 



Coosent Form for Participants 

Research Proiect Title: An Exploration of Issues Surrouuding Communication 
among People with ALS. 

Investiator: Susannah Horgan 

This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only part of the process of informed 
consent. It should give you a basic idea of what the research is about and what your participation 
will involve. If you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not 
included here, you should feel h e  to ask. Please take your time to read this carellly and to 
understand any accompanying information. 

The purpose of this research project is to expIore and document issues related to communication 
for people who have been diagnosed with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). Participants in 
this study must have a confkned ALS diagnosis and have an interest in sharing their experience 
of communication within the context of their illness. 

Consent to participate means that you will receive regular in-person visits to your clients from the 
researcher (Susannah Horgan) at intervals and for a duration that will suit your changing health 
needs. Should you have access to a computer and the internet, you wiIl also be encouraged to 
communicate with Susannah between visits via e-mad. During in-person visits, Susannah will 
observe, participate in and document interactions with specific attention to communication issues; 
these activities will be integrated into a structured process of informal interviewing. Susannah 
will consult with you throughout the research process regarding the format of in-person visits, the 
ialormation gathered, its accuracy, relevance and inclusion in the hd report. Susannah andlor 
the ALS Society of Alberta & NWT staff will also be available to you should you need to debrief 
about issues arising h m  the research experience. 

This study is not expected to involve any greater risks to you than those ordinarily occurring in 
daily life. However, the infonnd interview process that Susannah will be using to collect 
ialonnation could touch on some sensitive issues and may therefore trigger upsetting feelings. 
Should this occur, the services of a qualified counseuor will be made available to you through the 
ALS Society of Alberta & NWT's home care referral list. 

All information obtained h m  intavim, in-person visits andlor e-mail correspondence between 
you and Susannah will be documented anonymously in writing and later on computer disk, to be 
stored in a locked cabinet in S d s  office at home. Only group demographics will be 
reported in any published reports and excerpts fiom your individual story will onIy be included 
with your consent, Should you request that your real name be included in the findings these 
anonymity protocols will be waived on an individual basis. AU information obtained through the 
research process will be kept in strictest codkhce aad aII records will be destroyed two years 
after the completion of this thesis. Your consent will be required should the ALS Society of 
Alberta & NWT want access to the research data for writing purposes that extend beyond the 
current thesis. 



Participation in this study is completely voluntary. Should you experience discomfort regarding 
tfie research process itself andlor the effects of sharing sensitive information, involvement may be 
re-negotiated or terminated, Withdrawal from this project will not adversely affect you in any 
way. Ultimately, it is hoped that the current project will provide a forum in which people with 
ALS can tell their story and help increase awareness about issues related to comunication as 
they occur with this disease. 

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the 
information regding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject. In 
no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators, sponsors, or involved 
institutions from their legal and professional responsl'bilities. You are free to withdraw h m  the 
study at any time. Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so 
you should fee1 free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. If 
you have W e r  questions concerning matters related to this research, please contact Susannah 
Horgan at 220-7459 (W), or her supervisor Dr. Nancy Marlett at 220-5657. 

If you have any questions concerning your rights as a possible participant/contact agency in this 
research, please contact Mrs. Patricia Evans, Research Services Office, Room 602 Earth Sciences 
(220-3782). 

Signam of Participant 
OR 

Date 

Signature of Proxy Date 

Signature of Wimess (ALS Society Staff) Date 

Date 

A copy of this consent from has been given to you to keep for your records and reference. 




